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PREFACE 

This is an essay. In a sense, I suppose, It Is an 

essay on the nature of man. Directly or indirectly most 

Inquiries into social subject matter are essays on man. 

The central focus of the inquiry, however, is one of man's 

most honored artifacts—scholarship. And of scholarship it 

is primarily preoccupied with that which is called politi

cal science. 

For some time now the participants in that scholar

ly activity known as political soience have been engaged in 

a kind of pitched battle. And as with most battles it has 

its Issues and its war cries. The central issues in this 

engagement concern the tasks of the political scientist and 

the means by which he should live up to them. The war 

cries, depending upon the side with which one chooses to 

allign himself, include "metaphysics," "science," "values," 

"objectivity," and others too numerous to mention. 

It is probably symbolic that even in disagreement 

men find something to agree about. With increased fre

quency the term "orlsis1' has crept into the communiques of 

the conflict. There would appear to be a growing consensus 

among the protagonists, regardless of their positions on 

the issues or the battle cries to which they respond, that 

a "ctisis" exists in political inquiry. The origin of the 
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"crisis" is vague. For some it extends as far back as the 

Enlightenment. Others in the spirit of Ortega y Gassett 

see it as just another reflection of the level of the times. 

A few are convinced that it is simply a manifestation of 

their adversaries' pig-headedness and latent fanaticism. 

Given the subject matter of the present inquiry, 

there is nothing to do but walk full-faced into the fray. 

Before I do, however, let me raise the white flag. I come 

in peace. 

It is a truism that men of peace are never truly 

neutral. Neutrality in the final analysis is a psychologi

cal impossibility. Man invariably betrays a position upon 

any issue he regards worthy of his attention. Were this 

not the case, he would unquestionably turn away and occupy 

himself otherwise. 

But I do not propose to turn away. And because this 

is an essay, I am compelled to make my position as clear as 

possible. An essay, after all, is nothing more than an at

tempt by a writer to identify an issue, take a position on 

the issue, and demonstrate the basis of that position. In 

this sense the essay is among the most honest forms of hu

man discourse. The essayist can enter no disclaimers. It 

is a first person singular activity from beginning to end. 

So the question is: What is my position on the is

sue at hand? My response is that the "crisis" is more ap

parent than real. The issue, I have suggested, concerns the 



question: What is the study of politics all about? What 

is the political scientist trying to do, and how is he at

tempting to do it? In the literature of the dispute, it is 

called a methodological controversy. And it is my position 

that the basis of the controversy is not sufficient to 

warrant a "crisis." 

To demonstrate my position, I have turned to one of 

the most ancient vehicles in western political thought: 

Utopia. This choice leads to some of the hottest spots on 

the firing line. Among others it raises the issue of the 

role of preferences in social inquiry. It talces us directly 

to the question: What ought to be? For Utopia is the world 

of the "ought." Now the world of the "ought" is in con

siderable dispute in contemporary political inquiry. Accord 

ing to some students the "ought" ought not be considered. 

(If this view appears to contradict itself, it is only one 

of the minor curiosities of the controversy.) According to 

others, it should be considered; but, alas, the argument 

runs, such a preoccupation is no longer possible given the 

condition of political inquiry. 

In this essay, I reject both positions. And I at

tempt to demonstrate that the "ought" ought to be considered 

that the "ought" is being considered; beoause the "ought" 

has to be considered by the very nature of social inquiry. 

I realize that mine might seem a strange peace offering. It 

would appear to please neither of the warring factions. By 



the same token, however, peace offerings rarely do. Man 

never entirely wins In his battles with his fellows. 

I am also aware that my position leaves me exposed 

to an attack from both quarters. For my position makes me 

a Utopian* And according to one group I shouldn't be. Ac

cording to the other I can't be. If the first group Is 

right, I am wrong. If the second group Is right, I am con

fused. But I believe neither to be the case. I am a 

Utopian* Indeed I am hopeless on the subject. But It Is 

my thesis that all men are. 

One of the Interesting features of the world of the 

"ought" Is the fact that man never quite finds himself In 

It. Things are never quite what they "ought" to be. Even 

the most rabid of those human creatures who oall themselves 

"conservatives," those who maintain that the present Is the 

best of all possible worlds, betray their colors from time 

to time* And because things are never quite what they 

"ought" to be, there is a constant attempt to do something 

to change the situation. 

It is probably more than an historical accident that 

the first great Utopia was written by the first great social 

thinker. And, I submit, in writing his Republic. Plato was 

not simply being thoughtful of those who would come after 

him by establishing the framework of one form of Utopian in

quiry* He was doing what is natural to man. He was search

ing for a solution to what "ought" not to be—human problems. 
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How it matters not where or when you live, human problems 

have a way of persisting. "The best laid plans of mice and 

men" to the contrary nothwithstanding, we do have our prob

lems. Historically, however, man has attempted to solve 

them. He has labored toward Utopia tirelessly; but, re-

gretably, without complete success. 

Indeed it seems at times today that he has labored 

without success at all. On some of the darker days at this 

point in time, 20th Century, the gap between here and Utopia 

seems almost incapable of being bridged. Possibly never be

fore have the problems which confront the human community 

seemed so over-powering. So many words have been expended 

upon the awesome potential of nuclearity and thermonuclearity 

alone that it has beoome almost trite to raise the issue. 

Along side this great international horror every community 

faces difficulties which at times seem staggering. Igno

rant of national boundaries, problems of economic growth, 

employment, automation, urbanism, natural resource conserva

tion and development, education, delinquency and orime, sub

standard living conditions, these and other issues compli

cate the present. Nor are the problems simply questions of 

physical growth and well-being. Deep and troublesome moral 

questions plague us as well. Questions concerning the moral 

responsibilities of developed to under-developed nations. 

Questions of the appropriate relationships between men of 

different skin pigments, religious faiths, and cultural 
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heritages disturb our deepest moral consciousness. Little 

wonder there Is apprehension about the conditions of utopla 

In those rare moments when the full Impact of our present 

condition Is comprehended. 

In his Farewell Address to the American people, for

mer President Dwight D. Elsenhower suggested that this 

generation of Americans could do well to emulate their fron

tier predecessors who learned to live In the presence of 

constant danger and problems. For a man not given to ex

cessive philosophical speculation, General Elsenhower came 

exceedingly close to giving us an enduring piece of advice. 

All that remains to complete It Is the suggestion that like 

those who came before us we must continuously attempt to 

solve our problems at the very moment we learn to live with 

them. 

It Is to an Inquiry Into the "problem solving" 

efforts of some of America's greatest Utopians that I turn 

my attention In the following pages. Hopefully their ef

forts can tell us something about the "crisis" In contempo

rary political Inquiry. 

Before turning my attentions to the present Inquiry, 

however, may I gratefully acknowledge the assistance I re

ceived from others In the preparation of this manuscript? 

Properly handled acknowledgements should be the most diffi

cult part of any research undertatking. They should be the 

product of thoughtful reflection upon the question: To 



whom am I responsible for whatever strengths are manifested 

In my work? Response to such a question Is difficult. For 

It must span a person's lifetime. 

In my case It unquestionably has Its roots with my 

parents who had the good sense to be patient with a son. 

More Immediately, however, I am deeply Indebted to Professor 

Ourrln V. Shields for sharing with me at once his sense of 

discipline and his encouragement. For his Imagination, 

wisdom and time, I am grateful. The assistance of others, 

as well, I appreciate: Professors Conrad Joyner, Charles 

Wallraff, John Millett, John Gaus, Vincent Ostrom among 

others. 

Finally to my wife, Kathy, I should like to express 

an open note of thanks. She read, corrected and typed the 

entire manuscript—-clearly the most distasteful parts of 

any research project. 

Errors of Interpretation or fact, of course, are 

my own. 
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ABSTRACT 

Utopia is one of the most persistent themes in 

political Inquiry1* The first major social treatise, Plato's 

Republic, was a search for the oommunity in which the good 

life could be lived. Since Plato, Utopia has persisted in 

western political thought in many forms. In all its forms, 

however, one of the central preoccupations of the Utopian 

thinker has been the question: What ought to be? Thus the 

question of "values" plays a primary role in Utopian inquiry. 

The present essay is an inquiry into the oondition 

of Utopia In American social and political thought. Logi

cally it is divisible into three parts. The first concerns 

a current methodological view of some political scientists 

who argue that contemporary modes of inquiry preclude 

questions of an "ought" nature. Thus, it is said, Utopia 

is dead. The basis of this position is that the commitment 

by a largs portion of scholars to the "scientific" study of 

politics renders impossible the consideration of social ends. 

Hence, they conclude, only analysis of political means re

mains a possible form of scholarly activity for political 

scientists. 

Secondly, there is an examination of the writings 

of some major American Utopian thinkers. The focus is two

fold: (a) their methods of inquiry, and (b) the doctrinal 

xl 
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by-products of their inquiry. The principal Utopians con

cerned include Edward Bellamy, Ignatius Connelly, Henry 

George, and B. F. Skinner, among others. This examination 

is of a three-fold character. It Includes a critique of 

their analyses of social problems, the ends to which they 

recommend society address itself, and their conception of 

the means by which the problems of society can be elimi

nated in favor of their Utopian ends. 

Finally, the present inquiry examines the relation

ship between the American democratic tradition and the 

American Utopian tradition. In this connection, the Ameri

can conception is treated as a decision-making process in

volving three related doctrines—popular sovereignty, poli

tical equality, and majority rule. 

The argument of this essay includes the following 

conclusions: (1) that Utopian inquiry, one of the first 

forms of scholarship to appear on the North American conti

nent, continues to play an integral part in American social 

thought; thus, it is argued, the Utopian impluse Is not dead 

in American politioal Inquiry; (2) that there is no neces

sary tension between contemporary methods of political in

quiry and the search for Utopia; the argument is that 

scholarship is now what it always has been, the searoh for 

order; and, in this connection, that students of politics 

are, in their heart of hearts, Utopians—despite disclaimers 

to the contrary; (3) the greatest methodological problems 
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of American Utopians have centered upon that -which Is de

cried by critics of current scholarship In politioal sci

ence—"means" analysis; thus, it is demonstrated that the 

Utopian's consideration of the means (by which social prob

lems are resolved in favor of desired social ends) is a 

necessary attribute of utoplanlsm; (4) that of the American 

Utopians examined, only those -who have relied upon the demo

cratic decision-making process as a means of realizing 

Utopia present a logically investigable method of inquiry; 

and, thus, they permit (a) other scholars to retrace their 

search for order and (b) their contemporaries to act upon 

their Utopian recommendations: (5) that the American Utopian 

tradition and the American democratic tradition are inex

tricably interwoven in two senses: (a) in terms of the ends 

to which American Utopians have addressed themselves, and 

(b) in terms of the means by which those ends can be 

realized. 

Corollary lines of inquiry Include an examination of 

the relationship of metaphysical, physical, and historical 

analysis to the search for Utopia; the relationship between 

the Judaic-Christian tradition of Utopia, the American fron

tier conception of Utopia, the social reformers' conception 

of Utopia within the American tradition; and the relation

ship of the methods of science to questions of a value na

ture. 



Chapter 1 

The Problem 

One of the fascinations of recent scholarship In 

the social sciences Is the extent to -which it manifests 

what might be called a crisis mentality on the part of the 

social scientist. As long ago as 1939* the eminent soci

ologist Robert S. Lynd felt compelled to commenoe his wide-

ly-read for What -with an introductory chapter en

titled "Social Sciences in Crisis." 

During the intervening quarter of a century so per

vasive has this sense of crisis become that some of the 

most spectacular scholarly events in the social sciences 

have, to a greater or lesser degree, accepted as their work

ing assumption the reality of crisis.'1' Volume after volume 

has been offered to the consuming social soientiflc public, 

article after article has appeared in scholarly journals, 

1. In the discipline of political science, among 
others see, David Easton, The Political System (Hew Tort: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1953); Judith Shklar. After Utopia 
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1957); 
Bernard Crick, The American Science of Politics (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1959); 
Roland Young (ed«), Approaches to the Study of Politics 
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1958); Eric 
Voegelln, The Sew Science of Politics (Chicago: The Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1952); Thomas I. Cook, "The Methods 
of Politioal Science, Chiefly in the United States," 
Contemporary Political Science (Paris: UNESCO, 1950), 
pp. 75-90. 

1 
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to the effeot that the social sciences stand at a deadly 

crossroad; that the decisions which they make as the pro

ceed are of the most profound significance; that the im

mediate choices of social scientists are matters of life or 

death proportions—not only for the continued prosperity and 

well-being of the disciplines themselves, but for the whole 

of mankind. 

The field of political inquiry, no less than its 

sister disciplines in the social sciences, has participated 

in this deep concern—a concern which, in its broadest 

sense, involves the essential character and value of recent 

scholarship in the discipline. Bernard Orick, writing in 

1959» speaks of the crisis in political inquiry manifested 

in a "widespread attempt to substitute political science 

for political thought."2 This same spirit pervades Pro

fessor Judith Shklar1s verbally brilliant After Utopia 

which appeared two years earlier.^ In this poetic but 

passionately gloomy essay, Miss Shklar is forced to the re

morseful conclusion that "...the belief that people can con

trol and improve themselves and, collectively, their social 

environment..."^ is dead because, "the urge to construct 

grand designs for the political future of mankind is gone. 

2. Crick, ibid.. p. 140. 

3. Shklar, op. clt. 

4. Ibid., p. 219. 



The last vestiges of Utopian faith required for such an 

enterprise have vanished.With grandiose historlcism she 

traces the demise of political thought forward from the En

lightenment which she says, in spite of its emphasis upon 

the potential of the human intellect, gave man liberty but 

no great purpose to serve. 

Though less pessimistic than Miss Shklar about the 

future of political inquiry, still another contemporary 

political scientist, Professor Dante Germlno, concurs in her 

basic analysis. Political thought, he says, has become 

"increasingly concerned with problems relating to organi

zational means rather than questions of ends."^ Thus he 

speaks of the "crisis in positivlst political science" 

which cannot aid man in his search for the ends of human 

existence. Implicit in Germlno1s view is the notion that 

the consideration of means is somehow unrelated to the 

realization of human purposes. This, as I will subsequent

ly attempt to demonstrate, is an essentially fruitless as

sumption. 

In a very real sense Crick, Shklar and Germlno are 

animated by a concern which they share with the noted Ameri

can political theorist, Thomas I. Cook, who has spoken of 

5. Ibid., from the Preface. 

6. Dante Germlno, "The Revival of Political Theory, 
Journal of Politics. XXV, KG. 25 (August, 1963), 452. 

7. Idem. 
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the "rootlessness" of modern political science. Writing in 
• i 

behalf of American political science for the UHESOO publica

tion, Contemporary Political Science. Cook complains that 

as political inquiry has grown as a discipline and become 

independent, it "has revolted unduly against its progeni

tors, and has become as rootless as it is active."® As a 

consequence, he recommends the "neoessity of a radical re-
9 

construction, the consoious search for unifying roots" on 
o 

the part of students of political Inquiry. 

As I say, this sense of crisis, of radical urgency, 

centers on the character and value of recent scholarship in 

political science. It reflects a wide-spread fear among 

students of politics that the products of their Intellects 

and energies are insufficient to their community's need. 

Again it was Lynd who articulated this fear when he 

said 

Social solence is...an organized part of culture 
which exists to help man*•.It is because the writer 
feels that our America* culture presents acute prob
lems demanding all the Intelligence aalanoa can 
wmirtwi art Emus? B99U1 rwartt ftPMOT tg him 
to be falling ahort of meeting this need. that It 
has seemed essential to include here related 
analyses of both the culture and of the present 
state of our research." (Italics added)10 

8. Cook, op. clt. 

9. Ibid., pp. 75-79. 

^ „ *?• Robert S. Igrnd, faOTflgftflP for Tffrat? gfte Plftge 
of Social Solence In American Culture IPrlncetoaisPrinceton 
University Press, 1939)» pp. iz-z. 
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In this brief statement of position—or, rather, positions— 

Lynd effectively justifies the remaining two-hundred and 

sixty-eight pages of the volume from which It was taken* 

Notice the theses to which we are treated In this statement. 

First, there Is the notion that the social sciences have a 

function to perform; secondly, there Is the position that 

the social sciences are not performing their functions ef

fectively. 

In other words, Lynd Is arguing that the crisis 

takes Its dimensions from the failure of the social sciences 

to fulfill their purpose. The question therefore becomes: 

What 1s the purpose of the social sciences? What, accord

ing to Lynd, are they failing to do? 

Lynd*s response is especially clear. The social 

sciences, as an organized part of culture, must assist man 

in understanding and resolving the problems which confront 

him. In short, the purpose of the social sciences is to 

assist man In realizing his purpose. 

In this view of the function of the social sciences, 

Lynd is joined by a large number of contemporary students 

of social subject matter, including George E. G. Catlln, 

one of the leading proponents of the scientific study of 

politics. According to Professor Oatlin, the political 

scientist is fundamentally concerned with the "appropriate 
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means to achieve social ends. In this sense, the function 

of the political scientist Is an enormously practical one. 

He must, as Oatlln points out, "show that he can aid the 

politician." Yet, If the function of the political scien

tist Is as clear as Lynd asserts, and as practical as Catlln 

claims, It Is admittedly not a simple responsibility. It 

Involves, as a closer examination of the Lynd-Catlln argu

ment reveals, the complicated Job of working out for a com

munity confronted with almost unlimited problems a satis

factory modus vlvendl at "least. 

Notice the difficulties Inherited by the political 

scientist as a consequence of this view. At the most su

perficial level of analysis one can see that the political 

scientist must be able to ascertain the character of appro

priate "social ends" as well as the proper procedures for 

realizing them. But more Is Involved here than simply the 

perception of ends and the employment of appropriate means 

to reach them. 

In the first place, the job Is not as simply-mechani-

cal as Its articulation would Imply. The data with which 

the political scientist works are not handily separated In 

terms of "ends" - "means" like the materials found in a 

stenographer's "In" and "Out" baskets. Neither historically, 

11. George E. G. Oatlln, "political Science and 
the Practical Problem of Peace," The Western Political 
Quarterly. HI, No. 4, (December, 1959)» 917• 



nor at any given time, have the things which people wanted 

and the manner in which those things can be aohleved pre

sented themselves to the observer clearly marked "ends-

means." Paradoxically they are found in that very culture 

of which Lynd has said the social sciences are an organized 

part. And the observer's task of identifying both social 

ends and appropriate means for achieving them is a compli

cated process of understanding cultural problems and po

tentialities. About this more will be said in subsequent 

chapters. 

Such an understanding involves the perceptive capa

city and analytic skills of the observer. For a problem is 

not a problem until a condition has been perceived as such. 

Nor can a solution to it be conceived until the problem's 

dimensions have been explored and the resouroes available 

to resolve It known. Shis is the function of analysis-

careful, painstaking analysis. 

In other words, one cannot know what to do about a 

problem until one knows its nature. And beyond the iden

tification and understanding of the nature of some kind of 

problem, the political scientist must indicate a solution 

to it if the Lynd-Oatlln test is to be satisfied. This 

function, as I have suggested, involves some understanding 

of the resources available by which a solution might be 

effected. It is at this point that the problem of ends-

means comes fully into focus. For clearly that which must 
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replace (the end) that which is (the problematic condition), 

plus the method by which this displacement is to be achieved 

(the means), are resources in the sense that they are both 

prerequisite to the resolution of the problem. 

This is true regardless of the nature of the prob

lem. The political scientist interested in water problems 

on the desert must not only know that a water supply exists; 

he must also consider the method by which that water can be 

made available. Water in the arid desert is a resource. 

But so is the method of making water available. By the same 

token, if the problem which confronts the student of poll-

tics is perceived as a moral one, such as a condition of 

"inequality among men," then not only must there be an al

ternative set of human relationships such as "equality 

among men," but there must be a means of effecting it. 

There must be (l) a potential condition known as "equality" 

whioh is (2} possible of being instituted. 

Thus if the political scientist is to meet his re

sponsibilities, he must perceive a problematic condition, 

identify an alternative to it, and specify a method for ef

fecting that alternative. Until the latter two acts have 

been perforated there is no reason to presume that the first 

condition can be eliminated. It is in this sense that I 

suggested earlier that Professor Germino's assumption con

cerning the unrelated nature of means to ends is an es

sentially fruitless one. 
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My position is that one of the fundamental pre

requisites to what Germino calls the realization of the ends 

of human existence and what Hiss Shklar identifies as the 

improvement of the social environment is a consideration of 

how this can be accomplished. The consideration of both 

ends and means are inseparable if the political soientist 

is to meet the Lynd-Gatlln test. 

More, however, is Involved in the "crisis mentality" 

with which we are concerned than the belief that there Is 

undue Interest in "organizational means" on the part of con

temporary students of politics. What I am suggesting is 

that there is another aspect of the concern which has been 

voiced by a large number of political scientists, and that 

this aspect is more frequently posed as a methodological 

problem. The thesis which one normally encounters in this 

connection can be formulated in the following manner: there 

is a deeper problem in political inquiry today than the 

emphasis upon means analysis; this emphasis is only the con

sequence of the real problem which is the wide-spread at

tempt on the part of present political scientists to employ 

the scientific method of inquiry as a means of fulfilling 

their responsibilities. It is this aspect of the "crisis" 

to which Germino addresses himself when he speaks of the 

"crisis in positivist political science." 
t # 

This view of the problem conforms in its essentials 

to Professor Cook's contention that the "social sciences 
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have attempted to imitate the methods of the physical sci

ences without fully understanding the nature of those 

methods..."3,2 What is implied here is that the student of 

politics has accepted something called the "scientific 

method" for his purposes without realizing what he has ac

cepted* 

Summarized, the thesis of those who share this view 

of current methods of political inquiry amounts to this: 

that the "scientific method" of inquiry (1) forceB the poli

tical scientist to concern himBelf only with the question 

of political means and (2) precludes the consideration of 

political ends. 

One of the clearest statements of this thesis can 

be found in Eric Voegelln's The Sew Solence of Politics 

wherein he contends that positivism, i.e., the scientific 

method, "has proved Inadequate" because it precludes the 

requisites of social order.1^ Thus he Joins Professor Oook 

in calling for a basic re-examlnation of the procedures em

ployed by political scientists. He calls for a "recon

struction" in politloal Inquiry. Indeed he, (and for that 

matter Germino) believes that reconstruction is already un

derway to the benefit of all mankind and to the eternal sal

vation of political inquiry as a tradition of scholarship. 

12. Cook, ££. cit.. p. 75. 

13. Voegelin, fi£. clt. See especially his "intro
duction" and his chapter entitled "The End of Modernity". 
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Haying Identified the "cause" of the crisis In poli

tical science today, It would seem fair to examine the ar

guments upon which those who take this view rest their case* 

In short, we must know (1) their view of the shortcomings 

of the scientific method, (2) their alternative to it, and 

(3) the sense in which one has a superior claim to the other 

In assisting the political scientist to perform his function. 

Any judgment of the merits of the scientific method, 

either its strengths or its shortcomings, necessarily de

pends upon some understanding of the nature of that method. 

Now It would be presumptuous and foolish to argue that the 

scientific method means one thing to all people. As the 

eminent philosopher of history, Frederick J. Teggart, has 

demonstrated, the term science Is an historically and cul-

14 
turally ambiguous concept. But as far as its use in 

modern social science is concerned, most students agree that 

it received great Impetus from the work of August Comte who 

labored to establish what Guldo de Bugglero has called the 
IE 

positive methodology. For Bugglero as well as Gomte, the 

positive method is the very essence of science.1^ What's 

14. Frederick J. Teggart, Theory and Processes of 
History, chap, xlii (Berkeley and Los Angeles: university 
of California Press, I960), pp. 323« 

15* Guldo de Bugglero, "positivism," Encyclopedia 
of the Social Sciences (Hew YorkJ Macmillan•Co•, 1934), XIX, 
260-66. 

16. See August Oomte, A General View of Positivism 
trans. J. H. Bridges (Stanford, California: Academic Reprints). 
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more It Is this conception of the scientific method which, 

as we have seen, Germino, Voegelln, and the others who 

speak of crisis In political Inquiry have Identified as the 

source of the difficulty. 

If, therefore, the scientific method and the posi

tive method are currently verbal synonyms In political In

quiry, the question of the nature of the scientific method 

might he formulated more profitably: What Is the char

acter of positivism? 

According to Germino the posltlvlst "universe of 

discourse" reigns supreme In a dogma of dichotomy. This 

dichotomy Involves the separation of something called facts 

from something else called values. What's more, he notes, 

the present dichotomy stems from Oomte1 s efforts to dis

tinguish the "real" from the "chimerical."^ Thus does he 
• • • • 

acknowledge the Oomtean legacy of contemporary positivism. 

Now according to Oomte, this distinction, if em

ployed, would permit the observer to rely upon the "exter

nal" world for his observations. Thus the external world 

is that which is "real", and can be perceived through the 

18 
exercise of the observer1s perceptive skills. Such ob

servations, moreover, lead to more certain knowledge--
19 

knowledge which is at once real, precise and useful. On 

17* Germino, ££. cit.. p. 451. 

18. Oomte, ££. £!&•» p. 19* 

19. Ibid., pp. 60-63. 
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Comtean terms, then, positivism represents a commitment to 

study phenomena characterized as real as opposed to chi

merical. 

The question is, for our purposes, what is the pre

sent status of this distinction as it is employed by con

temporary exponents of the scientific method in political 

inquiry? 

Recall that Germino takes the position that Comte's 

distinction between real and rfltinie-ifl r»ai phenomena has been 

translated into the current "reigning dichotomy" which 

separates faots from values. Moreover, he contends, the im

port of this distinction renders the scientific method use

less to the political scientist's purposes. The basis of 

this position Is the assumption that the scientific method 

precludes any consideration of alternatives to that which 

physically is. Thus, he says, the scientific method limits 

the student of politics because it bolls down to the con

tention that "only those propositions are scientific which 

are verifiable through the experimental...method," and such 

a view equates "the world of the physically observable 

•fact1" with the "real world."20 The import of this view 

is clear for Germino. The student of politics who employs 

the scientific method can only fall to perform his function. 

This because it does not permit investigation of the 

20. Germino.; OP. clt.. p. 452. 
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alternative to the problematic condition, I.e., one can con

sider only that which, is, not that which ought to be: the 

"ends of human existence•" 
• • 

Germino's contention, then, is two-fold* First, he 

is arguing that the "real world" is larger than the merely 

physical world, i.e., the world of those things which are 

knowable through our sense perceptions. It includes, as 

well, those things which ought to be, alternatives to those 

things which are physically and immediately peroeptible. 

And secondly, that the methodological commitments of the 

posltlvlsts prevent them from treating with this second as

pect of reality. 

About his first argument there can be little doubt. 

That which we accept as reality, those things which press 

in on us in our day to day lives, is greater than the mere

ly physically extant. It is in this connection that the so-

called problem of values has become a matter of over-riding 

Importance to the entire discipline of political science 

in recent years. For that matter It has become an issue of 

unusual dimensions in all branches of Intellectual en

deavor—the physical sciences, social sciences, humanities 

and arts. 

N&rĵ ê hears, for example, frequent complaints by some 

critics of art, confronted with the work of contemporary 

artists: "By what standards are we to judge this work." 

This question, translated, amounts to asking what ought a 
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good piece of art be; what notions of "good" or "true" ab

stract art exist to which we can appeal in assessing the 

merits of this painting. Similarly, the poetry of an Ezra 

Pound often meets with general dismay on the part of pre

sumably literate Interpreters when they attempt to evaluate 

a particular poetic expression in terms of traditional 

values associated with works of merit* 

Even the sedentary world of the musician finds 

itself embroiled in essentially the same set of difficulties* 

The atonal music of Alban Berg, exemplified in his noted 

opera Wozzeck. has created enormous problems of interpre

tation and evaluation for the musicologist who would pass 

judgment on its contribution to the storehouse of musical 

experience. Certainly the classical standards by which a 

Mozart is judged are insufficient for the task at hand; 

equally unrewarding are the values of "Romanticism" etched 
• • 

by a Tschalfcovsky, "Impressionism" as espoused by a DeBussy, 
• . • 

and so forth* 

It is not surprising, therefore, that students of 

politics find themselves Involved in similar problems. For 

example, previously persuasive value notions embodied In 

the natural right-social contract school of political 

thought no longer serve the purposes for which they were 

intended. There is a grave question in the minds of many 

concerning the validity of certain natural law truisms for

merly believed irrefutable, jftth the breakdown of this 
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school of natural law thought as a system .of ordering a 

chaotic universe, the validity of less pervasive abstractions 

(frequently designed for Immediate praotlcal application) 

became doubtful. What, for example, are the "inalienable 

rights" of man which formerly served as the justification 

for certain political institutions espoused by early .Ameri

can democrats. Indeed, are democratic political systems 

necessarily anymore "natural" than oligarchic or totali

tarian arrangements? 

On first glance, this second question would appear 

to be an empirical one. It would seem to be formulated so 

as to make it investlgable by taking recourse to extant 

political systems. If, for example, we were to translate 

the term "natural" to "real" or "physically present," then 

the job of the observer becomes one of examining the ex

ternal world for purposes of determining the extent to which 

democratic institutions predominate over oligarchic or to

talitarian. — 

Certainly this type of investigation is a possi

bility given the foregoing formulation of the questions 

What's more, according to Germlno this is the only possible 

form of investigation in which supporters of the scientific 

study of politics can engage; because, he says, the sci

entific method does not admit the consideration of the 

second aspect of reality, what ought to be. 
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Clearly If this characterization of the scientific 

method is an accurate one, it inadequate to the purposes 

of the political scientist. Its employment would permit the 

student of politics to do little more than simply describe 

what is* And, as we hare noted, while one of the first 

tasks of the political scientist is to analyze problematic 

conditions, i.e., that which is, he must at the same time 

demonstrate that he can be of assistance in resolving the 

problem. In short, the description of what must pre

occupy the political scientist. But this preoccupation is 

only a part of his function. He must demonstrate that he 

can be of assistance to his fellow man in moving from a less 

to a more orderly condition by identifying what ought to be. 

Consequently, the "crisis" in political inquiry 

takes on still another dimension if Grermino's argument is 

valid. Hot only does the problem of political inquiry focus 

upon the virtue of the scientific method, it also focuses 

upon those who employ it. Basically what Germlno is saying 

here is (l) the scientific method is Inappropriate to the 

purposes of political inquiry, and (2) those who either em

ploy or attempt to employ it are ineffective political sci

entists. 

This is the human element of the "crisis." When 

Germlno, Voegelin, Shklar and others speak about the short

comings of current scholarship in political science, they 

are not addressing themselves simply to the question of 
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methodological procedures. They are speaking about the pro

ducts of the efforts and Intellects of their fellow politi

cal scientists. In sum, they question the abilities of 

their colleagues. 

In view of this aspect of the crisis there can be 

little surprise that bitter and acrimonious arguments have 

raged id.thin the political science profession in recent 

years over the issue of appropriate methods of political in

quiry. For an insight into the depths of this bitterness 

one need only examine the March, 1963 > issue of the 

Political Science Review. Genuinely this issue of the Review 

contains within it the crescendo of the entire debate over 

the character and value of recent scholarship in the field. 

She occasion was a review article by John Schaar 

and Sheldon Wolin of a recently published volume entitled 
21 Essays on the Scientific Study of Politics. Edited by 

Professor Herbert J. Storing, these Essays represent an at

tempt by a noted group of political thinkers to examine the 

methods and findings of what they call the "new political 
pp 

science." And in the course of their examination the 

authors of the "Essays argue, rather intemperately, that the 

21. John Schaar and Sheldon Wolin, "Review Essay, 
Essays on the Scientific Study of Politics: A. Critique,1' 
Tfrft African Political Science Review. LYII, No, 1, (March, 
1963), 125-150. 

22. Herbert J. Storing, (ed.), Essays on the 
Scientific Study of Politics (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Iflnston, 1962}, pp. 333. 
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scholarship of some of the most distinguished political sci

entists of the 20th Century, Including Harold Lasswell, 

Arthur Bentley, Herbert Simon and others, has been the pro

duct of an Inconsistency bozn of a dogmatic atheisism which 
23 has tended to promote tyranny. The Essays' unifying theme 

is that these "new political scientists1" use of the sci

entific method of Inquiry is responsible for their scholar

ly shortcomings. 

Clearly these are charges loaded with dynamite. The 

intemperance of language alone is enough to repell the or

dinary reader. But when the recipients of such charges are 

scholars of the first order, there is bound to be reper

cussions. And repercussions there were. 

In their APSR critique, Schaar and Volln return the 

verbal blasts of Storing, e£. aj.., full-measure. Speaking 

of the Essays, they state simply, If heatedly, that "this 

is a serious book, deadly serious, fanatically serious. 

written by authors on the basis of evidence which "...is 

polemically drawn and often unreliable..." They conclude 

that the language of Storing, e£. gl., "is that of a fana

tic..."24 

Thus in Its final dimension the "crisis" in politi

cal science today can be reduced to a situation wherein one 

23. Essays, ibid., p. 108, pp. 188-189, p. 322. 

24. Shaar and Wolin, ££. cit.. p. 126. 
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group of political scientists is characterized as ineffective 

and another group is described as fanatic. The import of 

this sort of exchange is simple but tragic. It amounts to 

nothing less than a fratricidal war within the discipline of 

political Bcience. 

Thus the central Issue of the crisis in political 

science concerns the appropriate methods of inquiry for stu

dents of politics. That method which has most often stood 

on the firing line has been described as the "scientific 

method." We have seen that those who object to the scien

tific in political Inquiry contend that it does not permit 

the polltioal scientist to do what is expected of him. That 

the derivative consequences of this method necessitate that 

the student of politics concern himself only with that which 

reduces Itself to an undue preoccupation with organizational 

means. Therefore, the opponents of the scientific method 

have argued the political scientist is forced to leave un

examined the other aspect of his subject—that which ought 

to be as a requisite for social order. This is the con

clusions at which they arrive from their understanding of 

the scientific method and its presumed Insistence upon 

something called the fact-value dichotomy. 

Thus we know the "shortcomings'1 of the scientific 

method as seen by Germlno, Voegelln and others. 

There remains to be considered, then, that which is 

proposed as an alternative to the scientific method. What, 
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In short, do Germlno, Voegelln and others propose In place 

of the scientific method? And -why is it somehow superior 

to the scientific method in its claim to the attention of 

political soientistB? 

On the question of the alternative to the scientific 

method Germlno and Voegelln are eminently clear. In plaoe 

of the methods of the positlvlst politioal scientists, 

Germlno reoommends a return to the methodological principles 

of the great "paradigmatic" political thinkers of the past, 

25 
e.g., Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Hegel, etc. His call, 

in short, is for the resumption of "metaphysical" inquiry 
• t 

"by political scientists. 

This view seems to be the product of two assumptions. 

First there is the notion that only metaphysics can provide 

the observer -with justifications for his preferences. Only 

metaphysical inquiry can sustain a position concerning what 

ought to be. It is in this sense that Germlno applauds Pro

fessor Leo Strauss1 attempt to "recover political ethics as 

an objective science accessible to human reason."2** 

25* Germlno, OP. clt.. p. 440. 

26. Ibid., p. 458. It should be noted in passing 
that Strauss is one of the contributors to the Essays on the 
Scientific Study of Politics, edited by Storing, which was 
discussed earlier.In viewof Professor Germlno*s pleasure 
at Strauss' efforts to establish ethics as an objective sci
ence, he must be perplexed that the father of positivism, 
Oomte, spent his later yearB devoted to exactly the same pur
pose. See MoQuilkin De Grange's discussion of Oomte in "The 
Method of Auguste Oomte," Methods in Social Science. a Oase 
Book, ed., Stuart a. Bice (Chicago: U. of Ohloago Press, 1931)* 
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Secondly, since the scientific method in Germino's view does 

not permit consideration of the "ought," metaphysical in

quiry has a superior claim to the attention of the political 

observer. Thus he desoribes Eric Voegelin as "The greatest 

political theorist of this century and one of the greatest 

of all times." For Voegelin1 s use of metaphysical inquiry 

has the consequence of reestablishing political science "as 

the science of the principles of right order in the soul and 

in society." 

It is at this point in our analysis of the "crisis" 

in political inquiry that I must enter a dissent. The bases 

of this dissent are tiro. First, I would contend that 

Germino, and the others who have criticised the use of the 

scientific method in political inquiry, have overstated 

their case for metaphysical inquiry. And, secondly, I would 

maintain that they have understated the case for the sci

entific method. Therefore I am forced to the conclusion 

that the "crisis" in political science is a specious one, 

depending as it does upon a misstatement of the relative 

claims which science and metaphysics have on political sci

entists as methods of inquiry. And finally, as I will sub

sequently attempt to demonstrate, both scientific and meta

physical inquiry share a common commitment which is to ac

quire knowledge which will permit man to order his life. In 

sum, the metaphysician and the scientist are united In their 
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search for knowledge -which will permit man to move from a 

condition of disorder into a condition of order* 

In this connection, then, our first line of Inquiry 

must he into the case for metaphysics as articulated toy the 

critics of the scientific method. To this end we know, so 

far, that its supporters contend its virtue rests In the 

fact that it permits consideration of what ought to be. Such 

a consideration, moreover, as we have seen, is of paramount 

importance to the political scientist. 

Becall, for example, the problem discussed earlier 

concerning the justification for democratic over non-demo-

cratic governments. Clearly this is a problem of supreme im

portance to a large number of people today. Indeed, it 

could be argued that one of the most persistent Issues of 

the 20th Century has centered on the merits of democracy. 

Some of the most persuasive political thinkers of recent 

times have taken upon themselves the task of criticising de

mocracy as a system of governing man. Lenin, Mi chela, 

Sorel, Rocco, Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin, and Khrushchev all 

have rested their cases upon anti-democratic arguments. 

Here then is a problem of the highest order for con

temporary students of politics. For those who reject the 

arguments of anti-democratic thinkers, the question is 

"can democracy be justified?" Is there a basis for con-
T ' • 
tending that democracy should be? Ought we have democracy 

as opposed to the alternatives offered to it? 
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It should surprise no one to discover that a large 

number of contemporary students of politics talce an affirma

tive position on this question. In fact, Professor John 

Hallowell, -who is cited by Germino as being an example of a 

current political scientist who has profitably employed 

metaphysical inquiry In his scholarship, is of just this 

vlew.2̂  In his The Moral Foundations of Democracy, this 

recent "paradigmatic thinker" takes the position that de-

* 28 
mocracy is clearly the most preferable form of government. 

Hallo-well1 s justification for his position starts 

with an openly metaphysical assumption. Namely, that there 

is an orderly reality which exists independent of man. This 

reality exists whether man knows it or not. But, he says, 

man possesses a unique capacity. For man has the ability 

to know this ordered reality. This ability, he continues, 

permits man to shape his life consistent -with the order of 

external reality. Since there is an orderly reality -which 

is knovable, and since man can kno-w and therefore order his 

life consistent -with It, Hallowell concludes, man must be 

in a position to exercise this ability. Democracy as a 

27. Ibid., p. 458. 

28. John Hallo-well, The Moral Foundations of 
Democracy (Chicagot University of Chicago Press, 1954). 
Parenthetically it should be noted that "paradigmatic" 
literally means "foremost, exemplary, model." Thus 
Hallo-well's claim to be characterized as an exemplary poli
tical soientist rests upon his use of metaphysical inquiry 
which, as we have seen, Germino identifies as the foremost 
method of inquiry. 
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political system provides this condition, he contends. Con

sequently, it is more desirable than other forms of politi

cal organization. 

Without pausing at this time to examine the logic 

of Hallo-well's jump from his description of what is in the 

metaphysical sense to what ought to be as it concerns a 

form of government, let us admit that his attempt at a 

justification of democracy is in an historic tradition of 

scholarship called the deductive method. We can further 

admit that Hallowell undoubtedly believes that his conten

tions support his confidence in democracy. Moreover, 

Hallowell*s argument is an apparently persuasive one. Among 

others, it appears to have persuaded Germino that he is an 

exemplary student of politics. 

In sum, Hallowell does use metaphysical Inquiry to 

support his claim to know what ought to be. 

But this said, does it necessarily follow that the 

only method by which democracy can be justified Involves so 

openly a metaphysical assumption: As was suggested earlier, 

I think not. Nor, for that matter, do others. 

Thomas L. Thorson, for example, has argued in his 

Logic of Democracy that there is another justification. 

Indeed Thorson contends his justification, which might be 

called empirical-logical, supports more effectively than 
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does Hallowell's the superior claims of democracy as a 

system of rule.2̂  

According to Thorson there is a logical coherence 

between democracy as a form of political organization and 

the observable nature of man; namely, that man is fallible. 

That is, man is capable of error. Democracy, for its part, 

in insisting upon the majority rule-minority rightB formula, 

admits of the fallibility of man. Now, he says, there 

should be a logical relationship between man's observable 

nature and the way he is governed. Therefore, because there 

is this relationship between the nature of man and de

mocracy, democracy is clearly preferable to other forms of 

political organization. 

Recall now the purpose of our examining these two 

attempts at justifying democracy over other forms of govern

ment was to determine the extent to which metaphysics offers 

the only basis for justifying a preference. On the surface, 

of course, we have seen that it is not. There Thorson's 

Logic with which we must contend. It does attempt to jus

tify democracy on empirical terms. Now the argument could 

be advanced that Thorson falls in his attempt. It might be 

claimed, for example, that simply because man's nature is 

observed to be X, such and such a form of government is not 

necessarily an imperative. Such an argument would conform 

29* Thomas L. Thorson, The Logic of Democracy (New 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), pp. 144-149. 
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to the contention that because something Jjg, does not neces

sarily Imply that something else ought to be. 

It could be argued, for example, that simply be

cause man appears to have a fallible nature It does not 

necessarily follow that he should be ruled democratically. 

The Nazis, we should note, made the same observation about 

man's observed characteristics and reached conclusions which 

differ strikingly from Thorson's. But this said, I can 

think of no reason to conclude that the only hope of justi

fying a given set of political Institutions over against 

another Is to become a metaphysician. 

Among other things Hallowell's metaphysical justi

fication for democracy ultimately reflects the same diffi

culties which one encounters In Thorson's empirical justi

fication. Simply to assert that there is an orderly and 

Jcnowable reality which exists independent of man does not 

dictate that man should be governed democratically. 1fter 

all, Plato posited such a reality without arriving at 

Hallowell's conclusions. In other words, Mr. Hallowell's 

metaphyslc does not permit him to do what Mr. Thorson's 

physical analysis did not permit him to do, i.e., establish 

beyond a shadow of doubt that democracy Is preferable over 

other political systems. 

This said there remains to be examined Professor 

Germlno's assumption that the metaphysical view and that 

of the modern political scientist are necessarily at odds 
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In their consequence. It should be remembered that his con

tention proceeds from his understanding of positivism as em

ployed by contemporary students of politics as a method of 

Inquiry. His view Is that positivism as a method neces

sarily must place Its emphasis upon the physical as opposed 

to metaphysical for evidence to support the scholar*s ob

servations. 

The question is: How accurate is this view of the 

scientific method? 

At least one modem positivist philosopher would re

ject Germino's understanding of positivism. Professor 

Moritz Schllck in his insightful essay entitled "Unanswer

able Questions" has demonstrated rather persuasively that 

there is no built-in war between the scientific method and 
30 

metaphysical inquiry. This Is, indeed, as it should be. 

For at the very outset Schllck reveals that his whole con

ception of positivism rests itself upon a metaphysical as

sumption. 

There is, Schllck says, a world which is a part of 

the universe. And "...the more we know of the world, the 

more we shall marvel at it; and if we should know its ul

timate principles and its most general laws, our feelings 

30. Moritz Schllck, "Unanswerable Questions?" 
Phlloaô y the Twentieth Century, eds. William Barrett 
and Henry D. liken (New Yorks Random House, 1962), 
pp. 23-27. 
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of wonder and reverence would pass all bounds.Note 

the metaphysical assumptions. First, we have the proposi

tion that there Is a universe. Secondly, there Is the as

sumption that It manifests ultimate principles, from which, 

thirdly, general laws may be deduced. Prom this metaphysi

cal discussion, Schllck turns to a consideration of the 

function of science. "The really essential principles of 

the universe," he says, "reveal themselves at any time and 
• • 

any place." While they may not "lie open at first glance... 

they can always be discovered by careful and penetrating 

methods of science."̂ 2 

She question is, what is the purpose of discovering 

these essential principles of the universe? Schllck1s ans

wer, in turn, is "to solve problems." "The joy we feel in 
» • • 

the contemplation of scientific progress is fully justified. 

One problem after another is solved by science; and the suc

cess of the past gives us ample reason for our hope that 

this process will go on, perhaps even at a quicker pace.V 

Thus in Schllck1 s view we encounter an exciting 

faith and optimism in the value of science in solving hu

man problems. But this faith and optimism depends ultimate

ly upon someone called the scientist applying something 

called the scientific method. 

31. IP« 24. 

32. liidU, p. 26. 

33. Ibid., p. 23. 
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So to continue the Inquiry we suspended a few para

graphs back, we must once again concern ourselves with the 

question what Is the scientific method? What Is It to 

which the modern political scientist Is claimed to prescribe 

as a method of Inquiry? Vfhat Is It that would be better 

displaced by metaphysical Inquiry? Recall, now, that It Is 

Germinofs view that the modern political scientist, I.e., 

positivist, can only Investigate phenomena which physically 

presents themselves to him. He can concern himself only 

with a physlcallst Interpretation of experience In that he 

can consider only those things which the senses are capable 

"34 of perceiving. 

Here, I think, Germino Imposes limitations upon the 

scientist which are not only unwarranted, but which most 

scientist's would reject. Certainly this is Sohllck's con

tention. The essence of the scientific method, he says, is 

asking questions about which there is a logical possibility 

of verification. Such procedures, he contends, may or may 

not result in the empirical possibility of verification. 

His point is that it is possible for the scholar to invent 

propositions for investigation which are logically impossi

ble of verification. And, in this connection, he uses the 

example of the following proposition: "My friend died the 

day after tomorrow." What we have here, of course, is a 

34. Germino, ££. clt.. p. 452. 
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basically meaningless statement. It violates the rales 

which govern the use of words, organized into sentences, 

according to the normal procedures of the English 
35 

language. Not only is it empirically impossible to veilfy 

this proposition, it is also logically impossible to enter

tain it. 

Concerning the empirical possibility of verifica

tion, he admits that there are many questions which very 

likely can never be answered. And, Indeed, he says there 

may be reason to lament our fate and. the weakness of our 

physical and mental prowess. But, at the same time, if the 

first test of the logical possibility of verification ob

tains, the problem of verification "could never be said to 

be absolutely insoluble, and there would always be some 

hope, at least for future generations." Shis is what he 

means when he says the proposition "there is life after 

death" is scientifically investigable. 

In this connection the import of the scientific 

method becomes strikingly obvious. It amoiuits to what 

Professor John G-aus describes as the late Reed Powell's 

definition of the scientific method: being careful. It 

calls for the observer to use the tools of his trade, his 

concepts and his perceptive skills, prudently. 

35* Schlick, "Meaning and Verification," OP. olt.. 
p. 36-37. 

36. Ibid., pp. 37-38. 
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So the question, need science and metaphysics de

clare war on one another can he answered negatively. To 

use Professor Hallowell's analysis of the metaphysioal jus

tification for democracy again, we can see that his propo

sitions conform to the requirements of our scientific 

method. The proposition that the universe manifests prin

ciples which are knovable and which oan aid man in ordering 

his life Is, at least logically, lnvestlgable—Just as in

vestigate as Thorson's proposition that man has a nature 

which when known can assist him in the same way. In both 

cases what we discover is the scholar seeking some sort of 

Intellectual justification for his contentions. 

Ironically what we have here, then, is not really 

an argument about how you should look for your justifica

tions, but a dispute concerning where you should look. The 

question concerns not the method of inquiry, but the focus 

of inquiry. So if the crisis in political science today is 

one of method, I fail to see why. 

Moreover, if the crisis in anyway involves a con

ception of differing purposes on the part of practitioners 

of political Inquiry, I fail to see why. As Sr. J. 

Bronowski, the renowned astrophysicist, has argued so per

suasively, the scientist, the painters, the poet, and I would 

argue the student of politics, is in the process of creating 
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order out of disorder. 1 His reason for doing this is two-
•*8 

fold: his own needs and the needs of his time. In other 

words, he is trying to order his world both for his oim 

benefits and for the benefits of others. 

According to Bronowskl, the scientist's success in 

ordering his world depends upon his ability to join two for

merly unlike appearances. Newton did this with the ooncept 

"gravity" by which he joined his perception of a falling 

apple to his perception of the moon in orbit. Hallowell is 

attempting to do the same thing by joining, with the con

cept unity, his perception of universal prinoiples with 

forms of government. And Thorson, for his part, is attempt

ing the same sort of union by joining his perception of man 

with democracy. 

For Bronowskl this act of joining together two un

like appearances is the creative act. And the function of 

the scientific method is to permit the "re-creative" act-

to permit others to re-trace the creative process. This 

is the whole point of Schlick's conception of science. To 

be careful in proceeding in the creation of order so as to 

make possible the re-creation of order by others. 

Both Hallowell and Thorson exercise this caution. 

Hallowell claims that there are universal prinoiples which 

37. Bronowskl, Science and Human Values (New 
York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1956}, p. 24. 

38. Ibid., p. 16. 
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are knowable said which., when known, substantiate a special 

claim which democracy has as a method of ruling men. This 

is at least an investigable proposition. It claims, among 

other thlngB that something can be known. And at least one 

person, Hallowell, claims he knows that something. By the 

same token Thorson claims that man has a nature which is 

knowable and that this knowledge provides a unique claim 

which democracy has over other political systems* Again, 

this Is an Investigable contention. What's more Thorson 

says his Investigations lead him to believe it to be true. 

The purpose of this initial inquiry has been to 

examine the cledm of some contemporary political scientists 

that the scientific method, i.e., positivism, is the basis 

of a "crisis" in political inquiry today. Miss Shklar has 

bemoaned the death of metaphysical inquiry which she con

tends means the end of man's ability to Improve himself and 

his environment. Storing and his fellow contributors to 

the Sssavs on the Scientific Study of Polltlos. likewise 

lament the "demise of metaphysics" and the emergence of the 

"new political science." Among the critics of the sci

entific inquiry into politics, only Professor Germino and 

Erice Voegelln offered a dissent. This because they be

lieve metaphysical preoccupations are beginning to manifest 

themselves in political inquiry once again. Thus their 

dissent has little to do with the shared assumption that 

the scientific method is inappropriate to the purposes of 
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political inquiry. In this assumption Shklar, Storing, 

Yoegelln and Germino are as one. 

What is fascinating about their argument is not 

their differing interpretation of the prestige of meta

physical inquiry in political science today, but their com

mon animosity to the scientific method* And in the pursuit 

of their argument they display the fervor of great theolo

gians. Miss Shklar in her After Utopia presides over the 

death of political inquiry. Germino in his "Revival of 

Political (Theory" chronicles the resurrection of political 

inquiry. Notice the interesting theologioal progression in 

their argument. Miss Shklar sees the soul of a great tra

dition of scholarship fallen from Grace and within lapping 

distance of the fires of Hell. Germino sees that same soul 

resurrected from sin into the Heavenly City of God. 

My position, is that both Miss Shklar and Mr. Germino 

are wrong. Mr. Germino is wrong about the rebirth of poli

tical inquiry because Miss Shklar is wrong about the death 

of political inquiry. Politioal inquiry is now what It al

ways has been, a systematic attempt to acquire knowledge 

which will permit man to order his life. In this attempt 

both the metaphysician and the scientist meet in common 

cause. And, furthermore, they share a common commitment to 

prudence and oautlon in the manner in which they employ the 

tools of their Inquiry. 
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To the extent that they conform to these common 

standards they make a material contribution to man's under

standing of his condition and the alternatives to it. They 

permit themselves the creative, and others the re-creative 

experience. By implication then, as I have suggested, the 

"crisis" in political inquiry today is a specious one, he-

cause it rests upon an erroneous understanding of both meta

physical and scientific Inquiry. Indeed, I would contend 

that there is a crisis mentality in political science today 

but no crisis. 

From this implication however, it should not be con

cluded that political Inquiry is free of difficulties. As 

we have seen from out examination of Hallowell's meta

physical defense of democracy and Thorson's empirical de

fense of democracy, the justification of what ought to be 

is a troublesome problem. By the same token, however, this 

difficulty did not prevent both Hallowell and Thorson from 

reaching the same conclusion: that democracy is clearly 

preferable to other polltioal systems. 

What is fascinating about the work of these two 

scholars, then, is not what divides them, but what unites 

them. The thrill of their work is the simple fact that from 

their observation of what is (for Hallowell, universal 

principles; for Thorson, the nature of man), they reach 

conclusions about what ought to be. 
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Thus contrary to Miss Shklar's assumption, that the 

Utopian urge Is dead, my contention Is that It Is manifest 

In all scholarship. That the scholar, by the very nature 

of his activity, Is In his heart of hearts a Utopian. His 

fundamental search for order belles his Utopian Impulse, 

which Is as It should be. 

The remaining portions of this essay, therefore, 

will take as their central focus a body of American politi

cal literature which Is avowedly Utopian and openly com

mitted to the search for social order. In this Inquiry we 

will see the issue of what is and what ought to be raised 

to the highest level of consciousness. 

The reason for my preoccupation with American 

Utopias should be obvious by now. The widespread belief 

that there Is a "crisis" in political science is largely an 

American phenomenon. This is the position of such men as 

Bernard Crick, for example, whose views on the "crisis" 

were examined earlier in this chapter. According to Crick, 

the "crisis" in political inquiry stems from the growth of 

an American political science which has been excessively 

preoccupied with the scientific method of inquiry. 

Subsequently, therefore, I hope to demonstrate that 

there is a large body of Utopian literature which is the 

product of American students of politics. That, moreover, 

an examination of this literature reveals the persistence 
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of the Utopian inclination of American political observers, 

as well as some of the basic methodological difficulties 

which have troubled their Inquiry. And, finally* it will 

be seen that the character of these methodological problems 

demonstrate the enormous significance of what Germino and 

others have decried as an undue preoccupation on the part 

of contemporary students of politics; namely, the means by 

which social order may be realized. 

To these purposes, the remaining sections of this 

essay will be addressed. 



Chapter II 

The Nature of American Utopias 

In the preceding essay we examined a presumed 

"crisis" In political Inquiry. Supposedly the problem cen

ters on what Crick has called a widespread attempt to sub

stitute political science for political thought. The Issue, 

as we have seen, Is posed as a methodological one. In form 

the dispute concerns the merits of two methods of Inquiry, 

metaphysical and scientific, and their value to political 

science. According to one analysis of the problem, the 

scientific method is insufficient for the political sci

entist's purpose. This position presupposes that the sci

entific method does not permit the observer to consider the 

ends of human existence, and that, as a consequence, con

temporary students of politics are excessively preoccupied 

with the "means" by which ends are realized. It was in 

this sense that we encountered Hiss Shklar's contention that 

the rebirth of empiricism in the Enlightenment marked the 

beginning of the end of the belief that man Is capable of 

improving himself and his environment. Thus, she says, the 

last vestiges of the urge to construct grand designs for 

the political future of mankind is vanished. Utoplanism, 

in other words, Is dead I , 

39 
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In contrast to this view, I have argued that there 

Is no crisis. I have attempted to demonstrate that the 

Issue which divides students of politics Is not strictly 

speaking methodological. It Is not a question of how poli

tical scientists examine the phenomena with which they are 

concerned, but a question of what they examine as the In

tellectual basis for their observations. Thus I have argued 

that political Inquiry Is now what It always has been: a 

search for social order. In this context I have rejeoted 

the view of those who define a crisis In political Inquiry 

today. 

It Is my contention that every political thinker 

Is, In his heart of hearts, a Utopian. Whether the basis 

of the soholar's Inquiry Is metaphysical, as In the case of 

Plato, or physical, as was the penchant of Oomte, the 

utoplfen Impulse manifests Itself In the products of his 

scholarship. 

In Plato, of course, we encounter the most famous 

Utopian of all. His scholarship was an open search for the 

good life. And his Republic was the community In which the 

good life oould be found. But If Plato Is the most famous 

Utopian, Comte was no less animated by this same Impulse— 

the search for the good life. Page after page of his 

General View of Positivism chronicles the possibility of 

human progress. Indeed the social aspect of positivism, as 

a systematic view of human life, so excites him with its 
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possibility for human betterment that he concludes It to be 

of first order importance for the progress of all classes 

in society, Including the working class and women--not to 

mention the arts and sciences.1 The basis of Plato's 

utopianism was, of course, metaphysical: laiowledge of per

manent fixed forms. The basis of Oomte's utopianism, on the 

other hand, was physical: knowledge of social forces which 

could be formulated into sociological laws. The intel

lectual basis of their utopianism, however, need not concern 

us at this time. What is significant for our purposes is 

that both Plato and Oomte were animated by the belief that 

man was capable of knowing something which would permit 

self-improvement and the Improvement of his community. 

This belief is what one student of Utopia has called 

the Utopian spirit, "the feeling that society is capable of 

improvement."2 What this spirit reduces itself to is man's 

Impulse to find for himself a somehow better world. It 

represents the human search for a world which is less 

chaotic and in some respect more satisfying than that which 

1. For a discussion of the social significance of 
positivism as envisioned by Oomte see his essays on "The 
Action of Positivism upon the Working Classes, and "The 
Influence of Positivism Upon Women," a General View of 
Positivism, trans. J. H. Bridges (Stanford, California: 
Academic Reprints), pp. 140-227* 

2. J. 0. Hertzler, The History of Utopian Thought 
(Hew York: The Macmillan Company, 1923), p. 2. 
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presently exists. Thus utopla Is never quite here--not 

right now, at least* 

It is my contention that man's Utopian spirit mani

fests itself in a various manner. It may be discerned in 

an American political scientist's search for uniformities 

In the voting habits of United States Congressmen from the 

southern states. Or it may be manifested in the biblical 

scholar's search for the true meaning of God's will as re

vealed in the scriptures. Fundamentally, however, the 

search for utopla has taken three basic forms, as an examl-
3 

nation of American Utopian literature will reveal. 

The first class of Utopian search takes its form In 

what might be called the upward utopla. This is the other

worldly conception of utopla which underlies the whole 

Judaic-Christian tradition. It rests upon an assumption 

that utopla awaits man in a life after death where he is 

free from his present suffering and his soul rests in eter

nal peace. From Isaiah to Billy Graham the basic pre

requisites for entering this Utopia are patience with the 

present travail and faith that a perfeot life lies before 

man after this travail has been shaken off. 

The upward conception of Utopia is one of the ear

liest to make its appearance in American social thought. 

3. For a different interpretation of utopianism, 
see Lewis Mumford's The Story of Utopia (Few York: Bonl and 
Liveright, 1922). 
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It can be found stated In almost classical tezras in the 

-writings of the American Puritans. 

According to the Puritans, the present condition of 

man is a time of suffering and forebearance. Man must en

dure his present deprivations with patience. This beoause 

man's present suffering is of good cause. It is a function 

of man's nature which is sinful. Here, of course, the 

Puritans are relying upon the basic Christian precept of 

original sin. 

In the Puritan view, God created the vorld and in 

it he put man. The first man, Adam, sinned. And Adam's sin 

is visited upon his progeny and all generations thereafter. 

In sum man carries with him the legacy of Adam's sin. 

Thus the doctrine of original sin; the notion that man is 

born into a state of sin. With this doctrine the Puritans 

explained man's present suffering. 

Man1e forebearance, however, will ultimately reward 

him if he has faith in Jesus Ohrlst as the true son of God 

who was sent to this earth to save man's soul from eternal 

damnation. What the Puritans are contending is that man 

can be redeemed. He can enter into a utopla called Heaven 

through the ministrations of Ohrlst. Hence Christ, the 

symbol of God's grace, Is the catalyst through which utopla 

is open to man. 

It is apparent that redemption for the Puritan is 

not an automatic matter. Entry Into utopla has its 
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prerequisites. It requires that the redeemed be a true be

liever. This conception provides the -whole intellectual 
4 

foundation for John Eliot's The Christian Qnnpnnyani 

According to the Puritan the true believer is one who con

forms to three basic standards. First he understands the 

will of God as it is revealed in the scriptures. He com

prehends the import of the Bible. Secondly he has faith in 

God's -will. His soul is in a condition of grace. It is in 

union with God because he not only comprehends God's -will 

as revealed in the scriptures, but he has faith that -what 

he comprehends iB true. And finally, the true believer is 

one uho manifests outward conformity to the will of God. 

He acts consistent with the will of God. He communes 

regularly with God through prayer, church attendance, tith

ing and so forth. 

Such are the Puritan prerequisites for entering in

to Utopia. The reward is a soul eternally at rest in peace. 

What is significant about this Utopian concept is 

that it offers the three-fold analysis which was discussed 

in terms of the scholarly function in the preceding chapter. 

It presents an analysis of man's condition on this earth 

-which is summarized in the doctrine of original sin. It 

also defines the nature of what ought to be, Utopia, 

4. John Eliot, The Christian Ô fmn̂ ŷ îth or the 
Civil Polity of the Rising Kingdom of Jesus Christ (London; 
Printed for Livewell Chapman at the Grown in Popes-Head-
Alley, 1659). 
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Heaven—a place where the soul rests In eternal peaoe. And 

finally It provides a means of entering into Utopia, a 

method of moving from what is to what ought to be* And at 

least the true believer has some reason to assume that he 

will enter into Heaven in the after life. 

Thus the solution to the "problem" as propounded by 

the Puritan is at least intelligible. His Inquiry permits 

others to participate with him in the creative act of the 

search for order. That the process by which he arrives at 

the creative act is intelligible, however, does not mean 

that those who re-trace the Puritan's steps will accept his 

solution. But the significance of the Puritan's argument 

is that he presents his analysis in such a manner that it 

can be accepted. 

My suggestion is that neither the metaphysician nor 

the scientist can quibble with the Puritans' method of in

quiry for arriving at their conception of an upward Utopia. 

The scientist might reject the Puritan metaphysic, i.e., 

that there is a God who reveals his will which, when acted 

upon, will permit man to enter utopia. But, for that mat

ter, so too might the metaphysician. Certainly Plato would. 

The point is, the Puritan followed a method of in

quiry which permits their observations to be accepted. 

The second form which the Utopian search takes is 

what I call the outward Utopia. This notion of utopia rests 

upon the belief that utopia exists now, somewhere, but not 
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here. It suggests that man is presently located in the 

wrong place. A better world Is open to man if he will 

physically move from here to there. The basic prerequisites 

for realizing this Utopia are three. First man must reject 

his present condition. Secondly he must be able to move. 

And finally, there must be a Utopia to which he can move. 

Of all the American Utopian literature, the outward 

is probably the oldest. Indeed this outward view of Utopia 

is probably the first native literature produced on the 

North American continent. Virtually all of the early 

colonization tracts offer this glimpse of Utopia. 

It was this Utopia which Danlel Denton offered the 

readers of his Brief Description of New York in 1670.̂  In 

this essay Denton describes the areas of Long Island, 

Statten Island and Manhattan in sweet and glowing terms. 

Here was a virtual Garden of Eden. Here was a place where 

nature's bounty overflowed; where dense forests, filled with 

sweet berries, spicy herbs, rich nuts and wild game, offered 

protection from the elements and sustenance for the body. 

Here was a place where gentle natives gave comfort and 

assistance to those who came from far away places. 

What Denton is suggesting in this Utopian expression 

is that across the sea, in a new world, there is a better 

5. Daniel Denton, A Brief Description of Hew York. 
(Originally published for John Hancook in London: Popes-
Head-Alley in Comhill at the Three Bibles, 1670). 
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life. Beyond the crowded streets of London and the strife 

of 17th Century England Is a happier place. All that Is 

required to enter Into this utopla Is passage to a new 

land...a paradise where life Is easier because nature offers 

her abundance to all who would take of It. Many did. 

Colonization tracts are by no means the only ex

pression of the outward utopla In American literature. The 

third President of the United States, Thomas Jefferson, was 

very much animated by this conception of utopla. Jefferson's 

commitment to free-hold farming Is well known. What Is fre

quently overlooked Is the fact that for Jefferson the agri

cultural community offered a Utopian option to oppression 

and disorder. Jefferson's agrarlanlsm was the function of 

his belief that man could live a good and virtuous life by 

talcing recourse to the open areas of the rural community. 

Indeed in his letter to the Frenchman, M. De 

Meusnier, he attempted to explain the disorder in Rhode Is

land on just such terms. The problem with Rhode Island, he 

said, Is the consequence of her geography. 

The cultivators of the earth are the most virtuous 
citizens, and possess most of the amor patriae. 
Merchants are the least virtuous, and possess the 
least of the armor patriae. The latter reside prin
cipally in the seaport towns, and the former in the 
Interior country. How it happened that of the ter
ritory constituting Rhode Island and Connecticut, 
the part containing the seaports was erected into 
a state by itself and called Rhode Island, and that 
containing the interior country was erected into 
another state called Connecticut. For tho it has a 
little seacoast, there are no good ports in it. 
Hence it happens that there is scarcely one merchant 
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In the whole state of Oonnecticut, while there is 
not a single man in Rhode Island who is not a mer
chant of some sort. Their whole territory is hut 
a thousand square miles, and what of that is in 
use is laid out in grass farms almost entirely. 
Hence they hare scarcely anybody employed in 
agriculture,"6 

Thus for Jefferson Utopia can be realized by moving 

from the seaport town to the interior country where man can 

mix his talents and energies with the soil and realize the 

benefits of a virtuous and serene life* This same theme is 

repeated again and again in Jefferson's writings. While 

serving as the American ambassador to France he wrote his 

friend James Madison to say that men need never fear tyran

ny in America. For It is virtually impossible to tyranize 

man "as long as there shall be vacant lands in any part of 

America. When men get piled upon one another in large 

cities, as in Europe, they will become corrupt as in Eur

ope."̂  

This is the same conception of utopla which we en

counter in Frederick Jackson Turner's famous frontier 

thesis. In part at least this view argued that the existence 

of the American frontier offered a genuine option to the 

discontent and depression which afflicted the man living 

in the nation's more crowded areas. "So long as free land 

6. The Writings of Thomas Jefferson. 1784-1787. 
ed. Paul L. Ford (New York and London: G. P. Putnams 
Sons, 1894), IV, 143-144. 

7. Ibid., p. 479-480. 
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exists, the opportunity for a competency exists..." Thus 

did Turner see an outward Utopian option to man's present 

condition. The import of the view has been made exceeding

ly clear by Hay Blllington who has said 

In the westf according to the frontier myth, a veri
table Garden of the World awaited to transform new
comers into superior beings. There, where nature's 
abundance stifled the competitive instinct, men 
lived together in peace and contentment, freed of 
the jealousies and meanness Inevitable in the 
crowded East."9 

What we find in outward utopianism is essentially 

the same process of analysis we discovered in the upward 

Utopia. There is in Jefferson, for example, a conception 

of disorder in seaport towns. There is, moreover, a better 

condition in the interior which awaits man if he will take 

it. And, finally, there is the method of moving from one 

condition to another. You simply leave the seaport town 

and move to the interior. 

Again, as was the case with the Puritan's Utopia, 

the solution of man's problem as offered by Denton, Jeffer

son and Turner is at least Intelligible. Both the Puritans 

and the outward Utopians claim to perceive a problematic 

condition and an option to it which is more desirable. 

Moreover, both claim their Utopias can be realized. For 

8. Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier lq fanr*-
can History (New York! Henry Holt and Co., 1921), p. 32. 

9. Hay Allen Blllington, The American Frontier 
(Washington: Service Center for Teachers of History, 1958), 
p. 23. 
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the Puritan's Utopia has a metaphysical basis. For the 

outward Utopians their better world Is physical. Yet both 

forms of Utopian expression address themselves to man In 

the form of a recommendation: man ought to do those things 

required to realize Utopia. Moreover, we encounter In the 

upward and outward Utopians a method of Inquiry which per

mits us to re-examine the process by -which they arrived at 

their conclusions. Thus there is at least the logical pos

sibility that we will accept their recommendations. 

The third expression of the Utopian impulse coheres 

in what might be called the Inward Utopia. By far and away 

this is the most familiar form of Utopian expression. It 

is this Utopia with which readers of Plato's Republic and 

More's Utopia are familiar. The basic presupposition of 

this form of Utopian!sm is that the better life muBt be torn 

from out of the existing human condition. It Implies that 

existing society must be transformed as a prerequisite to 

man's living the good life. 

As we have seen in our discussion of the other forms 

of Utopian expression the means of arriving in Utopia re

quired either patience or passage. For the Puritan man 

waits for redemption after life. For Denton men move to a 

new land. Thus in both oases he simply leaves the problem— 

either spiritually or physically. The task of the Inward 

Utopian, however, is more difficult. For on his terms you 

wrest Utopian from existing society. 
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Structurally the Inward utopla depicts a society at 

order within Itself. The "basis of this Internal order in

variably is the Utopian's conception of what ought to be, 

and normally this formulation of what ought to be appears 

as a function of the Utopian's ethic. Plato, In his 

Republic, for example, constructs a utopla in which all 

parts of the society function according to his understanding 

of the ethic justice. What Plato Is contending Is that man, 

if he is to live the good life, must live In a Just com

munity. So the question Is: What is a just community? 

Plato's answer to the question is a community which is or

dered consistent with the absolute good which exists in the 

universe as permanent fixed forms. On the basis of his 

understanding of this absolute good Plato constructs his 

Utopia. In it all major social institutions— industry, 

agriculture, commerce, the arts and science, defense, educa

tion and government—are ordered in such a way as to depict 

Plato's conception of justice as it should be manifest in 

the community. What Plato is saying in his Republic is 

simply this: Here is the just community in which man can 

live the good life. 

But Plato's Republic is more than a depiction of the 

just community. Conversely it is a critique of the existing 

community in which Plato lived. It is a critical analysis 

of the Athenian polity as Plato saw it. On the basis of 

Plato's observation, he concludes that the Athens he 
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perceives Is not a community In which justice Is 'writ large. 

It 1s not a place -where men can live the good life. It is 

a community which is disorganized, unstable, inefficient 

and corrupt. 

Notice Plato's methodology to this point. First he 

contends that there are fixed forms -which exist in the uni

verse. Next he says these forms are knowable. Furthermore, 

he maintains he knows what they are. On the basis of this 

knowledge, he compares the Athenian polity to these fixed 

forms and finds a disparity. The nature of the polity does 

not conform to the nature of the fixed forms -which exist in 

the universe. However, Plato maintains that there is a 

correspondence between his Republlc and the absolute good. 

There is a coherence between the permanent fixed forms 

which exist in the universe and Plato's Utopia. 

Based, then, on his observations of what is in the 

metaphysical sense, and his comparison of the Athenian 

polity and the Republic with those observations, Plato is 

willing to conclude that man ought to live in the Republic. 

Here we encounter the same problem we found in Hallowell's 

and Thorson's Justification of democracy earlier. To say 

something is, does not logically Imply that something ought 

to be. Nevertheless, Plato, Hallowell and Thorson are will

ing to make their recommendations of what ought to be on 

the basis of what they claim to observe. And insofar as 

they have been prudent in establishing the basis of their 
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observations, they permit others to retrace the steps they 

followed leading up to their recommendation. Presumably 

they are all convinced that such a recreation of their pro

cesses of observations will convince others of the legiti

macy of their conclusions. And certainly there Is the 

.logical possibility that they axe correct In this assumption. 

What we have discovered In Plato 1b a rejection of 

existing society and a prescription for a better society. 

In this sense Plato Is lllce the other Utopians we discussed. 

But Plato's utoplanlsm differs from the others Ip. one Im

portant respect. For to realize the just community sketched 

In the Republic man cannot simply depart, physically or 

spiritually, from his present environment. Instead he must 

wrest from his present condition the Ingredients of the 

better world. He must transform that which Is Into that 

which ought to be. It Is this type of utoplanlsm which I 

have described as Inward. A. question of supreme Importance 

to any understanding of this form of utopla concerns the 

means by which the transformation can be effected. 

Hhat we have discussed as the Utopian spirit, recall, 

reduoes Itself to the notion that man can find himself In 

a somehow better world. Thus In the Inward utopla, the 

analysis and rejection of the existing world plus the 

prescription of a better world Is only a part of the 

Utopian's task. The problem of transition from the first to 

the second world must also preoccupy the Utopian. 
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It Is at this level of analysis that the inward 

Utopian normally encounters his greatest methodological 

difficulty. In Plato this problem is enormously clear. We 

have seen that Plato's analysis leads him to the conclusion 

that only in a just state can there be just men. But the 

existing society which Plato observes, the Athenian polity, 

is unjust. Thus man, as he presently exists, is unjust. 

Since only just men can live in a just state, the possibi

lity of existing men living in Plato's Utopia is logically 

precluded. It is a logical impossibility for unjust men in 

existing society to move into a new society characterized 

as just. Nothing short of a moral transformation in the 

nature of man could provide the necessary method of tran

sition for man from Plato's Athenian polity into the 

Republic. 

Thus unlike the upward and outward Utopian, Plato, 

the inward Utopian, falls to provide a method by which man 

can move from his present condition into a better world. 

As I say this problem of transition from existing society 

into Utopia is a problem which troubles most—but not all—• 

Inward Utopians, a problem which we will examine in our 

subsequent chapters on American Utopians. 

At the present, however, let us reflect upon what 

we have in the Inward Utopia as an expression of the Utopian 

spirit* In its simplest terms, of course, we stand full-

faced in the presence of the problem we discussed earlier 
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in connection with the Lynd-Catlin conception of the politi

cal scientist's function. The Utopian, if he is to demon

strate that man can improve himself and his environment, 

must show that he has two kinds of knowledge. He must demon

strate an understanding of the problem, and he must indi

cate that he has knowledge of how to resolve it. Ana

lytically the latter class of laiowledge may itself be di

vided into two parts: ends and means. For the problem to 

be resolved, the Utopian must know (l) what ought to be and 

(2) how to arrive at that condition. In this connection, 

we have seen that Plato's solution to the Athenian problem 

was only partial. And, as a consequence all we get in his 

Republic is his definition of justice, its application to 

existing society, plus the outlines of a society which con

forms to it. 

Nevertheless Plato's Republic remains the model for 

all subsequent Utopias of this class. And there have been 

many. In addition to the Republic, and Hore's Utopia, most 

literate men are familiar with Francis Bacon's New Atlantis. 

Oampanella's Oitv of the Sun, and Harrington's Oceana. All 

of these Utopias conform to the outlines of the Republic, 

and all are the products of Europeans. 

Oddly enough little is known of American Utopians 

of this sort. Probably only Edward Bellamy approaches any

thing near the eminence of these former men. Yet this olass 

of Utopian expression has been a favorite device of observers 
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of American social and political life, Including, In 

addition to Bellamy, James Fennlmore Cooper, Nathaniel Haw

thorne, Edward Everett Hale, Mark Twain, X. Wharton Oollens, 

Ignatius Donnelly, W. D. Howells, Edward H. House, Upton 

Sinclair, Granville Hicks, Huey P. Long, and B. P. Skinner.10 

The credentials of these men vary. The list, which Is by no 

means exhaustive, Includes political economists, novelists, 

poets, politicians, journalists and social psychologists. 

Yet all share a common rejection of the political, economic 

and social disorder which they believed themselves to per

ceive and all attempted to construct a better society. More

over, all of these Utopians share a common belief that the 

transformation of their existing world to conform to their 

Utopian sketches would resolve the problems which confronted 

their times. All apparently believed that from existing 

soolety a better life could be torn. 

10. James F. Cooper. The Crater (New York: Burgess, 
Stringer and Co., 1847); Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Bllthedale 
Romance (Boston: Tlcknor, Reed and Fields, 1852); E. £. Hale, 
Sybarls and Other Homes (Boston: Fields, Osgood and Co., 
1869); Mark Twain, "The Curious Republic of Gondour," The 
Atlantic Monthly. XXXV1 (October, 1875)» 461-63; T. Wharton 
Oollens, The Eden of Labor. (Philadelphia: Henry Gary Balrd 
and Co., 1876); Ignatius Donnelly, Caesar's Column (Chicago: 
F. J. Schulte and Co., 1890), and The Golden Bottle (New 
York: B* I). Merrill Co., 1892); W. 2). Ho wells, A Traveler 

,A.itn̂ ift (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1895)» and 
fVi-rnripfti the Eire of a Needle (New York: Harper and Brothers, 
lQ07)i Edward M. House. Philip Dru: A,,TnJlllllafrr?,hfT (E®* York: 
B. W. Heubsch, 1912); Upton Sinclair, I Governor of Cali
fornia (Los Angeles: published by the Author, 1933); Huey P. 
Long, My First Dave in the White House (Harrlsburg: The 
Telegraph Press, 1935); Granville Hicks, The First to Awaken 
(New York: Modern Age Books, 1940); B. F. Skinner, Walden 
Two (New York: The Macmlllan Co., 1948). 
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It Is probably more than an historical fascination 

that the greatest productivity of Inward Utopias occurred 

in the period following the American Civil War to the pre

sent. This is the period during which America blossomed 

forth as an Industrial, urban and technological nation. 

This is the period when America itself turned Inward. As 

one student of American thought has observed, despite the 

workings of the Homestead Act of 1862, with its promise of 

free land for all, the drift to the interior had been halted. 

Between 1860 and 1900 America's rural population increased 

by only 70# while its urban population skyrocketed by a 

staggering 400#."̂  

It is not surprising to discover, therefore, that 

as America itself turned inward her Utopian spirit did like

wise. It is as though the other-worldly Utopia of the Ameri

can Puritans was no longer enough. At least some semblance 

of the good life must be had on earth. And it would seem 

that the outward Utopias of Denton, Jefferson and Turner no 

longer offered the beneflclent alternative once claimed on 

their behalf. In this sense, one interpretation of Turner's 

frontier thesis which appeared in 1893 is that It offered a 

summary of a Utopian alternative which used to be. 

In any event the great share of America's Inward 

Utopias have been preoccupied with post Civil War problems. 

11. Billington, SJL» clt.. p. 11. 
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Political corruption, economic concentration, urban slums, 

technological displacement of existing working habits, 

child labor, unequal distribution of wealth, all oome In 

for their share of criticism. All are to a greater or 

lesser extent Identified as the source of the problem which 

stands between man and a better world. This does not mean, 

however, that the dominant themes of the other forms of 

Utopian expression In American thought are lost to these 

Utopians. 

Edward Everett Hale, for example, In his Svbarls 

and How They Lived In Hampton, while analyzing the problem 

of his time as the concentration of humanity In urban cen

ters with its attendant crime, disease and mortality rates, 

attempts to reconcile industrialism with the agrarian myth 

in his Utopia. His solution to urbanism, his utopla, is a 

community in which the benefits of both Industrialism and 

rural life obtain. His utopla is what modem sociologists 

call the bedroom suburban community--a community in which 

men and women work in the central dty and live and play in 

the country. His thesis is that only in a freehold society, 

a society where every man owns his home and a piece of land, 

where all share a stake in the community, only under these 

conditions can man develop his gifts and talents. Thus 

land-holding for Hale Is at once the great equalizer—It 
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gives each man a stake In the community—and the great up-

12 lifter—-It permits man to realize his abilities. In sum, 

his solution to the problem conforms In some measure to that 

offered by the outward Utopian. Let man move outward to 

the country while working Inward In the city. 

By the same token, the Puritan's conception of 

Utopia oontlnues to find expression In Charles M. Sheldon's 

In His Steps. What Would Jesus Do? Like Hale, Sheldon's 

analysis of the problem centers upon the effects of In

dustrialism—technological displacement of labor, urbanlsm, 

tenement living and so forth. And like the other Inward 

Utopians Sheldon maintains that the better life must be 

forged from existing society. His solution Is to "walk In 

the way of the Lord." His thesis Is that conformity to 

God's will as It Is revealed In the scriptures will not only 

usher man Into an other-worldly utopla, Heaven, but will 

also transform man's earthly residence Into a community In 

13 
which the good life can be lived. What we enoounter In 

Sheldon's utopla, of course, Is the acceptance of the 

Christian metaphyslc, and the argument that Its application 

to temporal as well as spiritual life would permit man to 

have the best of both worlds. 

12. E. E. Hale, ££. clt.. p. 123-128, and How 
They lived In Hampton (Boston: J. Stllman Smith & Co., 1888). 

13. Charles M. Sheldon, In His Steps; What Would 
Jesus Jo? (Chicago: Advance Publishing Company, 1899)* 
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The point I should like to stress In connection 

with the Utopias of both Hale and Sheldon Is that they are 

operating within the context of traditional American con

cepts concerning the basis of the good life. This, It will 

be seen, Is true as well of the other Utopians we will dis

cuss subsequently. In this sense I suggested earlier that 

the solution to human problems coheres In the very culture 

of which the problems are a part. What we discover, In this 

connection, Is the Inward Utopian, like other students of 

social phenomena, attempting to manipulate cultural arti

facts—be they Institutions or Ideas—so as to resolve a 

problem which they perceive. It matters not whether the 

basis of their solution Is metaphysical or physical; they 

manifest the will to make a recommendation concerning the 

solutions of a problem. 

As a prelude to my subsequent analysis of selected 

American Utopians, let me suggest that we will encounter 

two basic themes which have pervaded much of American poli

tical and social thought. One of these themes addresses 

Itself to the ethical basis of the good life and the other 

involves the method of realizing the good life. 

Concerning the first issue, the ethioal basis of 

the good life, we will see that there is a universal commit

ment to the egalitarian ethic. Vhereas Plato accepted 

justice as the ethical basis of the Republic, most American 

Utopians of this class have relied upon a conception of 
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equality* This Is as true of the novelist and political 

economist, Edward Bellamy, writing in 1888, as it is of the 

contemporary psychologist and exponent of the scientific 

method, B. P. Skinner, writing in 1946* 

With respect to the second question, the means of 

realizing the good life, we will discover that all but one 

of our Utopians have rejected the political process as a 

means of realizing the better life. What's more it will be 

seen that, like Plato, those American Utopians who have re

jected the institutions of government as a means of trans

forming the existing into a better society, encounter 

logical difficulties in providing a method of transition 

from what is to what ought to be. 



Chapter III 

Bellamy: The Socialist Utopian 

Edward Bellamy (1850-1898) Is without question .Am

erica's best known Utopian. His two Utopian sketches, 

Looking Backwards and Equality so agitated his contemporaries 

that upon his death one editor's despair stirred him to 

eulogize Bellamy as a prophet. "Edward Bellamy was a pro

phet. Dying, he did not go away; he only disappeared. 

Nature must Indeed be an unmoral fact to spare a prize

fighter and send a consumption after Edward Bellamy..."'1' 

To subsequent generations of Americans he remains a 

persuasive exponent of the notion that a world of exploita

tion, degradation and deprivation can be transformed into a 

2 
better social order. 

Despite his influence, however, Bellamy's Utopian 

inquiry is plagued by serious methodological shortcomings. 

1. John Clark Bidpath, "Is the Prophet Dead?" 
Edward Bellamy Speaks AgainI ed« R. Lester McBrlde (Kansas 
City: The Brown-Wilte Co., 1937)> P» 241. See also Sylvia 
Bowman's Edyafffl Bê OTT Afrŷ d, An Afflgrtgaft PrppfreVB 
Influence (Hew York:Twayne Publishers, 1962), which is 
devoted entirely to the proposition that Bellamy was, in
deed, a prophet. 

2. See Vernon L. Partington's discussion of Bellamy, 
"Edward Bellamy and 'Looking Backward', " The Begi«yjnp;ff 
Critical Realism ip Lmaj* no (Hew York: Harcourt, Braoe and 
Co., 1930), pp. 302-315. 

62 
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Bellamy, the son of a New England clergyman, was by 

training an attorney, "by profession a journalist, by neces

sity a novelist, and by choice a political economist. Ad

mitted to the bar in Hampden County, Massachusetts, in 1871, 

Bellamy abandoned his practice of law after trying only one 

oase. Appalled by the prospects of defending persons in 

whose cause he did not believe, he embarked upon the career 

of a journalist with the Pgftf* Seven years 

later Bellamy's health forced him to resign the newsman's 

life and of economic necessity he turned to the writing of 

light romantic novels which gained him some reputation and 

following as a man of letters. Of the works produced during 

this period only The Duke of Stockbrldge shows any signs of 

an author's troubled social conscience.̂  

In the fall of 1886, however, Bellamy turned his 

attention to serious social and political inquiry. The 

consequence of his effort was published In 1888 under the 
4 title Looking Backward. A bitter denunciation of the 

social, economic and political conditions of his time and 

an attempt to portray a Utopia in which man's nobler nature 

could be realized, Looking Backward was followed nearly ten 

years later by a second volume, Banality, in which Bellamy 

3. Edward Bellamy, The Puke of Stockbrldge (2d 
ed.; New York: Silver, Burdett and Oo., 1900). 

4. Edward Bellamy, Looking Backward (New York: 
The Modern Library, 1951)* 
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farther elaborated and defended the theme of his earlier 

work. 

That which led Bellamy to Inquire into the human 

condition and its potential for improvement is not impor

tant to our purposes. Subsequent to the success of Looking 

Badkvard and Equality. Bellamy asserted that his Interest 

in social questions stemmed from his youth when he traveled 

in Europe, "it was in the great cities of England, Europe, 

and among the hovels of the peasantry that my eyes were 

first fully opened to the extent and consequence of man's 

inhumanity to man."** But if Bellamy's Interests in the 

problems of man and society grew out of his European ex

perience, the questions which preoccupied him and his treat

ment of them were strikingly American. She central focus 

of his Inquiry was the post-Civil War United States, its 

problems and Intellectual underpinnings. This was the 

America which Vernon Partington has called the "Gilded 

Age," and which Henry George characterized as a paradox in 

the title of his work, Progress and Poverty (1879). 
i 

Following the war between the states, America mani

fested a prodigious increase in Its wealth-producing capa

city. The introduction of steam and electricity, the 

5. Edward Bellamy, Equality (New York: D. Appleton 
and Company, 1897)* 

6. Edward Bellamy, "Howl Wrote 'Looking Backward1." 
ed. McBrlde, ££• dt.. p. 217* 



Improvement of produotlve processes with labor-saving ma

chinery, the centralization of Industrial resources with 

Its consequence for the efficient production and exchange 

of goods of services, all left In their wake a tremendous 

material progress and the potential for human betterment. 

Yet In the view of some "•••discovery upon discovery, and 

Invention after invention,••.neither lessened the toil of 

those who most need respite, nor brought plenty to the 

poor."7 The paradox was that along side the potential of 

material abundance existed a condition of intense poverty. 

The 'tramp' comes with the locomotive, and alms
houses and prisons are as surely the marks of 
'material progress' as are costly dwellings, rich 
warehouses, and magnificent churches. Upon 
streets lighted with gas. and patrolled by uni
formed policemen, beggers wait for the passer-by, 
and in the shadow of college, and library, and 
museum are gathering the more hideous Huns and 
fiercer Vandals of whom Macaulay prophesied."8 

The America to which Bellamy addressed himself was, in 

short, a community of extremes. It was an America of 

"costly dwellings, rich warehouses, and magnificent 

churches," and it was an America of "tramps," "beggars," 

and "vandals." Side by side, in the same community, weye 

the evidences of material plenty and economic depriva

tion. If the age was gilded, it nevertheless had its 

tacky side. 

7» Henry George, Progress and Poverty (New York: 
Robert Schalkenbach Foundation, 19̂ 0), p. 5. 

8. Ibid.. p. 7. 
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Though the paradox was apparent to Bellamy, George 

and others, It was not without its Intellectual Justifica

tion which evidenced itself in the form of a doctrinaire 

economic liberalism propounded by such social thinkers as 

ffilliam Graham Sumner. Sumner was a professor of sociology 

at Yale University, and an admitted disciple of Herbert 

Spencer whose social Darwinism applied to the economic 

teachings of the British classical economists offered an 

excellent defense for the status quo. Hence what Sumner 

attempted to do was provide an Intellectual Justification 

for the paradox of the time by joining biological analysis 

with classical economics. 

Charles Darwin's Origin of the Species, which ap

peared in England Just prior to the American Civil War, 

(1859) attempted to demonstrate that the growth and de

velopment of a species is an evolutionary process. The 

key to understanding the success which an organism meets 

in its growth and development is its ability to adapt to 

its environment. In other words, only those organisms 

which successfully adapt themselves to their environment 

will survive. 

It is this biological analysis which Sumner, and 

his British mentor Spencer, formulated into the doctrine 

of the survival of the fittest. According to Sumner it was 

a sociological law that certain ills belong to the hardship 

of human life. "They are natural. They are part of the 
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struggle with Nature for existence. We cannot blame our 
q 

fellow-men for our share of these*" The basis of Sumner's 

argument is a parallel he claims to observe between Darwin's 

conception of biological adaptation of an organism to its 

environment and the social adaptation of men. In socio

logical terms, his thesis is clear. Man is engaged in a 

constant struggle for survival and growth. The extent to 

which he succeeds in this struggle is determined by his 

ability to acquire the goods which the community has to 

offer. His adapatabllityy then, is measurable in terms of 

his talent, skill and guile in acquiring the goods of the 

community. Thus, should it be discovered that some men 

have a greater share of the goods of the community, are 

more wealthy, or otherwise materially blessed than others, 

this is as it should be. It is nature's way of eliminat

ing the weak and sustaining the strong. It is nothing more 

than the visible manifestation of nature's plan which is 

the survival of the fittest. It is nature's design for the 

progress of the human condition. While it might be emotion

ally disturbing that some men in the community fall along 

the way, it is intellectually justifiable. It is nature's 

law. 

9. William Graham Sumner, What Social Olasses Owe 
to Each Other (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 
1903), p. 17. 
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From his sociological adaptation of Darwin's "bio

logical concept of evolution, Sumner turns to the question 

of political economy. And in the lalssez falre doctrines 

of Ricardo and the classical economists, he thought he 

found an economic corollary for his sociological theory. 

According to the classical economists, the public good was 

achieved through the competition of individuals in pursuit 

of their private interests. Through competing private in

terests, conflict was resolved. The consequence was the 

greatest good for the greatest number. Less interested than 

the classical economists in the consequences of competing 

private Interests, Sumner nevertheless accepted their 

analysis. Under capitalism, he reasoned, each Individual 

is free to pursue his own best interests. In terms of his 

biological analysis, this means each individual is free to 

do those things necessary to survive. Thus, in economic 

life, as in social life, nature's guiding hand is at work. 

Xialssez falre capitalism, in sum, is at harmony with na

ture's evolutionary plan. It permits each individual to 

advance his own best Interests to the limits of his talents 

and abilities. The fittest will survive I 

"Here we are, then" he concluded, "once more back 

at the old doctrine—laissez falre. Let us translate it 

into blunt English, and it will read, mind your own 

business."1° 

10. Ibid., p. 120. 
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So the paradox which Bellamy and George perceived 

as a problem was not without its justification. For 

Sumner, and others, it -was not a problem, it was nature's 

evolutionary design. If there were the extremes of material 

abundance, on the one hand, and deep poverty, on the other, 

it was only nature's Immutable evolutionary laws at work. 

The political import of Sumner's thesis is only too clear. 

The state, he said, owes nothing to man except peace, order 

and the guarantees of rights; and, by rights, he clearly 

had In mind those Involving the sanctity of private property 

and contracts. Not only does nature's evolutionary law 

decree the extremes of wealth and poverty, but also it would 

be wrong for man through his government to interfere, to 

upset nature's dictates. 

What we encounter in Sumner is a concept of Utopia 

lodged somewhere In the distant future—a Utopia which can 

be realized only after nature's evolutionary plan has worked 

itself out, when only the most fit remain. In this sense 

Sumner's Social Darwinism is at once a defense of the status 

quo and an attempt to demonstrate that the good life can be 

realized only in some far distant time. As an Intellectual 

Justification for this view, moreover, Sumner claims to 

observe sociological laws at work in society which sustain 

his argument. 

Bellamy, however, would not be put off. The good 

life must be torn now from existing circumstances. Such a 
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necessity, lie argued, finds Its basis not only in the im

perative of social order, but in the true purposes of God. 

Thus the foundation of his utoplanism is two-fold: social 

and metaphysical. Any community, he says, must conform to 

a two-fold purpose. It must look to "the ends of the world 

and the Judgment of God."'1"'1' 

His argument Is that "the Creator sets men's tasks 

for them," and "we simply exact their fulfillment.1,12 In 

pursuit of these ends, he contends, there have been two 

great events up to the point of his writing looking Back

ward. First there was the coming of Christ who demonstrated 

that all men are equal in the sight of God. And the second 

was manifest in the American revolution which established 

that all men are politically equal. Now, he says, there 

awaits a third great event—the realization of economic 

equality among men. 

Thus the key concept In realizing God's purpose is 

summarized for Bellamy in the ethic equality. It is, more

over, this ethic which he attempts to apply in his analysis 

of existing society and his construction of Utopia. 

Bellamy's thesis Is that men are by nature equal. 

Thus does he revisit a familiar assumption in American 

social inquiry. It is the natural rights assumption which 

11. Bellamy, "Plutocracy or Nationalism," ed. 
McBride, oj>. clt.. p. 44. 

12. Looking Baokward. OP. clt.. p. 74. 
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Paine and Jefferson accepted as a justification for the 

American revolution and the basis for the doctrine of poli

tical equality. The Intellectual heritage of this con

ception lsf of course, well known. In the American ex

perience it finds its Inspiration in the natural rights-

social contract theory of John Locke. According to Locke 

man is born in a state of nature, free and equal. This 

state of nature, moreover, is governed "by a rational natural 

lav. It is rational In the sense that it both exists and 

is knowable. To enjoy the benefits of civil society man 

gives up his right of self-help and joins with his fellows 

in a social contract by which he creates the attributes and 

institutions of organized human society. But, he says, in 

moving from natural to civil society, man retains for him

self certain natural rights from which he cannot separate 

himself and remain man. These are the substantive rights 

of man, including life, liberty and estate. 

Jefferson, in translating Locke's argument into the 

Declaration of Independence, asserted that there are certain 

"self-evident" truths. Summarized, they amount to the 

proposition that men are created equal by God and endowed 

by Him with certain inalienable rights, including life, 

liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 

This conception of the basis of equality Bellamy 

accepts as the intellectual underpinnings for his egali

tarian ethic. It is his contention that the American 



revolution was only one step in man's efforts to fulfill 

his tasks as set for him "by God. It gave man liberty, "but 

not equality. It made him politically equal, but did not 

secure for him equality in the fullest sense of the word. 

Pull equality, he says, will exist only when there Is 

economic equality among men. 

...(I)s not that the obvious, necessary and only 
adequate pledge of these three birthrights--life, 
liberty and happiness. What is life without its 
material basis, and what is an equal right to life 
but a right to an equal material basis for it. 
What Is liberty? How can men be free who must 
ask the right to' labor and to live from their 
fellow-men and seek their bread from the hands 
of others?"l3 

Hence for Bellamy any evaluation of man's attempt 

to fulfill the tasks set for him by God is measurable in 

terms of the relationship between God's purpose, full 

equality, and existing society. So for Bellamy a question 

is: To what extent do existing social conditions conform 

to God's egalitarian imperative? 

His answer is clear. "The nation sits on high, in

differently looking on, while the people rend one another 

in a brutal and merciless struggle for existence, In which 
14 

the weak, the old, the sick are trampled under foot..." 

13. Ibid., p. 17. 

14. Bellamy, "Plutocracy or nationalism—Which," 
ed. McBride, oj>. clt.. p. 49. 
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The implications for Bellamy are obvious. He sees "the in-
15 

equalities of society, and the general misery of mankind." 

Bellamy's analysis and critique of existing society, 

however, is broader based than the relationship between 

God's purpose and existing social conditions. In this con

nection, he pursues two other lines of inquiry. First, he 

says, present social arrangements lead to social disorder 

because they promote the interests of the individual at the 

expense of the community. Furthermore, he contends, the 

existing organization is inefficient. 

Thus we discover in Bellamy not one but three main 

lines of inquiry into the nature of his problem. Present 

society does not conform to God's purpose, it promotes 

social disorder, and it is inefficient. 

Bellamy's concern for social order stems from his 

first preoccupation—namely, that man should fulfill God's 

tasks on earth. It rests in the Christian assumption of 

the brotherhood of man. Until there is an equality of con

ditions among men, he says, the brotherhood of all men and 
l6 

the solidarity of humanity remains an impossibility. Men, 

he presupposes, are brothers. Yet the worst feature of the 

present system is that it does not unite men as brothers. 

It divides them and pits one against the other. It weakens 

the sense of a common humanity. Unequal distribution of 

15. 

16. 

Looking Backward, p. 36. 

Ibid.. p. 125» 
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wealth., unequal opportunities of education and culture, di

vide society into classes -which in many respects regard each 
17 

other as distinct races. 

The consequence of this situation is, of course, a 

community at odds within Itself. Man against man, not man 

united in common purpose. 

Furthermore, Bellamy says, present economic arrange

ments in society are inefficient. In this sense he departs 

from his ethical analysis of the United States in the last 

quarter of the 19th Century, and examines his problem in 

terms of economic efficiency. A system of unorganized and 

antagonistic industries, he says, is as economically absurd 

18 as it is morally abominable. 

Capitalism, according to Bellamy, is wasteful and 

inefficient on four counts. First, it is wasteful as a con

sequence of mistaken undertakings. Secondly, waste stems 

from the competition and mutual hostility of those engaged 

in industry. Third, the system results in period gluts and 

crisis, with consequent interruptions of industry. And, 

finally, there is frequent waste which stems from idle 

labor and capital. 

On the first count he says, the capitalist system 

of producing and distributing goods and services lacks "a 

general view" of what the demands for products will be. As 

17. Ibid. 

18. Ibid., p. 198-199. 
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a consequence there are frequent business failures, "because 

of mistaken judgment. And, unfortunately, those whose 

businesses often fall are the small businessmen. For lack

ing the great material wealth of the large monopolies, com

bines and trusts, the small businessman is unable to absorb 

a single financial setback let alone a repeated series of 

failures. 

The significance of the capitalist system's lack of 

a general view is reflected in a second inefficiency. Not 

only does the competition of the capitalist result in fre

quent business failures, but It also leaves a legacy of dis

trust and hostility in the community. The consequence is 

"sheer madness, a scene from bedlam." Capitalists, unwill

ing and unable to trust one another, cannot work together 

for the efficient operation of the system. 

Thirdly, Bellamy argues, the capitalist system of 

unplanned production brings on periodic gluts and crisis. 

When the system overproduces, it cannot continue production 

until the surplus produce is consumed or otherwise disposed 

of. 

And, finally, not only does one discover under 

capitalism a tendency to business failures, mutual hosti

lity, and periodic crisis. There is widespread unemployment 

as a function of an unplanned and uncoordinated approach 

to economic pursuits. What's more, businessmen who might 

otherwise invest their capital are unwilling to take the 
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risks necessary to develop the economy to its maximum po

tential.19 

Thus does Bellamy analyze his problem. Notice what 

we have In his analysis. As I suggested earlier, the basis 

of Bellamy's utopianlsm is two-fold—metaphysical and social. 

And, as we have seen, this preoccupation has manifested it

self in his problem analysis. According to Bellamy, God 

has set tasks for man to perform on this earth. God dic

tates that man strive for a social condition characterized 

as equality. In Bellamy's view, 19th Century America did 

not manifest this condition because of gross inequalities in 

wealth said material benefits. At the same time, moreover, 

there are adverse consequences stemming from the social 

organization of his time. Among other things the capitalis

tic economy is wasteful and inefficient. It results in an 

idle, fearful, hostile, and antagonistic community of men. 

One by-product of Bellamy's analysis is worth 

examining at this point--Bellamy's metaphysical knowledge. 

That knowledge he claims to have of God's purpose for man, 

serves him largely as a standard of evaluation. It pro

vides him with a basis of judging the relationship between 

that which is and that which he supposes God to want, i.e., 

what ought to be. On the other hand, his analysis of 

capitalism as a key problem in existing society presents 

itself in a slightly different manner. Por on his terms 

19. Ibid..TO.187-191. 
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capitalism causes certain distinctive and pervasive condi

tions to manifest themselves In society. Hostility, an

tagonism, Idleness and fear are the functions of capitalism. 

They are determined by the nature of an economic system 

called capitalism* 

As I will subsequently demonstrate, Bellamy's 

analysis of capitalism presents him with his greatest 

methodological difficulty. For the present, however, let us 

examine his recommendation of what ought to be—his Utopian 

proposal. 

We have seen that Bellamy's Initial point of depar

ture In analyzing his problem was the doctrine of equality. 

In constructing his Utopia, he attempts to extend this doc

trine to Include the distribution of wealth. His thesis Is 

that economlo practices must conform to ethical principles. 

This Is the Import of his question, "what Is an equal right 
po 

to life without an equal material basis for It?" 

His assumption Is that without economic equality 

there can be no social equality. In other words, equality 

"writ large" In the community Is a consequence of the equal 

distribution of the wealth throughout the community. Hence, 

for Bellamy, a truly ethical life, I.e., human relation

ships which conform to the doctrine of equality, has as 

its prerequisite material conditions characterized by the 

equal distribution of the wealth. 

20. Looking Backward, loc. cit.. p. 17. 
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In his Utopia, Bellamy says, these prerequisites 

obtain. He called his program Nationalism* It was to he 

a system of socialism In which the productive and distribu

tive processess of the nation's eoonomy would be consoli

dated under the control of the state, which he was fond of 

calling "the great trust." The notion was that the people 

should take over the control of the economy. The economy 

should be placed under public control, taken away from the 

monopolists and robber-barons, for the benefit of the com

munity as a whole rather than Individuals who comprise the 

community. It Is In this connection that he saw his Utopia 

as the logical outcome of the American revolution. Whereas 

the American Revolution had taken the control of government 

out of the hands of the British King and aristocrats, his 

Utopia would take control of the economy out of the hands 

of the kings and aristocrats of Industry and commerce. The 

purpose of both was the same, to promote the common good. 

The American Revolution sought to extend the benefits of 

government to all men. His Utopia would extend the bene

fits of the economy to all. But, according to Bellamy, the 

American Revolution was of secondary Importance to his 

Utopian revolution. This because the purposes of the first 

event could not be fully realized, he says, until his 

Utopian purposes obtained. His point Is that there can be 
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no end to Injustice and inequality until there is an equal 

21 sharing of the wealth. 

Bellamy's plan was for a fully planned, regimented. 

Integrated society. Since the consequences of economic 

life determine all other aspects of social life, he was 

primarily interested in the proper organization of the 

economy. In this connection we find two primary concerns 

in Bellamy's program. 

In the first instance, he preoccupies himself with 

the appropriate method of organizing the productive pro

cesses of the community. Production, he says, should he 

established as one vast Industrial organization under the 

control of the state. The state should own the productive 

processes. It should be the sole employer. And it should 

be the only producer. Moreover, he contends, production 

should be structured in such a manner as to conform to the 

22 hierarchic principles of a military organization. 

At the apex of the hierarchy would be the commander-

in-chief, the President of the United States. At the lowest 

level in the organization would be a vast army of workers 

conscripted into universal service. This army would include 

21. Bellamy, "Fourth of July, 1992," ed. McBride, 
OP. clt.. pp. 205-206. 

22. Bellamy, in his travels in Europe, was much 
Impressed with the efficiency and order of the German mili
tary organization as he was subsequently to reveal in his 
essay "What Nationalism Means," ed. McBride, oj). clt.. p.93» 
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all able-bodied workmen between the ages of 21 and 45, 

Every year, on "Muster Day," all persons of age twenty-one 
• • 

would be conscripted Into the Industrial service. During 

their first three years of service—that Is between the ages 

of 21 and 24—all would serve In a common labor force. In 

their 24th year, however, they would select a vocation. 

They would commit themselves to a given type of productive 

pursuit depending upon their talents and Interests. In 

the Intermediate ranges of the Industrial hierarchy there 

would be national guilds grouped under ten great depart

ments. The workman, on his 24th birthday, In selecting a 

vocation would be assigned to an appropriate guild In the 

appropriate department where he would serve until his 

forty-fifth year at which time he would be mustered-out 

as automatically as he had been mustered-ln on his twenty-

first. 

The underlying assumption with which Bellamy sup

ports his proposal for the organization of the nation's 

productive processes Is the notion that It would permit the 

efficient planning and control of production. In his 

analysis of capitalism, recall, he argued that the absence 

of such planning accounted in part for the adverse social 

conditions he observed. 

The second aspect of Bellamy's program for a re

formed economy concerns the method of distributing the 

wealth produoed by his industrial army. Bellamy's solution 
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to the problem Is simple. Compute the total wealth of the 

community annually and divide It equally among the popula

tion. Each citizen would, under this arrangement, receive 

an equal share of the nation's total wealth. The citizen's 

share of the wealth would be credited to an account main

tained In his name at a central administrative agency. He 

would then receive a card indicating his share. There would 

be no currency or money. Only something roughly equivalent 

to a modern credit card. 

The value of the goods and services produced by the 

economy would be computed on the basis of their labor costs. 

That is the worth of a product would be the sum of the to

tal labor hours spent in its production. As products are 

consumed by the Individual their worth would be deducted 

from his account. 

The actual distribution of goods and services would 

be, again, organized on a centralized hierarchical basis. 

The great bulk of products would be stored in a central 

warehouse and distributed to local stores from which the 

individual would obtain that which he wished to consume. 

The central theme in Bellamy's socialist economy 

is that it would eliminate the wastes and inefficiencies 

of the capitalist system. Instead of an unplanned, dis

organized and inefficient capitalist system of production 

and distribution, there would be a planned, centrally or

ganized and efficient economy. 
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A key difference, for Bellamy, between capitalism 

and his system of socialism involves the human motives which 

support and make them operate. "Whereas capitalism must rely 

upon a competitive Impulse in man, with its consequent dis

harmony, antagonism and hostility, Bellamy's socialism re

lies upon a cooperative impulse. Cooperation, moreover, has 

far reaching effects upon man. Among other things it means 

he can live harmoniously and justly with his fellows. 

"Nationalism is...based upon the soundest economic laws; 

the principle of fraternal cooperation is as certainly the 

only true science of wealth-production as it is the only 
p-z 

moral "basis for society..." In sum, cooperation means 

man can realize the purposes set for him "by his Creator— 

equality. 

So convinced was Bellamy that socialism, with its 

emphasis upon fraternal cooperation, would permit man to 

enjoy the "benefits of equality that he was driven to pro

claim its effects exceed matters of morality and efficiency. 

It would even have an egalitarian impact upon the human 

physique. Speaking of the influence of Nationalism upon 

the physical appearance of women, he says, "to develop the 

shoulders, arms, chest, loins, legs and body generally, 

exercise is needed..." Since under his socialist system 

women will work equally with men in the industrial army, 

23« Bellamy, "Looking Forward," ed. McBride, OP. 
clt.. p. 174. 
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their physical appearance will eventually become as strong 

24 and vital as that of the male. 

This grim prospect may be the basis of Lewis Hum-
' OC 

ford's contention that Bellamy's Utopia Is a nightmare I 3 

In any event, Bellamy's analysis convinces him of 

two things. On the one hand, capitalism breeds Inequality 

because It forces men Into competition. Competition Is a 

form of conflict, and under capitalism persons who possess 

certain skills and talents—cunning, guile and ruthless-

ness--have a built-in advantage which assures their success 

In the outcome of the conflict. She result Is a community 

of extremes. Those who possess the lion's share of the 

requisite talents for success under capitalism gain the 

majjor portion of the wealth. Those who lack the appropriate 

skills live a substandard existence. 

Hence there Is great wealth along side great pover

ty. The social consequences of these extremes are enormous. 

Not only Is the community divided Into wealthy and Im

poverished groups, but each group within Itself Is divided. 

The capitalist can't trust his fellow capitalist because 

he Is at war In the market place. And the working force 

Itself Is divided. Individual workers are in competitive 

conflict for the limited number of available jobs. As a 

24. Equality, op. clt.. p. 148. For a general dis
cussion of the influence of socialism upon the human 
appearance see Ohapter 21 of this work. 

25• Mumford, oj>. clt. 
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matter of fact, lie says, the anti-social consequences of 

competition devolve right into the family. Women and 

children are forced into the labor market, for example, in 

order to maintain even a subsistanoe level of existence. 

Homes go unattended, and the family as a meaningful unit of 

social organization is Itself destroyed. 

Capitalism, in short, prohibits the realization of 

the truly moral life. What's more, it results in social 

disharmony, waste and inefficiency. 

On the other hand, Bellamy contends that his variety 

of socialism promotes the ethical life since it requires 

that men cooperate as brothers and equals. Whether a man 

is President of the United States or a skilled mechanic, he 

must commence his productive life as a member of the in

dustrial army. And his material rewards are never more than 

his fellow citizen's. The consequence is a community of 

equals free to pursue their interests and develop their 

talents. Since all work between the ages of 21 and 45 

there is no problem of unemployment. Laborers need not com

pete with one another for jobs. With the entire labor 

force engaged in active and constructive pursuits, fewer 

man hours are required to produce the community's essential 

wealth. A shorter work schedule, in turn, means more time 

to develop special talents and interests in the arts, 

sciences, and humanities. Women are permitted to spend 

more time in their homes caring for their families. And 
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children may live normal lives, uninterrupted "by the neces

sity to work. Since a scientifically planned program of 

production, under the direction of the state, has eliminated 

the uncertalntlty associated with Investment and production 

decisions under capitalism, there are no gluts or periodic 

economic crises. Thus, Bellamy's socialist utopla, har

mony, efficiency and equality prevails. 

The social by-products of a community's economic 

life were, for Bellamy, numerous. Por example, under 

capitalism property was presumed to "be private. Hence, the 

most Important area of decision-making was placed outside 

of the control of the public. Under a capitalism, man 

could not alleviate the abuses of the Industrial system. 

Even in a democratic country with a capitalist economy, 

such as the United States, such attempts would fall. Por 

all efforts to remedy the situation through government, 

automatically finds the rulers siding with the stronger in 

the community. Since the economic power of the various 

groups in society determined who would rule, the ruler 

necessarily must do the will of the wealthy. As a conse

quence, In a democratic system which adheres to a capitalism, 

Bellamy says there is indifference on the part of govern

ment to the plight of the oppressed. But if government in 

a democratic capitalist system is indifferent to the needs 

of the oppressed, government nevertheless is required. Por 

there must be some system of order. Under capitalism, with 
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Its inherent tendency to disorder, -what measure of order 

one observes is the consequence of the rulers enforcing the 

will of the wealthy few. 

In Bellamy's socialist Utopia, however, no such 

problem prevails. Indeed government as a mediator of con

flict ceases to exist. This because there is no conflict 

to mediate. All that remains for public officials to do is 

administer certain decisions which are automatically and 

scientifically made by the system. For example, the Presi

dent, as commander-in-chief of the industrial army, in 

cooperation with the heads of the great industrial depart

ments must decide on what and how much to produce for the 

coming year. This is a technical, not a political question, 

for Bellamy. All that is required to make it is knowledge 

of past demand for certain classes of goods and services, 

extrapolated to suit new population figures and applied to 

the productive processes. 

In this connection, it seems to me that one frequent 

criticism of Bellamy's Utopia misses the point. The notion 

that Bellamy has sacrificed political equality before the 

alter of economic equality, expressed by a number of stu

dents of Bellamy's thought, is simply not germane.There 

is simply nothing to be politically equal about! All 

See A. P. Gaines, AwatM Political Thought (New 
York: Henry Holt and Co., 1955)» PP« 351-352, and A. M. 
Scott, Political Though* j" M York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, I960), p. 329* 
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cisions, economic ones, are come by automatically and sci

entifically. And the consequences of Bellamy's socialism 

in Utopia eliminate all other sources of political dispute. 

Thus he says, 

We require, indeed, by law that every man shall 
serve the nation for a fixed period, Instead of 
leaving him his choice,...between working, steal
ing, or starving. With the exception of this 
fundamental law, which is, indeed, merely a codifica
tion of the law of nature—the edict of Eden—by 
which it is made equal in its pressure on men, our 
system depends in no particular upon legislation, 
but is entirely voluntary, the logical outcome of 
the operation of human nature under rational con
ditions. "27 

Thus government in Bellamy's socialist Utopia is neither 

tyranlcal nor permissive. It is neither totalitarian nor 

democratic. All that remains in the way of governmental 

services is the administration of decisions which are ar

rived at technically. The 30b of the formerly political 

officers of the state, such as President, is as merely-

mechanical as the workman's on the assembly line. Thus 

there is authority but no politics. 

Bellamy's assumption is that in a rational world 

there would be no politics. Politics, in his view, is a 

function of conflict, and results in the imposition by some 

of their will upon others. As he analyzed the world in 

which he lived, politics resulted in the wealthy few 

27. Looking Backward, OP. clt.. p. 92 
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Imposing their will upon the impoverished many. With the 

elimination of extremes in wealth, however, the need for 

politics ceases to exist. Not only does economic equality 

prevail, but moral unity pervades the whole of society. In 

such a situation man has no outstanding claims to press 

against his fellows, according to Bellamy. Hence political 

equality is simply a meaningless conception. 

In a community ordered by the law of nature, the 

edict of Eden, "it is very easy to believe in the father-
pq 

hood of God..." In such a community politics is in

essential. 

Bellamy's conception of the nature of politics, of 

course, leaves him with a moral aversion. This is not by 

any means a unique interpretation of politics and government 

in American thought. Jefferson, equally, was distrustful 

of political power as have been subsequent American poli

tical thinkers right up to the present. But whereas 

Jefferson's Utopian solution called for man to walk away 

from his problem, to leave tyranny for the interior country, 

Bellamy's aversion to politics has a more serious reper

cussion for his solution to the problem whloh he perceives. 

For, in his view, Utopia must be torn from out of the 

present disorder. 

28. Ibid., p. 231. 
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In Bellamy the discrepancy "between the current world 

and his socialist utopia was the difference between the in

coherent and the rational. It is the contrast of order and 

disorder. And on the basis of his method of inquiry, he has 

demonstrated the processes by which he arrives at this judg

ment. He permits others to retrace the steps in his inquiry 

which led him to his conclusions. 

In this connection, let us revisit what he has done 

on methodological terms. First, he says, there is a God. 

God has set for man certain tasks. Specifically, according 

to Bellamy, God wills that man live his life according to 

the doctrine of equality. Thus does he claim to have meta

physical knowledge. Moreover, he says, others can know it 

too. 

Next he turns his inquiry to an analysis of post-

Civil War America—physical analysis. What he observes does 

not conform to God's purpose for man. Moreover, he claims 

to have identified the cause of man's present difficulty. 

Man's inability to live according to the doctrine of 

equality stems from the present economic system which 

functions on conflict, results in social Inequality, moral 

degradation, breeds hostility in all of society, and is 

wasteful. Thus, he says, what is ought not to be. 

Then he turns to the question of what ought to be. 

He sketches Utopia. In effect he poses the questions If 

it is God's purpose for man to live according to the 
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doctrine of equality, and If competitive capitalism pre

cludes this possibility, then should not capitalism be 

eliminated? His response is affirmative. Next he says, if 

the competitive motive underlying capitalism is the cause of 

our present difficulty, what should replace it as a motive 

force in social life: To this his answer is, cooperation. 

Bellamy then turns to the question, what system of economic 

organization conforms to the cooperative motive? His re

sponse coheres in his conception of socialism. 

We discover in Bellamy's method then, essentially 

the same procedures manifested in our other Utopians, 

upward and outward. Also, as we saw, it Is the essential 

process which Professors Thorson and Hallowell pursued in 

their analysis of democracy. All have in common a belief 

that something is knowable. They all claim to know it. 

And on the basis of this knowledge they are willing to make 

a recommendation concerning what ought to be. We may choose 

to accept neither their analysis of the problem nor their 

recommendation* But at least they have structured their 

argument in such a manner that it will permit us to make 

that judgment. We may, in short, re-create their search 

for order. 

But Bellamy's search for order is still incomplete. 

For, as we have seen, the solution to his problem depends, 

in part, for its effectiveness upon our ability to act upon 

it. There must be some means for us to realize his Utopia 
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before Ills recommendation can become truly a solution to 

the problem. We must be able to wrest from existing society 

his conception of -what ought to be. 

In this connection I suggested earlier that his 

analysis of the problem precludes the possibility of his 

Utopia. 

In his -writings Bellamy discusses three possible 

solutions for the realization of his Utopia—revolution, 

evolution and the political process. All procedures, how

ever, ultimately fail on the basis of Bellamy's own argu

ment. 

Revolutionary socialism is, of course, not uncommon 

in recent political Inquiry. There are essentially two 

lines of thought in this respect. According to one school 

of revolutionary socialists, revolution will occur in the 

capitalist system spontaneously. This is essentially Karl 

Marx's thesis. It is his notion that capitalism builds 

within it the seeds of its own destruction in the form of a 

class-consclous revolutionary proletariat. At the appro

priate time, he argues, when the dialectic of historical 

materialism has worked Itself out and the capitalist system 

is on the verge of collapse, the proletariat will spon

taneously rise up and seize the Instruments of production. 

Possessing economic power, he reasons, they will then con

trol the whole of society, and the race for Utopia will 

be on I 
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Bellamy's analysis, however, does not conform to 

this conception of revolution as a means of transition from 

existing to Utopian society. In the first place Bellamy is 

not engaged in class analysis in the Marxian sense. In 

Bellamy there are no true classes. Bellamy's analysis of 

existing society leads him to conclude that it is a vicious 

collection of Individuals in competition with one another 

29 for survival. Post-Civil Wear America is a community of 

Individuals bereft of any social identification. Regard

less of the individual's material condition, he he wealthy 

or Impoverished, he is alone in his war against his 
•*o 

fellow. Secondly, therefore, there is no conception of 

class consciousness. Without classes there can be no 

consciousness of class. There is no conception of shared 

misery or shared blessings. Consequently, there can be no 

conception of shared opportunity. On Bellamy's terms, to 

share a commitment implies a basis of cooperation which he 

does not perceive in the extant community. 

The second school of revolutionary socialism stresses 

organized and planned revolution. This school of thought 

is normally associated with V. I. Lenin. According to 

Lenin, the revolutionary transition from capitalism to 

socialism must be carefully planned and executed. This 

29. In this sense he is tacitly acoepting Sumner's 
analysis of society, but rejecting his conclusions. 

30. Equality. £&. £l&., p. 13. 
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requires leadership. The socialist revolution must have at 

its head a trained band of revolutionaries—men trained in 

the arts of propaganda, sabatoge, subversion and cunning. 

Their purpose is to organize the mass of the oppressed pro

letariat to strike at the appropriate time. They must per

ceive the moment when the opposition is the weakest, then 

seize political power with which they transform existing 

society Into a socialist paradise. 

But, again, Bellamy's analysis precludes this pos

sible conception of revolution. There was simply no one in 

Bellamy's existing world to lead a revolution. The working 

force itself was too dissipated and at odds within itself 

to provide the requisite leadership. Furthermore, the ef

fects of capitalism had reduced the oppressed workers to 

such moral baseness that they themselves were susceptible to 

corruption. They couldn't be trusted to lead a revolution. 

The capitalists certainly wouldn't. And the oppressed could 

hope for little help from the intellectuals. "The learned 

men, the scribes and the lawyers," have sold out to the 

capitalists in return for bread. In a moving supplication 

of the Intellectual to the barons of capitalism, Bellamy 

writes the following soliloqy. 

To us has been given clearer vision than to others, 
and the power of persuasion that we should be 
leaders of the people, voice of the voiceless, and 
eyes to the blind. But the people whom we should 

31. Ibid., p. 13 
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serve have no bread to give us. Therefore, 
Masters of the Bread, give us food to eat, and 
we must live. We will plead for you In the courts 
against the widow and the fatherless. We will 
speak and write In your praise, and with cunning 
words confound those who speak against you and 
your power and Btate. And nothing that you re
quire of us shall he too much.H32 

Thus, in Bellamy's world, there Is no one to lead revo

lutions let alone organize one. In spite of his verbal 

commitment to revolution it is logically precluded on his 

own terms. 

Another frequent means of transition from existing 

to Utopian society discussed by Bellamy Is the concept 

evolution. As we have seen in our analysis of Sumner and 

Spencer, evolution was a popular conception of change in 

Bellamy's time. But whereas Sumner and others saw man 

evolving into a utopla lodged somewhere in the far distant 

future, Bellamy entertains no such belief. In spite of his 

use of the term "evolution," his entire analysis of capi

talist America In the last quarter of the 19th Century was 

one of evolution. America was sinking deeper and deeper 

into the shades of Hell with little hope for salvation. Man 

was not becoming less, but more brutish. He was not be

coming less, but more competitive. His world was not 

32. Ibid., p. 99. 
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becoming more, but less orderly. Things were going from 

bad to worse.̂  

In short, according to Bellamy's own analysis, If 

society was evolving, It was In the wrong direction. 

The final method of transition from 19th Century 

America Into utopla Is via the normal processes of govern

ment. In this connection, Bellamy himself entertained no 

hope. As we have seen, he doesn't even maintain a verbal 

commitment to the possibility of realizing Utopia through 

the processes of politics. Every aspect of the political 

process was so morally corrupted that It would be virtual 

Impossibility to arrive In Bellamy's socialist utopla via 

politics. 

Speaking of 19th Century Democracy, he says, its 

virtue as a method of remedial action was naught. This be

cause, he says, democracy must rely upon political parties 

to make it effective. And parties were corrupt. They were 

dependent upon the capitalists for pecuniary support, and 

this dependence made it impossible for any candidates but 

those who supported the status quo to obtain nomination and 

election to public office. Hence, public offices were 

33. "Plutocracy v. Nationalism," loc. p. 49. 
In his later years Bellamy increasingly speaks of evolution 
as a means of realizing utopla. However, In no manner does 
he alter his earlier arguments to demonstrate the basis of 
his faith in evolution. In this sense his verbal commitment 
Is at once a wish and rather pathetic. 
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filled with men dependent upon the capitalists. The op-

34 pressed could hope for nothing from government. 

Thus does Bellamy eliminate, on his own terms, the 

three possible means of transforming existing society into 

a socialist Utopia. Neither revolution, evolution nor nor

mal political processes would serve aB a means of tearing a 

better world out of the present. 

Like Plato, Bellamy must ultimately hope for a moral 

transformation In man to realize his Utopia. The methodo

logical significance of this problem will be more fully 

examined in a subsequent chapter. 

34. Ibid., pp. 5-13. 



Chapter IV 

Donnelly: The Agrarian Utopia 

Despite difficulties in his scholarship, Edward 

Bellamy was oonvlnced that industrialism contained the po

tential for great social good. He waB revolted, to be 

sure, by industrial capitalism. He was certain that it was 

the source of numerous ills which plagued society. But he 

was altogether unwilling to forego the enormous wealth-pro-

duclng benefits of Industrialism simply to be done with 

capitalism. Hence his recommendation was for public, rather 

than private, ownership of the productive processes of 

society. His call was for a transformed industrial system. 

Not all American Inward Utopians, however, have 

shared Bellamy's conviction that industrialism is a posi

tive force for the good. Ignatius Donnelly (1831-1901), 

one of Bellamy's contemporaries, concluded that industrialism 

could but lead away from Utopia. 

Like Bellamy, Donnelly was animated by the belief 

that the good society must be ordered according to egali

tarian precepts. But unlike Bellamy he doubted that the 

good life could be found in industrial society. The re

quirements for social equality and order, according to 

Donnelly, were to be found in a former age~a Golden Age 

97 
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now past. "There was a Golden Age once In America—»an age 

of liberty; of comparatively equal distribution of wealth; 

of democratic institutions..."'1' Hence Donnelly's search 

for utopla, which manifested Itself in diverse ways, was an 

attempt to recapture better days. It was predicated upon 

the assumption that industrial America must be re-created 

in the image of agricultural America. 

The son of a Pennsylvania physician of Irish ex

traction, Donnelly was born in Philadelphia where he was 

educated and trained for the law. In 1856, at the age of 

25, he left his native Philadelphia for Minnesota where he 

attempted to establish a self-sufficient agricultural com

munity located on the edge of the frontier. His thesis was 

that the agrarian life contained within it the potential for 

human equality. It was the notion that no task "in the 

world is so well-adapted to the broadest development (of 

man) as agriculture."2 

Donnelly's was another expression of Jefferson's 

conception of the outward utopla. His belief was that man 

could remove himself from a disorderly and unjust society 

by taking recourse to the interior country where he could 

1. Ignatius Donnelly, Caesar'p » s+rff;rr 
the Twentieth Century. ed. Walter B. Hideout (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, I960), p. 45. 

2. For a discussion of Donnelly's agrarianism see 
Martin Ridge's Ignatius Donnelly. The Portrait of a Poll-
•m c?ftti (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1962), 
P. 47. 
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mix his talents and energies with nature's bounty. The con

sequence: a fuller, more abundant life. Thus In his search 

for a Utopian option, Donnelly felt he must leave "...this 

God-forsaken.•.state (of Pennsylvania) where every man Is 

trying to put down his neighbor."̂  

One year after his arrival in Minnesota, however, 

Donnelly discovered that Utopia was not so easily come by. 

In mid-nineteenth century America, at least, Jefferson was 

wrong. Man could no longer escape the chaos and inequality 

of the nation's more settled areas. The long arms of emerg

ing industrial capitalism reached far into the American 

heart-land. Disorder and strife followed man to the very 

edge of the frontier. In the aftermath of the economic 

crisis of 1857» Donnelly's budding community—Ninniger City, 

Minnesota—crumbled about him. Mortgages were foreclosed, 

livestock and equipment repossessed, settlers were forced 

to give up their land and look elsewhere for a livelihood. 

What commenced, for Donnelly, as a dream of the good life 

turned out to be a financial and emotional nightmare. 

Pollowing the Hinnlger debacle, Donnelly pursued a 

turbulent search for Utopia, frequently sacrificing con

sistency in favor of his goal. His political affiliations 

alone varied so greatly that even his loving but bewildered 

biographer appears hard-pressed to explain his constant 
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changesOriginally a Democrat, he was subsequently a 

member of the Republican, Radical Republican, Liberal Re

publican, Greenback, Farmer-Labor, and People's party. He 

was alternately a friend and foe of labor, supporter and 

detractor of the railroads, proponent and opponent of high 

tariffs. 

As if to compound the confusion, Donnelly approached 

each commitment with the fervor of the most strenuous advo-

oate. His was a world of good and evil, and wherever he 

took his stand goodness prevailed. Though more than 

moderately successful in political affairs—he was in the 

course of his lifetime a member of the Minnesota State Legis

lature, the United States Congress, and Lieutenant Governor 

of his adopted state—Donnelly's scholarship reflects none 

of the flexibility normally associated with effective poli

ticians. 

His theme is a persistent one. Violence, deception 

and evil lurks in the world and is leading man to his 

eventual destruction. His only hope for salvation is moral 

regeneration. In Atlantis: The ATit.flfH.iuvian fforld (1882), 

Donnelly buries the Garden of Eden with the Deluge from 

which a few survivors escape. In Ragnarok: The Age of Fire 

and Gravel (1883), he attempts scientifically to demonstrate 

that the earth's great deposits of sand, gravel and clay 

were the consequence of a huge comet which collided with our 

4. Idem. 
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planet In pre-history. The moral thesis of this work is 

that the world must ripen in sin before the forces of good 

and evil meet on the day of Judgment. 

Both Atlantis and Ragnarok enjoyed enormous popular 

success; and they gained for their author a considerable 

scholarly reputation. Among others who were impressed with 

Donnelly's work was the Prime Minister of Great Britain, 

William Gladstone, who wrote and told him so.̂  Donnelly's 

third major scholarly enterprise, The Great Cryptogram, ap

peared five years after Ragnarok. In this work the fraud 

and deception which pervades his world is brought into full 

focus. It touches one of the world's most beloved men of 

letters—William Shakespeare. According to Donnelly, 

Shakespeare didn't write Shakespeare's plays. Francis Bacon 

did! 

Needless to say, Donnelly was an unconventional and 

unsettled thinker. Nevertheless, his view of man and the 

universe is a familiar one in American thought. The Puri

tans, after all, were very much persuaded that the world is 

the scene of a giant struggle between good and evil—that 

the conflict, indeed, is waged within man himself. Accord

ing to this view, man's lost innocence, reflected in his 

sinful nature, required moral redemption if he is to achieve 

everlasting salvation of his immortal soul. 

5. Ibid., p. 202 
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This theological conception, combined with his ac

ceptance of the agrarian myth, provides the key to Donnelly's 

inward Utopian inquiry. Two years after Looking Backward 

appeared on the market, Donnelly published what is probably 

his most significant and lasting piece of social inquiry. 

Caesar'a Qninrnni 4 story of the Twentieth Oentury repre

sents his most ambitious attempt to characterize the social 

and political evils he believed himself to observe and to 

demonstrate that they could be resolved in favor of a better 

world.̂  

The methodological significance of Caesar'a Qnî rnn 

is two-fold. First it is an attempt to present in Utopian 

form the fears and aspirations of a major school of recent 

American political thought—Populism. Second it is in many 

respects a forerunner of the recently popular Utopian 

technique which Chad Walsh has called "dystopia," and others 

have referred to as "anti-utopia."̂  "Walter B. Rideout, for 

example, has said "Caesar'« — at.nnfla—̂  the tra

dition of anti-Utopia, that tradition which has produced such 

6. Donnelly, 0£. clt. 

7. Chad Walsh, From Utopia to Mghtmare (New York 
and Evanston: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1962). 
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books as Huxley's Brave New World and Orwell's 1984. 
o 

Professor Elchard Hofstadter Is also of this view.7 

In this connection some consideration of the 

character of "antl-Utopian" thought generally, and Oaeear's 

OnliiTtm specifically, Is germane. To many sophisticated stu

dents of social inquiry "dystopia's" present vogue is seen 

as striking evidence of the demise of man's "belief that he 

and his society are capable of improvement. This fear is 

expressed "by Walsh in his essay "The Waning of Utopia." 

"Our century...has been forced to look more closely than 

did our grandfathers at the human raw materials of which 

Utopia must be constructed. The verdict is not yet 

officially rendered, but rumours from the jury-room are not 

encouraging."10 Obviously if this view is correct, the un

derlying thesis of the present inquiry is in error. If man 

is gripped of a belief that he is incapable of improvement, 

then he is hardly "in his heart of hearts" a Utopian. 

It is true that "dystopia" has become a popular 

form of social expression in recent years. In addition to 

the works of Huxley and Orwell, we have had Karel Oapek's 

major theatrical piece, R.U.R.. Walter Miller's A Oantlcle 

8. Walter B. Hideout, "Introduction," Donnelly, 
op. clt.. p. xxii. 

9. Elchard Hofstadter, Age of Reform (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1955)» pp. 67-70. 

10. Oj>. clt.. p. 16. 
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for Lelbowltz. Eugene Zamiatln's We, and others.11 This 

said, however, I am not persuaded that "dystopia" signifies 

the end of the Utopian spirit. 

The bases of this position are two. First there is 

the question of the Utopian's technique. That is to say, 

the manner in which he presents his analysis and conclusions. 

The second involves his program—his recommendation concern

ing what ought to be. 

The Import of the first issue, the matter of the 

Utopian's technique, is clearly reflected upon a comparison 

of Donnelly's Caesar and Bellamy's Looking Backward. At 

the outset we should note that both works are presented as 

thinly disguised pieces of fiction. The authors attempt to 

present their analyses and conclusions in the form of a 

romantic novel. Bellamy's novel is a projection into the 

world of the year 2000 A.D., and Donnelly's romance is lo

cated in the year 1988 A.D. The practice of projecting 

Utopia into the future is fairly standard among Utopian 

writers. It is a literary device which permits the writer 

to present his argument, i.e., his critique and recommenda

tions, within a coherent temporal framework. It allows 

him to present his conception of the present is, along side 

his proposal for the future ought. 

11. It is interesting to note that of these works 
only Miller's Canticle is the product of an American social 
observer. 
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Temporal projection, however, is by no means the 

only framework upon which inward Utopians have relied. 

Another frequently employed device is spatial projection. 

Samuel Butler's Erewhon. for example, keeps Utopia in the 

present, "but projects it onto one of the earth's remote 

spots. Among the "better-known American Utopias which have 

followed this practice are William Dean Howell's Through 

the Eye of a Needle (1907) and Austin Tappan Wright's 

Islandla (1940). Both have searched the globe and found 

an unknown country which they call Utopia. Thus their argu

ment takes place within the context of the present with the 

parts separated spatially rather than temporally. 

Nevertheless, Bellamy and Donnelly employ temporal 

projection. And it Is in this connection that their sig

nificance for "anti-Utopian" thought presumably lies. In 

Bellamy's projected world all outstanding conflict has been 

resolved; whereas in Donnelly's 1988 sheer chaos prevails. 

In Bellamy's projection, peace, harmony and happiness pre

vails; in Donnelly's violence, deception and cruelty are 

everywhere present. 

But that Bellamy's is a harmonious world and 

Donnelly's monstrous does not, in my view, signify that the 

author of Caesar's Column believes man incapable of im

provement. The only significant difference we observe be

tween Bellamy and Donnelly, in this connection, is a matter 

of emphasis in presenting their analyses and conclusions. 
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Bellamy Is simply saying "this beautiful world can be ours 

if we will only change." Donnelly, in turn, is asserting 

that "this grim world will be ours if we don't." 

The exhortation in both is the same—chancel 

The second aspect of "anti-utopian" thought in

volves the Utopian's proposal; his recommendation concern

ing the character of the good life—what ought to be. Here

in we encounter one of the knottiest problems of Utopian in

quiry. It is essentially the question: Do the Utopian's 

proposals actually contain the requisites for the good life? 

Anyone who has ever discussed Brave New World with 

a group of his friends has probably encountered one or more 

who take the position that Huxley's world could be a 

pleasant place in which to live. Walsh, in his discussion 

of Brave New World, appears completely perplexed at this 

discovery. Huxley's world, for Walsh, is simply not utopia. 

It absolutely ought not to be! By the same token, how

ever, he is perfectly willing to accept Bellamy's projected 

world as utopia. In other words, Bellamy's utopia might be 

a place in which Walsh could find the good life. In

terestingly enough, Lewis Mumford, as we have seen, has 

taken the position that Bellamy's utopia is a horror. 

The significance of these two views of Bellamy 

should not be overlooked. Here is a manifestation of one 

12. 0£. clt.. p. 25 
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methodological issue we have 1)6611 pursuing throughout this 

Inquiry. Walsh and Mumford have found it possible to re

trace Bellamy's original process with sufficient clarity to 

permit them the luxury of making a judgment about his recom

mendations. If, in the body of his argument, Bellamy falls 

to demonstrate how—that lsy by what means—his Utopia can 

be realized, it is inconsequential to Mumford. Mumford 

doesn't care for Bellamy's Utopia; hence he isn't interested 

in the means by which it can be effected. On the other 

hand, Walsh might be, for he appears to feel Bellamy's year 

2000 A.D. has some merit. 

The "anti-utopian" significance of the writer's 

method of presenting his analysis and conclusions should be 

clear. Simply because Donnelly's projected world is dis

orderly and chaotic does not mean he believes man incapable 

of improvement. This is not the point he is trying to con

vey. Moreover, merely because Bellamy's projected world is 

orderly and peaceful, it should not be supposed that all 

will agree with his recommendations. 

Hence, I contend Donnelly's Oaesar'g ls very 

much a utopla. This said, however, I would admit that the 

technique he employs in presenting his argument has certain 

by-products. For example, the greater part of Donnelly's 

Utopia is devoted to the analysis of hie problem. It Is al

most exclusively an examination of the Ills whioh he be-! 

lleves exist in present society. Hence, in contrasting 
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Bellamy and Donnelly, one encounters a greater preoccupation 

on the part of the former with his program, while the latter 

shows greater concern for the problem. In this regard we 

find Donnelly reflecting many of the larger fears of his 

fellow Populists. --

Speaking to the first national convention of the 

People's Party in 1892, Donnelly said 

We meet In the midst of a nation brought to the 
verge of moral, political and material ruin...The 
fruits of the toll of millions are boldly stolen to 
build up colossal fortunes for a few, unprecedented 
in the history of mankind, and the possessors of 
these in turn despise the Republic and endanger liber
ty. Prom the same prolific womb of...inJustice we 
breed two great classes--tramps and millionaires."13 

Donnelly, like Bellamy, perceives the problem in moral, 

economic and political terms. In Its broadest outlines, it 

Is a situation in which two great classes, "tramps and 

millionaires," co-habit the same community. 

The question for Donnelly is "why?" Way does one 

observe such extremes in one community? Systematically he 

examines the problem. The blame rests not with God, he 

says. God is good. Nor is nature responsible. Nature is 

bountiful. Civilization is not the source of present 

difficulties; for civilization represents an Increase in 

human powers.1̂  

13. 

14. 

Donnelly, £&• .fill., P* 

Ibid., p. 93• 
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What, then, Is the explanation? His response: 

"•••human greed,—blind, insatiable human greed,—shallow 

cunning; the basest, stuff-grabbing, nut-gathering, selfish 

instincts, these have done this work J 

According to Donnelly, then, the present disorder 

can be traced to man. So for him a question is: What is 

the nature of man? Man, he says, is not by nature evil. 

There was a time past when man was capable of noble and 

glorious deeds. This is Donnelly's conception of the Gold

en Age. 

Human greed, then, is not a natural phenomenon. It 

is for Donnelly a product of sooiety. Man is not naturally 

corrupt; society has made him so. And, in this connection, 

we find Donnelly addressing himself to the same laissez-

faire liberalism which disturbed Bellamy. Recall that ac

cording to America's leading proponent of laissez-faire doc

trines, Sumner, man Is by nature a self-seeking animal. 

Sumner's claim is that this view of man is an empirically 

demonstrable one. It can be observed in man at work In 

society, and those observations may be formulated into socio

logical laws. Such laws, moreover, tell man two things: 

(l) what is and (2) what ought to be. What i£ manifests 

itself in self-seeking man's struggle for survival In 

15. Idem 
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society. "What ought to be manifests itself in the final 

outcome of that struggle. 

In rejecting Sumner's thesis, and in support of his 

contention that man is "by nature noble, Donnelly pursues two 

lines of inquiry. The first involves the general character 

of a society which would breed ignoble qualities in man. 

The second issue concerns the specific manner in which that 

society is organized. 

The general problem, he says, coheres in the nature 

of industrialism which results in an alienated man. Man, 

under Industrialism, Is merely an automaton in the hands of 

some ruthless and unrelenting destiny. He lives and moves, 

but he Is without heart or hope.1̂  Donnelly's point is that 

in an industrial society, man Is necessarily tied to Im

personal things—machines, technology, and so forth. And 

in the course of this constant association, man takes on the 

characteristics of industrial artifacts. He loses his sense 

of being human. Contrary to his original nature—those 

chaxacteristics which manifested themselves in the Golden 

Age—man can no longer Imagine, hope or dream. He can only 
17 act, do, respond. He becomes, himself, a mere gadget. 

16. Ibid.. p. 38. 

17. For a general discussion of the Populist view 
of industrialism see Norman Pollack's The Populist Response 
to Indug+.pifti America (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
University Press, 1962). 
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Oil the basis of this view of industrialism I 

earlier suggested a basic difference between the utopianism 

of Bellamy and Donnelly. Whereas Bellamy sought a trans

formed economic system, Donnelly doubts that Industrialism 

can be reconciled with Utopia. 

If Donnelly and Bellamy disagree on the merits of 

industrialism as a predicate for Utopia, however, the signi

ficance of one form of industrial organization—capitalism-

finds, them on common ground. 

Capitalism, for Donnelly, merely compounds the worst 

features of industrialism. This, he says, because it rests 

upon a merciless and false assumption concerning the "nature 

of Nature." 

In his famous "Twentieth Century Sermon," he ascribes 

to the proponent of capitalism the position "that the plan 

of Nature necessarily involves, cruelty, suffering, in-
X8 

Justice, destruction and death." It is the assumption, he 

says, that nature equips all living beings with one pro

pensity—survival. In developing his conception of capi

talist assumptions, Donnelly retraces the Social Darwinists' 

argument. 

The Social Darwinist, he says, looks about him. He 

looks at "the humblest little creature that lives"—the 

field mouse, for example. And while he might marvel at such 

18. Donnelly, op. clt.. p. 183. 
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a creature as an "exquisite compendium" of bones, muscles, 

nerves, veins, arteries and so on, he takes the position 

that it has no intrinsic merit. It is, of itself, without 

value. This because it is only one aspect of nature's 

greater plan. Look, the capitalist says, at the whole de

sign. Side by side with the little field-mouse is a larger 

beast. "Nature has formed another, larger creature, to 

watch for and spring upon this 'timorous little beastie,' 

even in its moments of unsuspecting happiness, and rend, 
N19 tear, crush and mangle it to pieces. . 

On the basis of this conception of nature, Donnelly 

concludes, capitalism places a special emphasis upon certain 

skills and talents. It relies upon brute strength, cunning 

and viclousness as requisites for the good life. And it 

absolves man of any responsibility for his fellows. While 

industrialism reduces man to a mere automaton, capitalism 

strips him of his last shreds of decency and humanity. It 

assumes that it would be futile and Improper for man to in

tercede on behalf of the less fortunate because such action 

20 
would upset nature's plan. 

To this view Donnelly dissents. And, significantly, 

he does so on methodological grounds. The advocate of 

laissez-faire doctrines, he says, erroneously understands 

19. Ibid., pp. 183-184. 

20. 
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nature. Nature is a marvelous and varied force; and while 

man is a part of nature, he differs from other natural 

phenomena in one significant respect. Man is not like the 

field-mouse because he is a moral animal. In effect, 

Donnelly is accusing the Social Darwinist of incautious 

methodological procedures. To Donnelly the proposition "man 

should not intercede on behalf of his fellows because field-

mice don't" is equivalent to saying "my friend walked naked 

down the street fully-clothed!" 

Nevertheless, Donnelly argues, these are the as

sumptions of the capitalist system. And their consequences 

are everywhere present. There are tramps, and there are 

millionaires—all within the same community. Indeed there 

are more tramps than there are millionaires. The few are 

wealthy, the many are impoverished. Those who are im

poverished, in turn, lack sufficient diet, axe poorly 

housed, and forced to send their young into factories and 

other places of commerce in order to maintain even a minimal 

21 existence; they turn to a life of crime. 

Thus, he says, industrial capitalism transforms 

formerly noble man into two great classes of criminals—the 

few who permit such conditions to prevail and the many who 

suffer such conditions. Both classes, moreover, are forced 

by nature of the system to rely upon the basest of Instincts 

merely to survive. 

21. Ibid., p. 43. 
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Donnelly's analysis of his problem is, of course, a 

determlrilst argument not unlike Bellamy's. According to 

Donnelly's, man's character has been altered as a conse

quence of industrial society and oapitalism. In methodo

logical terms, his procedures are exceedingly clear. First, 

he says, there was natural man. This was moral man—man 

capable of good and noble deeds--who existed in former times 

of comparative equality. In this sense, he claims to have 

historical knowledge of man's true nature Just as Bellamy 

asserted metaphysical knowledge. The methodological signi

ficance of his claim should be obvious. 

Historical knowledge of man's true nature, Donnelly 

is saying, demonstrates that man is not naturally brutish; 

he ijs, capable of moral action. Moreover, in comparing man's 

true nature to existing society one encounters an enormous 

discrepancy. Man is no longer moral, he is Immoral. He is 

no longer gentle, but cruel. He no longer loves his fellow 

man, but hates him. 

Secondly, Donnelly claims to have observed the source 

of the discrepancy between present and former times. The 

cause of the difficulty is to be found in industrialism, 

generally, and capitalist industrialism specifically. These 

two factors are responsible for reducing man to his present 

condition. Thus far, at least, Donnelly has exercised suf

ficient methodological caution to permit us to follow his 

argument. We at least know the basis of his argument and 
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are consequently permitted to accept or reject It "based 

upon our own view of the accuracy of his observations. 

By the same token, however, we know that the Utopian's 

value depends ultimately upon his ability to demonstrate a 

method of resolving the problem with which he is concerned. 

And while we are aware of what ought not to be, according to 

Donnelly, we do not know his Utopian option. Hence we must 

examine the character of the society in which the good life 

could be lived in Donnelly's view. 

In this connection, Donnelly presents a greater 

problem than did Bellamy. As I suggested in discussing the 

character of so-called "anti-utopia," one normally finds the 

writer preoccupied with the analysis of his problem. This 

is certainly true in Oaesar'p 9"?nm- In this work, 

Donnelly is primarily concerned with his critique of exist

ing society. It is above all a convulsive and biting con

demnation of late 19th Century America. 

However, unlike Orwell's 1984 and some other recent 

"dystopias," we need not rely entirely upon implication for 

a glimpse of Donnelly's conception of what ought to be. In 

the final pages of Oaesar'p he attempts to outline 

the broad general features of his Utopia. 

Characteristically Donnelly attempts to re-create 

his former Golden Age. Operating on the assumption that 

agricultural pursuits ennoble man, Utopia is an agrarian 

society, he says. This means that in utopla the growth of 
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urbanlsm is controlled. Technological innovations are ac

cepted "but not encouraged. The amount of wealth which any 

individual possesses is limited. Whatever government is -

required is operated "by an intellectual elite which has the 

"capacity to do good and the desire to do good." The state 

owns all roads, streets, telegraph and telephone lines, rail

roads and mines. Poverty is abolished, education universal, 

land abundant. And the state openly assists those who wish 
22 

to take up land through the gift of livestock. 

The consequences of this Utopia are peace, order, 

equality and happiness. 

Around each modest house there is a garden, blooming 
with flowers and growing food for the household. 
There are no lordly palaces to cast a chill shadow 
over humble industry; and no resplendent vehicles to 
arouse envy and Jealously in the hearts of the be
holders. Instead of these shallow vanities a senti
ment of brotherly love dwells in all hearts. The poor 
man is not worked to death, driven to an early grave by 
hopeless and incessant toll. No dread shadow of hunger 
hangs over him. We are breeding men, not million
aires. "23 

Dale Kramer, in discussing the nature of "frontier 

society," has called it notable for two reasons. First it 

was egalitarian. The people relied upon one another and were 

equal in their interdependence. Secondly, it was an 

economically depressed society. The "society was always 

22. Ibid., pp. 302-308 

23. Ibid., p. 311. 
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a debtor one. Eastern capital was borrowed via local money 
it 24 lenders even for the putting in of the first crops. 

Donnelly's Utopia is an attempt to re-capture the 

first feature of frontier society and eliminate the second. 

Compared to Bellamy's socialist society, Donnelly's agri

cultural Utopia is unsophisticated and crude. It is neither 

as carefully detailed nor as systematically defended as 

Bellamy's Utopia. Nevertheless, Donnelly was convinced that 

his proposal would permit man to live the good life. Con

sequently, a question for Donnelly concerns the method by 

"which his recommendation could be effected. How can man 

achieve this agricultural paradise? 

Donnelly discusses five possible means by which 

Utopia might be realized. First there are the institutions-

of government. Government, he says, has the power to do 

great good if it will. But unfortunately it is currently 

dominated by men who are altogether evil. They have cor

rupted the courts, the legislatures, the congresses, the 

ballot-boxes, and the hearts and souls of the people. 

Hence government in its present form will not serve as the 

mechanism for transforming existing society. Nor for that 

matter is government likely to be changed through demo

cratic means for the great mass of mankind has been reduced 

24. Dale Kramer, The Wild Jackasses: The nnn 
Parmer in Revolt (New York: Hastings House Publishers, 
1956), p. 19. 

25« Oju cit.. p. 282. 
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to a sub-human nature and are consequently Incapable of im

proving the character of their government. 

Next there is the possibility of education. Univer

sal education, he says, could have great benefits. Never

theless, "education will not stop corruption or misgovern-

ment. A man may be able to read and write and yet be a fool 

or a knave."2̂  Education, in brief, is not enought to 

realize Utopia. 

A third possible vehicle for transforming existing 

society, he says, is organized religion. Religious insti

tutions have great influence over the hearts and minds of 

men. Yet religious organizations speak only in platitudes. 

What's more, they tend only to Justify the status quo and 

for the most part oppose the reforms necessary to wrest a 

27 better order from out of the present. 

Another potential method of change is trade 

unionism. Collective bargaining might, Donnelly speculates, 

work. Still, he says, there are too many greedy employers 

and too many helpless workmen for it to be effective. Com

petition narrows the margin of profit and "hardens the 

heart" of the employer, while it increases the number of the 

wretchedly poor who must work at any price. Hence there is 

26. Ibid.. p. 163. 

27• Ibid., pp. 165-166 
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no basis for the cooperation necessary for collective bar-

28 gaining to be a viable means of realizing Utopia. 

So according to Donnelly, government, education, re

ligion, and trade unionism have one thing in common: they 

won't work. They either tend to support the status quo or 

they lack sufficient potency to transform existing society. 

Next, like Bellamy, Donnelly turns to the question 

of revolution. Unlike Bellamy, however, he has a theory of 

revolution. Revolution, he says, not only is possible, it 

is likely. And in his theory of revolution, Donnelly de

velops one of the few consistent conceptions of class con

flict in American political thought. 

Society, he says, has been divided into two great 

classes—the wealthy and the wretched—"plutocrats and 

paupers." The plutocrats possess the great wealth of the 

community because of their ruthlessness, cunning and bar

barity. They have practiced deception and fraud merci

lessly in their struggle for material well-being. They have 

exploited their fellow-man and they have plundered their 

planet. 

Moreover, he says, not only have the plutocrats 

performed such deeds, they also understand the consequences 

of their actions. The distinction Donnelly is drawing here 

is between the fact of action and the awareness of action. 

28. Ibid.. p. 162 
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His point is that those who have been successful in their 

pursuit of material well-being have developed a conscious

ness of their actions. Henoe they organize, he says, for 

common protection. They become an organized Plutocracy for 

the purposes of perpetuating their well-being. Thus or

ganized they attempt to control all aspects of social life— 

the newspapers, the instruments of government, the armies, 
29 bureaucracies, and so forth. 

But, Donnelly says, the Plutocracy is not capable 

of effecting absolute control over society. While the 

wealthy oligarchy can maintain an uneasy control over the 

great mass of mankind for a time, they cannot permanently 

retain control. And in developing this position, Donnelly 

pursues two basic arguments. First, he says, although man

kind has been stripped of its moral nature, it has not been 

robbed of its animal instincts. If the great mass of men 

are no longer capable of moral action, they retain their 

will to survive. And in the art of survival, they have been 

well-trained. They have witnessed nothing in their life

time but the struggle for survival and they are well-versed 

in its operation. Secondly, he says, from time to time a 

former member of the Plutocracy falls from the inner-circle 

of the ruling elite. Such men are eminently suited to or

ganize the great mass of paupers for revolutionary action. 

Although they are stripped of their former power and 

29. Ibid., p. 62. 
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prestige, they nevertheless retain their skills, talents, 

and cunning. Embittered "by their fate, they vow revenge 

upon the ruling elite. Hence they "become professional 

revolutionaries, organizing the masses for revolutionary 

action."̂ 0 

Here of course we encounter a theory of revolution 

similar to Lenin's which we discussed earlier. Revolution 

is organized by former capitalists, Intellectuals, and other 

members of the oligarchy, for the purpose of overthrowing 

existing society. Unlike Lenin, however, Donnellyfs 

revolutionaries are incapable of Utopian action. They are 

a "Brotherhood of Destruction," bent on one thing alone— 

destroying their enemies in the Plutocracy. "Brutality 

above had produced brutality below; cunning there was 

answered by cunning here; cruelty in the aristocrat was 

mirrored by the cruelty of the workmen. High and low were 

alike victims—unconscious victims—of a system."̂  When 

revolution comes, whatever remains of civility, culture and 

morality will be swept away. "The next generation will be 

simply barbarians, possessing only a few dim legends of the 

refinement and wonderful powers of their ancestors."̂ 2 

30. See his discussion of how the "Brotherhood of 
Destruction" came into being. Ibid.. p. 96. 

31. Ibid., p. 149. 

32. Ibid.. p. 310. 
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Consequently, while revolution is possible for 

Donnelly—even likely—it will not lead to Utopia. Like 

Plato and Bellamy, Donnelly must ultimately rely upon a 

moral transformation in man as a means of realizing Utopia. 



Chapter V 

Skinner: Behavioral Utopian 

Eighteen years before the reading public was gifted 

with OaeBar'« Column, an Englishman named Samuel Butler had 

already reached Donnelly's conclusions. Abolish, he pro

posed, industrialism. 

In Erewhon. or. Over the Ranee (1872), Butler ad

vances an argument which is at once familiar and novel. 

Forget, he says,the ideological stuffs of industrialism— 

ideas like science, technological innovation and material 

progress. These are not the intellectual presuppositions 

of Utopia. They are delusions which lead to disorder, chaos 

and injustice. Rather, he reasons, let us return to a 

simplistic natural society. Let us reconstruct the Edenic 

paradise which existed prior to the industrial revolution. 

And, ingenuously, he suggests that we construct in our re

juvenated Eden a series of museums wherein we encase the 

material artifacts of industrialism—technology, machines 

and tools—as permanent symbols of the nonsense of our in

dustrial predecessors.1 

jjhe simple truth is, of course, we have taken 

neither Donnelly's nor Butler's advice. If a frontier option 

1. Samuel Butler, Erewhon. or. Over the Range (New 
York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1910). 
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to existing social conditions was passing out of existence 

as Donnelly wrote, It Is only an historical notion as I 

compose these essays. One must glimpse whatever remains of 

an agrarian society as he speeds from urban center to urban 

center in the American middle-west in a modern contrivance 

known as the automobile which moves upon great asphalt 

strips called four-lane highways. And the traveler, If he 

looks closely as he darts from city to city, will notice 

that far from entombing the tools of industrialism in 

musuems we have dared put them to work in that very pursuit 

which was presumably once so simple and ennobling. No long

er does the ox pull the plow in the vast open countryside. 

Nor does the landholder, hoe in hand, majestically mix his 

energies with nature's resources. Instead powerful and ef

ficient instruments of industrial agriculture—diesel 

tractors and automatic harvesters—till the soil and reap 

the produce. The tools of industrialism are everywhere 

present. In town and country alike they confront us as 

basic facts of our existence in this time and place. How

ever much the knowledge might have pained him, we were not 

persuaded by Donnelly's argument. 

Uor have we heeded the advice of Butler. We have 

not forgotten the intellectual basis of these instruments. 

Something called the scientific method is far from dead. 

"We have insisted upon applying it to ever larger questions 

of man and the universe. We have touched upon nature's 
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deeper mysteries and captured Its enormous powers. And, as 

a consequence, we have the power to destroy or build as 

never before. Our knowledge of the physical universe has so 

Increased that we may, at will, obliterate whole land masses 

or build great dams. 

In a similar vein we have increasingly attempted to 

look at man and society as scientists. And it is this at

tempt, as we have seen from our earlier discussion, which 

disturbs a number of contemporary students of politics. Pre

sumably the application of the scientific method to man as 

a unit of analysis is the basis of a "crisis" in recent 

political inquiry. This, the argument runs, because the 

"new political science" precludes consideration of the ends 
p 

to which men ought address themselves. 

Actually, as the late historian of Western political 

thought, George Sabine, never tired of pointing out, the 

"new science of politics" is approximately twenty-four 

centuries old.' Different, to be sure, from contemporary 

students of politics, Aristotle was very much persuaded that 

man is a significant focus of scholarly inquiry. Moreover, 

one of the symbolic differences upon which historians rely 

2. Herbert J. Storing, ed., Essays on the Sci
entific Study of Politics (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1962). 

3. George Sabine, A History of Political Theory. 
(New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1955), pp. 89-92, pp.115-16. 
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In. distinguishing the Middle Ages from modern times is the 

resumption of this interest by such men as Machiavelli and 
4 

Nicholas of Cusa. Literally, of course, the term renais

sance means "re-birth". And, in part, this "re-birth" is 

supposed to signify a renewed interest in man's relations to 

man, as opposed to the predominant interest of Medieval 

thinkers in man's relations to his God. 

The significant question for our purposes is: Can 

the scholar's interest in man as a unit of analysis penult 

him the expression of his Utopian impulse?" In my earlier 

discussion of Comte, I suggested an affirmative response. 

This, despite Miss Shklar's insistence upon the point that 

such inquiry spells the end of the Utopian spirit. More

over, in examining Donnelly's Inward Utopian expression we 

discovered that he was primarily concerned with man. 

Donnelly conceives of man in two forms—man of the 

Golden Age and contemporary man. Thus an important set of 

logical relations with which he deals may be described as 

temporal—former man and present man. For this reason I 

characterized as historical the knowledge upon which he 

4. In this connection, it is difficult tp under
stand why Professor Gennino includes Machiavelli I*, his 
list of great "paradigmatic" thinkers since the noted 
Renaissance thinker openly rejected metaphysical inquiry 
in favor of physical. For a discussion of the methodologi
cal significance of writers such as Machiavelli and 
Nicholas, see F. J. C. Heamshaw, ed., The Soolfti, «r»d 
Political Ideas of Some Great of the Renaissance 
and the Reformation (New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 
1949), pp. 32-60, pp. 87-122. 
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predicated his Utopian proposals. If man, for Donnelly, is 

a significant unit of analysis as a legitimate basis for 

Utopian inquiry, that aspect of man's behavior which sus

tains his ethic is not located in the physical present. 

Hence, the question remains—can the inward Utopian base his 

recommendations concerning what ought to be upon knowledge 

of man as a unit of analysis in the physical present? 

According to Burrhus F. Skinner (1904), he can. In

deed it was to this purpose he addressed himself in Walden 

Two (1948). By training a psychologist and social sci

entist, Skinner has served a number of leading American 

universities, including Harvard and Minnesota, in a pro

fessorial capacity. Born in a small Pennsylvania community, 

Skinner is a Utopian whose interest focuses primarily upon 

the 20th Century consequences of the Industrial and sci

entific revolution. "Man's power appears to have increased 

out of all proportion to his wisdom. He has never been in 

a better position to build a healthy, happy, and productive 

world; yet things have perhaps never seemed so black..."̂  

Within a single half-century two world wars have occurred, 

and still there is no assurance of a lasting peace. The 

murder of millions of innocent people has shattered dreams 

5. B. P. Skinner, Science and Human Behavior 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1953)» p« 5 
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of a progressive development toward a higher civilization; 
6 

and, as a consequence, men are exhausted and demoralized. 

Thus does Skinner characterize his time. And, in 

this connection, he sounds a note vaguely reminiscent of 

those who decry the demise of the Utopian spirit. This is 

essentially Miss Shklar's position when she says "man has 

"become a foreigner wandering aimlessly around unknown ter-

rltory; the world...has become meaningless." 

Unlike Miss Shklar, however, Skinner is gripped of 

no profound pessimism. Such a sentiment, he says, is a 

function of "stubborn not knowing," and indefensible sinoe 

"there is no virtue in ignorance for his own sake." In an 

argument directed principally at those who would reject the 

"scientific study of man," Skinner says 

It is not surprising to encounter the proposal that 
science should be abandoned...This solution appeals 
especially to those who are fitted by temperament -
to other ways of life. Some relief might be obtained 
if we could divert mankind into a revival of the arts 
or religion... (But) unfortunately we cannot stand 
still: to bring scientific research to an end now 
would mean a return to famine and pestilence and the 
exhausting labors of a slave culture."8 

The scientific method, in other words, is a necessary predi

cate for the good life according to Skinner. Appropriately 

6. Ibid. 

7. Judith N. Shklar, After Utopia: The Decline of 
Political Faith (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1957)» p. 17. 

8. 0~p. clt. 
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applied, it can work wonders—"solutions to problems of 

every sort follow almost miraculously."̂  

The question is, what is the appropriate application 

of the scientific method—to what do we address our at

tentions? Skinner's response is clear. Examine, he says, 

the psychological "basis of human behavior. And, in this 

connection, he is on common grounds with many contemporary 

political scientists who argue that the proper procedures of 

social inquiry involve the scientific examination of the 

psychology of human choice.10 Moreover, Skinner's scholar

ship stands very much in the tradition of Machaivelli, whose 

postulate of a universal egoism in man, sustained the bulk 

of his argument.11 

This same view, as Professor Skinner points out, is 

manifested in the work of recent "anti-utopians" such as 

Orwell. Indeed, one of the most fruitful characterizations 

of Skinner's work is its attempt to stand Orwell—and that 

9. B. P. Skinner, Walden Two (New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1948), p. 22. 

10. This is the view, for example, of Herbert Simon, 
expressed in Administratis Behavior; A Study of Decision-
Making Processes in Adn̂ i, Hfrp*tlve O?fi«llzatlon (2nd ad.. 
New York: Macmillan Co., 1957/* Simon, it will be recalled, 
was one of the current political scientists whose work re
ceived critical attention at the hands of Professor Storing, 
et. jil., in their Essays on the Scientific Study of Politics. 
loc. olt.. p. 333. 

11. The importance of Machiavelll1s psychological 
conceptions are rather fully discussed in Heamshaw, 2J>. olt. 
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which Orwell caricatures, modern totalitarianism—on his 

head. His point is that while an Increased knowledge of 

human psychology may lead to the horrors described in 1984 

and manifested in the modem totalitarian systems of Nazi 

Germany, Communist Russia, and Fascist Italy, such 

eventualities are not imperative. A proper understanding 

of the psychological basis of human behavior, can permit 

the construction of Utopia. 

Behavior, he says, is what an organism is "doing"— 

the movement of an organism. Now any attempt to build a 

Utopia, must be based upon a knowledge of such movement. We 

must study behavior intensively in order to establish laws 

which will permit us to predict anticipated forms of be

havior. In other words, the social observer must discover 

orderly patterns of behavior. And in developing hiB con

ception of the order which manifests Itself, in this con

nection, Skinner discusses two forms of lawfulness. 

First, he says, there are static laws of human be

havior. These are the patterns of order born out of the 

behavioralist's success in discovering "variables of which 

behavior is a function."12 The assumption of this type of 

lawfulness is that some aspect of the behavior of an organism 

is caused by something which is identifiable. These causes 

can be Isolated insofar as they reside outside the organism. 

12. B. F. Skinner, The Behavior of 
Experlmtĵ t-a? Analysis (Hew York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
Inc., 1938), p. 8. 
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They must be sought in the organism's immediate environment 

and environmental history.*-' The task of the social ob

server, therefore, is to isolate that part of the environ

ment which functions as a stimulus in provoking the organism 
14 to respond in a given manner. 

Secondly there are dynamic laws of behavior. Know

ledge, according to Skinner, of the relationship between 

stimulus and response is not enough. One must also have in

formation of another kind of phenomenon which is not 

demonstrably a function of stimuli. This kind of behavior 

he calls operant. An operant refers to a posterior event. 

It is an identifiable part of an organism's behavior of 

"which it may be said, not that no stimulus can be found 

that will elicit it...but that no correlated stimulus can 
15 be detected upon occasions when it is observed to occur." 

Skinner's point is that when static and dynamic laws 

of behavior are known, the causal variables may be manipu

lated by the behavioral engineer to produce a desired re

sult. Thus, he says, any attempt to better human affairs 

must be based upon knowledge of static and dynamic laws of 

behavior with which to guide the movement of the organism 

toward a desired end.1̂  

13. Science and Human Behavior, op. clt.. p. 31. 

14. Ibid., p. 35. 

15- Behavior of Organisms, OP. clt.. pp. 20-21. 

16. Ibid., p. 35. 
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It Is interesting to note that Skinner's most 

systematic statement of his views on "behavioral engineering 

was published in 1938 under the title of The Behavior of 

Organisms, a discussion of his findings based upon labora

tory-controlled experiments with lower forms of animal life, 

e.g., rats. 

The reader will have noticed that almost no extension 
to human behavior Is made or suggested. This does 
not mean that he Is expected to be Interested In the 
behavior of the rat for Its own sake. The importance 
of a science of behavior derives largely from the 
possibility of an eventual extension to human af
fairs. But it is a serious, though common, mistake 
to allow questions of ultimate application to in
fluence the development of a systematic science at 
an early stage..."17 

Nevertheless, with the publication of his Inward utopia, 

Walden Two, ten years later, Skinner was prepared to apply 

his science of behavior to the human condition. 

Like our other inward Utopians, Skinner is concerned 

with the possibility of wresting a better life from out of 

existing social conditions. And, in the tradition of 

Bellamy and George, he perceives his times in paradoxical 

terms. On the one hand man's powers have increased "out of 

all proportions." At the same time, however, "things have 

perhaps never seemed so black." So the question, for 

Skinner, is what is the the basis of this paradox? 

The problem, he says, is to be found in the nature 

of man and society. Each man Is an organism gripped with 

17. Ibid.. p. 441 
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two kinds of emotional propensities—social and anti-social. 

Now in existing society, only the anti-social propensities 
i 

of man are permitted to manifest themselves. This means, 

Skinner says, that the individual has interests which con

flict with the Interests of everybody else. Consequently, 

"each of us...is engaged in a pitched battle with the rest 
l6 

of mankind." The observed behavior of the organism, man, 

in existing society is one of conflict, disorder and dis

harmony . 

The "cause" of such behavior, Skinner continues, 

can be found in man's external environment. It is to be 

located in society, which is itself disorganized and con

tradictory. This is because society is composed of variables 

which function as stimuli which work at cross purposes. 

There is a "cancelling out" of the effects necessary for 

social order. "Economic control is often opposed by educa

tion and by governmental restrictions; governmental and re

ligious control is often opposed by psychotherapy; there is 

often some opposition between government and religion; and 

so on..."1̂  Thus, he says, a disorganized society per

petuates itself. It is a powerful opponent, and it always 

wins. "Oh, here and there, an individual prevails for a 

while and gets what he wants. Sometimes he storms the cul

ture of a society and changes it slightly to his own 

18. Walden Two. £]>. clt.. p. 85. 

19. Science and Human Behavior, op. cit.. p. 441. 
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advantage. But society wins in the long run, for it has 
90 

the advantage of numbers and age." Man, in present 

society, can be but one thing—anti-social. He hasn't a 

chance at the outset, because "society attacks early, when 

the individual is helpless. It enslaves him almost before 
9"L 

he has tasted freedom." 

Skinner's point is that under present conditions, 

man is unable to develop his social propensities. Society 

is a war-like collection of men because each individual is 

stimulated to act by diverse and conflicting stimuli. In 

a literary allusion similar to Bellamy's famous coach 

simile, Skinner likens contemporary civilization to a run

away horse. 

Our civilization is running away like a frightened 
horse, her flanks flashing with sweat, her nostrils 
breathing a frothy mist; and as she runs, her speed 
and her panic increase together. As for your poli
ticians, your professors, your writers—let them 
wave their arms and shout as wildly as they will. 
They can't bring the frantic beast under control."22 

Thus, he says, the significant history of our times is the 

absence of any basis for sociability. It is 

the story of the growing weakness of the family. 
The decline of the home as a medium for per
petuating a culture, the struggle for equality for 
women, including the right to select professions 

20. Walden Two, on. clt. 

21. Ibid. 

22. f p. 73. 
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other than housewife or nursemaid, the extraordi
nary consequences of birth control and the practi
cal separation of sex and parenthood, the social 
recognition of divorce, the critical issue of 
blood relationship or race..."23 

Since man's present unhappy condition is a conse

quence of conflict in society, Skinner proposes that the 

cause be removed. Transform, he proposes, society. 

Now, he says, if present society fosters emotions 

which breed urihappiness, any transformed society must re

verse present tendencies. Any option to existing conditions 

must free man rrom his "meaner and more annoying" emo-

24 ' ' tions. 

The question becomes, then: What are the charac

teristics of a transformed society. Skinner's response iB 

a cooperative society--in many respects similar to Bellamy's 

socialist Utopia—under the control of behavioral engineers 

who have psychological knowledge. 

All that is needed for men to live the good life, 

Skinner contends, are the "right" social conditions. "Give 

them a chance, that's all."2̂  And such a "chance" can be 

found in a society characterized by the presence of three 

important qualities: leisure, opportunity, and apprecia

tion —"Liberte! EgallteI FraternltelThis, he says, 

23. Ibid., p. 114. 

24. Ibid,t p. 83. 

25. Ibid., p. 75. 

26. Idem. 
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because these qualities produce and strengthen such social 

emotions as joy and love. The manifestation of social 

emotions, in turn, facilitates a truly cooperative existence. 

They permit man to live the good life, which means he has a 

27 chance to exercise his interests, talents, and abilities. 

Skinner's assumption is that while men differ in 

abilities and interests, they must have equal opportunities 

to develop their potentialities to the fullest. And, in 

this connection, he says, Utopia must make no a priori as

sumptions about the basis of good conduct. It must, in 

short, uncover the worth-while and truly productive motives 

of man-—motives which inspire creative work in the sciences 

and arts. Since knowledge of the truly social motives must 

be arrived at scientifically and experimentally, it follows 

that society must be managed by professional scientists of 

28 human behavior. 

Thus Skinner's Utopia is a totalitarian community 

divided into four classes of specialists—Planners, Mana

gers, Scientists and Workers. 

The Planners are the governors of the community. 

Composed equally of men and women, the "Board of Planners" 

is a collection of behavioral engineers versed in the sci

entific observation of the basis of social behavior and the 

appropriate methods of controlling anti-social traits in 

27. Ibid., p. 134. 

28. Ibid., p. 101. 
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the community. They make plans for the community, obtain 

materials, devise codes, evaluate trends and conduct ex

periments, Their skills are scientific; their powers are 

legislative, administrative, and judicial. In the exercise 

of their powers, they treat society as a laboratory. Each 

policy is formulated as an hypothesis to be tested. If the 

consequences of the policy promote social harmony and 

equality, it is presumed to be a wise decision. If not, it 

is abandoned in favor of an alternative course of action.2̂  

The second class of specialists, the managers, 

operate directly under the supervision of the Board of 

Planners. The Managers in Walden Two are carefully trained 

and tested men and women who are in charge of the functional 

divisions of the community. The community, in other words, 

is functionally divided into the various forms of human 

activity required to sustain a society. In this connection 

there are the divisions of food, health, play, arts, 

dentistry, various industries, supply, labor, nursery, ad

vanced education, and so forth. At the head of each divi

sion is the Manager who is selected by the Board of Plan

ners, on the basis of a long and scientific analysis of his 

behavioral patterns and one who has "ability and a real 

concern for the welfare of the community."3° 

29. Ibid.. pp. 42-43. 

30. Ibid.. p. 43. 
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In addition to the Planners and Managers, there is 

a class of specialists called the Scientists. This group is 

composed of Individuals who, "by virtue of their interests 

and talents, demonstrate an extraordinary ability in the 

physical and natural sciences. Presumably this class in

cludes no social scientists since the whole of society is 

under the management of men with social scientific interest. 

The Planners—the "behavioral engineers--are the social sci

entists in Walden Two. 

The final class of specialists, the Workers, in

cludes the entire community. Everyone in Walden Two labors 

at least four hours a day in one or more of the various 

functional divisions of society. Planner, Manager, Sci

entist and the ordinary man, alike, must toil a portion of 

the day. According to Skinner, such activity, guarantees 

the absence of an intellectual leisure class. 

Some of us would be smart enough to get along with
out doing physical work, but we're also smart enough 
to know that in the long run it would mean trouble. 
A leisure class would grow like a cancer until the 
strain upon the rest of the community became in
tolerable. We might escape the consequences in our 
own lifetime, but we couldn't visualize a permanent 
society on such a plan."31 

Besides, he says, work of this sort keeps the first three 

classes on their toes. It means they have to "keep an eye 

31. Ibid., p. 45. 
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on the managed, must understand his needs, must experience 

his lot."̂ 2 

In this manner is Walden Two governed and organized 

for productive purposes. From these preoccupations, Skinner 

turns to the issue of the appropriate means of distributing 

the produce. 

Each Individual, he says, has a central account 

which is maintained in his name. An account is the record 

of a person's labor credit. No individual can accumulate 

more than twelve hundred labor-credits per year. A credit 

is computed on the basis of the psychological pleasure as

sociated with the occupational tasks performed in society. 

If a task is an unpleasant one, such as cleaning sewers, the 

individual received more credits than would have been the 

case had he engaged in a more enjoyable undertaking. The 

value of a credit, in other words, is determined sci

entifically. Credits are valued on the basis of experiments 

•which reveal the psychological responses of people to 

33 
3obs. J 

As the individual consumes the various produce of 

the community, credits are deducted from his central ac

count. And the commodities which he consumed are valued on 

the basis of the needs of the community. "We change the 

value according to the needs of the community...We're 

32. Ibid.. p. 46. 

33. Ibid., p. 41. 
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satisfied to keep just a shade beyond breaking even. The 

profit system is bad even when the worker gets the profits, 

because the strain of overwork isn't relieved by even a 

large reward."̂  The consequences of this procedure, 

Skinner says, is the good life. It means people have an 

equal opportunity to exercise their interests and talents. 

"We have time for sports, hobbles, arts and crafts, and most 

important of all, the expression of that interest in the 

world which is science in the deepest sense."35 

Man, released from the conflicting stimuli of exist

ing society, is free in Walden Two to enjoy the full bene

fits of his best nature. Since sociability reigns supreme 

there is no problem of war or other disturbing social 

eruptions, and the world is at peace. 

Chad Walsh, in discussing Walden Two, questions 

that Skinner has presented a Utopian option to existing 

society. "Walden Two." he says, "depicts a world so re

pulsive to me that I should like to think it was intended 

as a dystopia." Nevertheless, as Walsh subsequently ad

mits, Skinner does intend his behaviorally engineered 

society to be a Utopia. It is, his conception of the com

munity in which the good life could be lived. 

34. Ibid., p. 40. 

35. Ibid., p. 134. 

36. Chad Walsh, Prom Utopia to Nightmare (New York 
and Evanston: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1962), p. 26. 
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Since Skinner's intentions are clearly Utopian, 

therefore, the question remains: How does he envision his 

recommendations being acted upon. By what means does he 

propose we transform existing society into his behavioral 

utopia? 

In this connection, Skinner examines one of the most 

common forms of social change discussed by American inward 

Utopians. Revolution, he says, is a logical possibility. 

However, it won't work. Revolution won't succeed in chang

ing existing society into Walden Two. This, he maintains, 

because men's behavioral patterns are determined by their 

environment. Consequently, while revolution is a possibili

ty, the results of such an upheaval would only be the repli-

37 cation of original society. 1 

The second possible means of change, Skinner says, 

is the political process. Unfortunately, however, "politics 

really wouldn't give us the chance we want." The problem 

with politics in this country, he maintains, is that they 

are democratic. And democratic politics can't lead to 

utopia. They are "based on a scientifically invalid con

ception of man," and "fail to take account of the fact that 
70 

in the long run man is determined by the state 

]?urthermore, Skinner says, democracy implies dis

cussion about goals concerning which there are diverse 

37- Walden Two, op. clt.. p. 227. 

38. Idem. 
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opinions. These diverse goals are often predicated upon 

false knowledge. Some men are persuaded to pursue goals by 

their theological "beliefs—a priori notions of good which 

are fostered in them by their churches. Other men are per

suaded by their educational systems to believe that history 

can tell them what to do. But, he says, this Is a false 

assumption since "any single historical event is too complex 

to be adequately known by anyone. It transcends all the 

intellectual capacities of men."̂  

In brief, democratic politics merely manifests the 

diverse human responses which are determined by the con

flicting stimuli of the existing chaotic society. Conse

quently, like revolution, the political process can only 

succeed in re-creating the original social condition. 

Democracy cannot lead to Walden Two. 

Beyond these considerations, Skinner is mute on the 

question of change. On methodological terms, we encounter 

in his Utopian inquiry many of the characteristics mani

fested in the work of Bellamy and Donnelly. In each we are 

treated to the proposition that they possess a special know

ledge which permits them to make judgments concerning what 

is and what ought to be. Bellamy's knowledge was meta

physical, Donnelly's historical. Skinner, for his part, 

asserted physical knowledge—knowledge of man, particularly 

man's psychological nature. 

39. Ibid., p. 198 
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Skinner's contention is that psychological knowledge 

can "be formulated in terms of the lawfulness of human be

havior. These laws, in turn, reveal two kinds of psycho

logical propensities--anti-social and social. Now, Skinner 

says, present society stimulates only man's anti-social pro

pensities; and society is, therefore, a war-like collection 

of men. 

Wow, Professor Skinner continues, the ends of human 

existence are to be found in the sq,cial life. Man ought to 

live in a society in which his social propensities are per

mitted to reveal themselves, ffalden Two is just such a 

place. It is a community designed and managed by scientists 

of human behavior for the purpose of permitting man's social 

motives full freedom. 

With respect both to his analysis of what is and 

what ought to be, Skinner is exceedingly clear. He has for

mulated his propositions with sufficient clarity to permit 

us to replicate his search for order. As was the case with 

Bellamy and Donnelly, our re-examination of his argument 

may lead us to reject both his critique of existing society 

and his proposal for a Utopian option. But the point is, 

his method of inquiry, insofar as it touches upon the 

questions of what is and what ought to be, admits a co

herence which allows us to re-trace his original process. 

Unfortunately, however, Skinner's inquiry is simi

lar to our other Inward Utopians in one fatal respect. He 
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is unable, on the basis of his own argument, to demonstrate 

how man can move from existing society into a Utopian com

munity of the sort sketched in Walden Two. In terms of the 

Lynd-Oatlin test, his solution to our problem is incomplete 

since he can illustrate no methods of social change which 

will lead to Utopia. 

Ultimately Skinner must rely upon a fundamental 

transformation in the nature of man. Whereas Bellamy and 

Donnelly required a moral transformation, he must seek a 

psychological transformation. And, in this connection, 

Skinner—unlike either Bellamy or Donnelly—seems vaguely 

aware of his dilemma. If all else fails, he says, we will 

"have to appeal to something like conversion."21-0 

Ibid.. p. 134. 



Chapter VI 

Democratic Utopian: George 

The student of Utopian thought unavoidably finds 

himself in the presence of delicious temptations. Utopia 

is such a marvelously varied place that those who visit It 

are inclined to taste its many pleasures. Utopians, for 

example, are delightful Innovators. And whoever is interest

ed finds himself tempted to examine Utopia for its many 

modern contrivances. Bellamy's world of 2000 A.D., for 

example, Is filled with technological and mechanical con

trivances unimagined in his time—the self-service super 

market, public laundries, etc. One of Bellamy's contempor

aries, John Macnie, probably holds the record for technical 

anticipations. In his Dlothas. Macnie describes an amazing 

quantity of technological wonders, including radar, the 

automobile, plastic, the dictaphone, transatlantic tele

phones, micro-film, chemically produced foodstuffs, the 

phonograph, motion pictures, automatic clothes dryers--all 

unheard of as he wrote his Utopia.1 

Still another fascination of inward Utopias is the 

fact that they are normally cast in the form of belle-

lettres. No student of western literature can safely ignore 

1. John Macnie, The Jiothas or A Far Look Ahead 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1883). 
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the literary significance of More's Utopia, a masterpiece 

of satire; or one of the greatest pieces of literary satire 

of all times—Swift's Gulliver's Travels. By contrast, 

American Inward Utopians are more interesting for their lack 

of any of the artistic slaiL associated with most great 

Utopian literature. They are simply not good literature; 

nor is there a laugh in the lot. Bellamy's Looking Backward 

and Equality are tepid and colorless. Donnelly's Oaesar1s 

Column is "bombastic and tasteless. Skinner's Walden Two is 

talkative and dull. 

These digressions of the curiosity, however, are 

not germane to the purposes of this essay. Here the cen

tral concern is with the method of inquiry employed by the 

Inward utoplan. A secondary concern is the doctrinal by

products of their inquiry. To this end we have examined the 

writings of three of America's better-known Utopians. A 

review of their inquiry is, therefore, in order. 

At the outset it is apparent that the "willingness 

to construct grand designs for the future" represents no 

guarantee that man is capable of improving either himself 

or his environment. Clearly Bellamy's socialist Utopia, 

Donnelly's agrarian Utopia, and Skinner's behaviorally-

engineered Utopia betray their belief that man can live a 

better life. Yet, standing alone, this belief is insuffi

cient to demonstrate how a better life might be torn from 

out of existing society. 
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In my initial discussion of the scientific method, 

I suggested that Morris Schlick has offered a conception of 

science upon -which both proponents and opponents could 

surely agree. It was, recall, simply the notion that the 

first and most fundamental task of the observer is to for

mulate his propositions so as to permit the logical possi

bility of verification. And to Illustrate the methodo

logical importance of this task, we examined Schlick's exam

ple of a proposition which does not admit this possibility— 

the proposition "My friend died the day after tomorrow.11 

The simplicity of Schlick's view leaves it open to the po

tential of a considerable abuse. No serious scholar, it 

might be argued, could be guilty of such serious verbal in

discretions. A proposition such as "My friend died the day 

after tomorrow," is, on its face, absurd. No man in his 

right mind would offer such a statement as a basis for inquiry. 

Yet this is basically the difficulty we encountered 

in the three Inward Utopians we have thus far examined. In 

the final analysis the proposition which they are investi

gating reduces Itself to a logically impossible statements 

"We can have that which we cannot have." Formulated dif

ferently we can see that they are saying "utopia, which is 

impossible, is possible." The difference between our 

Utopian's conception and Schlick's notion of his friend dy

ing the day after tomorrow is indistinguishable. 

a 
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Perhaps the difficulty in the inquiry of Bellamy, 

Donnelly and Skinner would be more apparent if we re

examined the character of ma;Jor questions to which they ad

dress themselves. "What, at the highest level of generali

zation possible, is it that troubles each of these thinkers? 

In this connection, all three Utopians have mani

fested a considerable concern with the question: What ought 

to be? In terms of their central purpose, the question 

might be formulated: "What is the character of the communi

ty in which the good life can be led? Clearly this question, 

takes us full-faced into the presence of the so-called prob

lem of values which presumably troubles much of social in

quiry today, and is regarded by many—as we have previously 

seen—to be one of the ingredients of the "crisis" in con

temporary political science. In developing their responses 

to this question, our Inward Utopians have engaged in a 

three-fold activity. They have articulated their pre

ferences, They have attempted to sustain their preferences 

with a reasoned argument, and they have identified an in

tellectual basis for their argument. 

In the preceding analysis, I have suggested that 

the critical issue in performing this activity concerns the 

focus of the Utopians's inquiry. Where does the utopi&n 

look and, upon the basis of his observation, what kind of 

knowledge does he claim as support for his response to the 

question "what ought to be?" In the cases of Bellamy and 
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Donnelly we have already examined this Issue In some detail. 

Skinner's efforts, however, have not been so carefully con

sidered. The question is, therefore, can Skinner, a Utopian 

who admittedly relies upon a physicalist Interpretation of 

the universe, support his preferences? A tentative response 

to this question is, obviously, he tries. Thus, let us 

examine his attempt. 

In the first instance, Skinner maintains that any 

response to the question "what is the character of the com

munity in which the good life can be led" must be predicated 

upon the observable nature of man. In this manner Skinner 

narrows his focus. In effect what he is saying is that of 

the physical universe, man, as an entity, must be the prin

cipal object of our inquiry if we are to answer our initial 

question. It is, of course, in precisely this proposition 

that we encounter one of the striking differences between 

Skinner and Donnelly and Bellamy. Whereas Bellamy asserted 

that we must look to the will of God, and Donnelly main

tained we must look to the nature of man in former times, 

Skinner claims we must look at man in his present physical 

context. 

So another question for Skinner is: "How should we 

look at man?" Should we look at him as a compendium of 

flesh and bones, as a creature with differing skin pigments, 

heights and weights? How? To this question, Skinner re

sponds: Look at man as a psychological being. Examine his 
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psychological propensities. Thus, according to Skinner, 

our answer to the first question depends (l) upon a physical 

interpretation of the universe, (2) principally man, (3) as 

a psychological "being. In sum, we must know the psychologi

cal nature of man in the physical present if we are to re

spond to our question concerning the character of the good 

community. 

It is precisely this activity in which Skinner 

claims to have engaged. And on the "basis of his observation 

he claims to have knowledge of the psychological basis of 

human behavior. Man, he says, is a creature with two kinds 

of emotional propensities. There are man's social, and anti

social propensities. 

Prom this analysis Skinner turns to a secondary 

question: What determines which of man's psychological pro

pensities manifest themselves? His response is the environ

ment which is external to man. And, in an effort to demon

strate the validity of this response, he claims that one can 

manipulate man's external environment in such a manner as to 

provoke the expression of either an anti-social or a social 

propensity. On the basis of this operation, moreover, 

Skinner says man is observably happier when his social pro

pensities are permitted free reign. 

Now, he continues, man ought to be happy. And here, 

of course, we encounter that familiar Jump from a description 

of what Ijj to what ought to be—something we have discovered 
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throughout our inquiry. Bellamy, recall, on the basis of 

his knowledge of what is God's will, reached a conclusion 

concerning what ought to be in connection with man's condi

tion. Donnelly, on the basis of knowledge of man in former 

times, concluded that man ought to be something other than 

what he is in present times. It was in this connection that 

I described Bellamy and Donnelly's efforts in terms of re

commendations. They were making a recommendation to us, 

which, on the basis of their inquiry, we were free to ac

cept or reject at will. Skinner, of course, is engaged in 

precisely the same activity. On the basis of knowledge con

cerning the psychological basis of happiness, he concludes 

that man ought to be happy. We may not accept his conclusion 

but at least we are aware of the procedures which lead him 

to it; and, are therefore in a position to retrace his 

steps with sufficient clarity to permit us to engage in the 

act of agreement if we choose. 

The structural consequence of Skinner's conclusion 

that man ought to be happy is, of course, his Utopia. It 

forms his answer to our initial question--"What is the 

character of the community in which man can live the good 

life? It is, as we have seen, a community characterized by 

the presence of liberte. egallte and f rat emit e. It is a 

community (an environment in Skinner's idiom) manipulated by 

those who have the appropriate psychological knowledge for 

the purpose of permitting each individual equally to enjoy 
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the full reign of his social propensities, to develop his 

potentials and talents to their fullest, and so forth. 

Thus we discover that neither physical, metaphysi

cal, nor historical knowledge can establish beyond a shadow 

of doubt the validity of a preferential claim. Neither 

Skinner, on the basis of physical knowledge, Bellamy, on the 

basis of metaphysical knowledge, nor Donnelly on the basis 

of historical knowledge, have successfully dispelled all 

doubt concerning the legitimacy of that which they value. 

They have not proved, in the final sense, anything. But they 

have demonstrated how they engaged in that three-fold acti

vity discussed earlier called developing a response to the 

question "what ought to be?" Moreover, I would contend that 

the demonstration of each is eminently clear. And insofar 

as we are metaphysicians in the Bellamy sense, historians in 

the Donnelly sense, or behavioral psychologists in the 

Skinner sense, we can join with them in their attempts to 

demonstrate the validity of a valued position. (Bach, pre

sumably, is convinced that should we engage in such an un

dertaking we would join them in their view.) 

Before moving to a second major question to which 

these three Utopian thinkers address themself, let me call 

attention to an issue of doctrinal significance in American 

Utopian literature. It is a point which Abraham Kaplan 

makes in his Anisri nnn p.r and Public Policy. As Kaplan 

has attempted to demonstrate, "the same values may be prized 
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whether their warrant be from God, nature, or man...Regard

less of whether America bases its values on religion, on a 

metaphysics of natural rights, or on an empirical naturalism, 
A 

what are its values?" 

In the case of our Utopian thinkers, the answer is 

clear. That which they value reflects some variation upon 

the doctrine of equality. In other words, all three thinkers 

recommend some form of equality—albeit on differing 

grounds--ln connection with their conception of the good 

life. The full significance of this commitment will be more 

fully examined shortly. 

For the present, however, let us consider a second 

major question which preoccupies our Utopian thinkers. This 

is the question concerning "what is" as contrasted with the 

first question, "what ought to be." Reformulated, again in 

terms of their purpose, it is the question: "What is the 

character of present society? 

The methodological process in which our Utopians en

gage in developing their responses to this question is two

fold. On the one hand, they direct their attentions to an 

analysis of present society. On the other, they engage in 

criticism of present society. 

Concerning the first, it is obvious that all are 

engaged in physical analysis—analysis of the physical present. 

2. Abraham Kaplan, Ethics and Public 
Policy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1963)» p. 27. 
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The significance of this inquiry was examined in some detail 

in my discussion of Bellamy. In examining Bellamy, I sug

gested that the basis of his inquiry was two-fold—meta

physical and physical. The point I wish to stress, in this 

connection, is that the question "what is the character of 

present society" presupposes analysis of present society as 

a pre-requisite to response. Thus, even the Utopian who 

predicates his Utopian preferences upon metaphysical know

ledge, must at some point turn to physical inquiry if he 

wishes to demonstrate the relationship between present and 

Utopian society. 

The second aspect of the Utopian's inquiry as it re

lates to the present question involves their critique of 

what they have analyzed. In methodological terms, it re

flects the application of their ethic to their analysis of 

present society. Bellamy, armed with the knowledge that it 

is God's intention for men to live in an egalitarian rela

tionship with his fellow man, and gripped of an assurance 

that equality is meaningless without an economic basis, con

cludes that present society is wanting. This because pre

sent society is characterized by the presence of economic 

inequality. Donnelly, based upon historical knowledge that 

men are by nature equal because they are by nature moral, 

concludes that existing conditions are dreadful. The basis 

of his view is his observation of immoral actions in present 

society. Skinner, possessed of psychological knowledge and 
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persuaded that man's social propensities must enjoy full 

and equal opportunity to manifest themselves* concludes 

that present society is inadequate. This, he says, because 

it is characterized by the presence of war, conflict and 

disorder. In brief, anti-social propensities currently hold 

sway in existing society. 

Thus, each of the inward Utopians which we have 

examined develop their responses to the second major 

question. Present society is unequal, unjust and undesir

able. It must be rejected in favor of a better world. 

It is at this point that our Utopians stand at a 

critical Juncture in their inquiry. To the extent we have 

been successful in re-creating the processes in which they 

engaged in developing their responses to the two questions 

which have been posed, we may be willing to accept their 

recommendations. We may be persuaded to act upon their 

recommendations by transforming the existing into an optional 

society. 

So a third question is clearly germane to their in

quiry. It is the question: By what means can existing 

society be transformed into the proposed Utopian option? 

This is one of the question which we have been pursuing 

throughout the present inquiry. Its significance, of 

course, stems from the Lynd-Catlin test of social inquiry— 

the notion that the purpose of the social scientist is to 

aid his community by demonstrating that he has three kinds 
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of information. He must demonstrate knowledge of present 

social conditions. He must demonstrate knowledge of the 

appropriate social ends which the community should pursue. 

And he must demonstrate knowledge of the means by which the 

community can move from the first to the second condition. 

It is our Utopian's failure to demonstrate the lat

ter knowledge, as a function of their failure to answer the 

third question posed of them that I have argued that their 

most highly generalized proposition is logically impossible 

of verification. That it reduces itself to the proposition, 

"utopia, which is possible, is impossible." This because 

they are altogether silent on the question of the means by 

which their Utopian proposals are to be realized. Ulti

mately Donnelly, Bellamy and Skinner must rely upon a funda

mental transformation in the nature of man as a preliminary 

to the realization of their Utopias. 

Indeed one fruitful characterization of these Inward 

Utopians is that they are preachers of separate social 

gospels. They are social theologians propounding doctrines 

of moral redemption. And in their writings one discovers a 

curious—and undoubtedly significant—parallel in structure 

and temper to the upward utopianism of the Judaic-Christian 

tradition, generally, and the American Puritan specifically. 

It is the notion that man's moral nature has become per

verted, and he lives in moral corruption and sin. Yet man 

must seek redemption. He must be rescued from his present 
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suffering and bondage In immoral society. In the Puritan's 

utopianism, recall, the assumption was that man could be 

redeemed through the ministrations of Christ and Christ's 

doctrines as embodied in the "true religion." 

In Bellamy, Connelly and Skinner one encounters much 

of the same religious fervor manifested in the Puritans. 

Salvation, according to these Utopians, depends upon man's 

embracing the appropriate social doctrines as propounded by 

the founders of three social religions. Man, if he is to 

live in Utopia, must be converted to the true social faith. 

He must be saved! 

Of the three, Skinner appears to be most aware of 

the interesting parallel between the Judaic-Christian con

ception of redemption and the Utopian assumption of a moral 

transformation in the nature of man. Indeed Skinner 

agonizes at considerable length in the concluding sections 

o£ Walden Two over his Christ-like function in Utopia. 

Ultimately, however, he is willing to accept his role. "I 

like to play Godl," he asserts. "Who wouldn't, under the 

circumstances. After all, man, even Jesus Christ thought 

he was God!" And, like Christ, Skinner hopes for a moral 

conversion.̂  

3. B. P. Skinner, Walden Two (New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1948), p. 249. In discussing the relation
ship of Christianity to Utopia, Skinner acknowledges Christ 
as an "honored colleague" whose technical discoveries he 
holds in high esteem. See also his discussion of con
version as a pre-requisite to life in Utopia, p. 134. 
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Our Utopians1 conception of redemption, however, 

lacks the plausibility of the Christian idea. The Puritans, 

after all, associated with their notion of redemption cer

tain social procedures by which man could seek and hope

fully achieve salvation. Man could commune with God regu

larly through prayer, attend church, tithe, walk in the way 

of the Lord, and so forth. Our Inward Utopians, on the 

other hand, presumably must hope that mankind will fall as

leep one night and wake up the following morning morally 

rejuvenated. 

So a question worth pursuing is J Is the methodo

logical difficulty reflected in the writings of Bellamy, 

Donnelly and Skinner a necessary condition of inward Utopian 

inquiry? Must the ultimate proposition of the inward 

Utopian be logically uninvestigable? 

I think not. It is to this proposition that the 

remaining sections of the present inquiry will be addressed. 

Henry George (1839-1897)* a contemporary of Bellamy 

and Donnelly, was considerably agitated at the prospect of 

Utopia. "How I long," he once wrote, "for the Golden Age, 

for the promised Millennium, when each one will be free 

to follow his best and noblest impulses, unfettered by re

strictions and necessities which our present state of 

society imposes upon him; when the poorest and the meanest 

will have a chance to use all his God-given faculties and 
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not be forced to drudge away the best part of his time in 

order to supply wants but little above those of the 
4 

animal..." 

Of the Inward Utopians examined to this point, 

George has most in common with Bellamy and Donnelly. Unlike 

Bellamy, however, he was not a socialist. Indeed he was 

5 openly critical of socialism both in theory and practice. 

And contrary to Donnelly's argument, George insisted upon 

retaining the material benefits of industrialism. In fact, 

George looked upon the arguments of Donnelly and other such 

thinkers as the products of "charlatans and demagogues." It 

is wrong, he maintained, to think of machinery as an evil 

in and of itself.̂  What George shares with Bellamy and 

Donnelly is concern over the problems which plagued the 

American community in the late 19th and early 20th Century. 

As I suggested earlier, George perceived the 

character of his times in terms of a paradox. Along side the 

potential for a considerably material abundance were 

4. Quoted in Allen P. Grimes, %Political 
Thought (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.), 
p. 315. 

5. Henry George, Progress and Poverty. An Inquiry 
Into the Cause of Industrial Depression and of Increase of 
Want "With Increase of Wealth (New York: Robert Schalkenbach 
Foundation, 1940).See especially his discussion of the 
shortcomings of socialist theory, "From Governmental 
Direction and Interference," pp. 319-321. 
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conditions of abject economic depression. Along side ma

terial progress one observed poverty. 

So the initial question for George concerns the 

basis of such a paradox. On the face of it, he says, the 

association of poverty with progress seems truly enigmatic. 

Common sense would lead one to believe that as man's capa

city to produce goods and services increases, his material 

conditions would likewise improve. "And out of these 

bounteous material conditions, he would have seen arising, 

as necessary sequences, moral conditions realizing the 

golden age of which mankind has always dreamed."̂  Instead, 

however, 

From all parts of the civilized world come com
plaints of Industrial depression; of labor con
demned to involuntary idleness; of capital massed 
and wasting; of pecuniary distress among business 
men; of want and suffering and anxiety among the 
working classes. All the dull, deadening pain, 
all the keen maddening anguish, that to great 
masses of men are Involved in the words 'hard 
times'...8 

In examining his problem, George, like Bellamy, pur

sues two lines of inquiry. First he engaged in physical 

analysis. What, he asks, is the economic basis of the prob

lem? Secondly he engages in metaphysical analysis. And it 

is in this latter connection that he develops an answer to 

the question: Wiat are the moral consequences of the prob

lem? 

7. Ibid.. p. 4. 
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These are the Issues which George examines in the 

work for which he is best known, and to which he attached 

the title of the paradox which concerned him, Progress and 

Poverty (1880). Essentially an elaboration of Our Land and 

Land Policy, a brief inquiry which appeared nine years 

earlier, Progress and Poverty enjoyed an almost immediate 

popular success; and it continues to exert a considerable 

influence in American political thought. The late John 

Dewey has compared George's efforts to those of Plato and 

other great social thinkers In the western tradition. "No 

man," Dewey has said, "has a right to regard himself an 

educated man in social thought unless he has some first

hand acquaintance with the theoretical contribution of this 

great American thinker. 

In his inquiry into the economic basis of his prob

lem, George focuses his attention upon the relation between 

the production and distribution of wealth in modern society. 

Concerning production, he says, it is obvious that there 

has been a tremendous increase In the capacity to produce 

goods and services. Despite this increase, however, poverty 

continues to grow. So the question is why? 

An answer to the question, George maintains, is to 

be found in the existing economic system and its underlying 

assumptions. As I have suggested in discussing Bellamy and 

9. Quoted in the "Foreword," jfeld.. p. vii. 
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Donnelly, the Social Darwinism of William Graham Sumner at

tempted to provide an intellectual basis for the status quo. 

According to Sumner the unhappy association of poverty with 

progress is natural and inevitable. Poverty, in "brief, is 

an unalterable consequence of progress. 

It was this conclusion which George rejected. The 

problem with the conclusion of the Social Darwinists, George 

says, is that it rests upon a false conception of economic 

behavior. Prevailing economic practices are not the conse

quences of the operation of natural laws regulating eco

nomic activity. They are the function of human invention. 

They find their basis in convention rather than nature; and 

they are sustained by the community's legal codes. 

In developing this position, George asserts that 

the artificial basis of existing economic practices is re

flected in the unrelated nature of conventional economic 

thought. According to this theory, the distribution of 

wealth produced in the economy is determined by the system 

of production. In production, the notion was, there are 

three essential factors—land, labor and capital. Moreover, 

the argument continued, the productive process depends for 

its operation upon the return of a share of the produce 

(wealth) to the factors of production. It is in this con

nection, George contends, that the present difficulties are 

to be found. Since the existing economic system is 
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demonstrably capable of producing great quantities of wealth, 

the problem must rest in the distributive process. 

So a question for George concerns the character of 

existing procedures of distribution. How is the wealth 

produced currently distributed? Current explanations of 

distribution, George says, address themselves to this 

question. They are, however, both fallacious and incon

sistent. According to proponents of laissez-faire doctrines, 

distributions can be explained in terms of three separable 

doctrines of rent, wages and interest--the notion being 

that some share of the wealth produced must go to land in 

the form of rent, labor in the form of wages, and capital in 

the form of interest. Under these doctrines the amount of 

wealth which is distributed to labor in the form of wages 

is determined by the ratio between the amount of capital de

voted to the payment and subsistence of labor and the number 

of laborers seeking employment.1̂ * Rent--the share of wealth 

which goes to the factor of production called land—is de

termined by the margin of cultivation. "What is involved 

here is the notion that land yields "as rent that part of 

(its) produce which exceeds what arf equal application of la

bor and capital could procure from the poorest land in 

use."11 Finally, interest, capital's share of the wealth," 

10. Ibid., p. 160-161 

11. Ibid., p. 161. 
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is determined by the equation between the demands of bor-

1 P 
rowers and the supply of capital offered by lenders." 

Thus is the distribution of wealth currently ex

plained. But, George says, such an explanation makes no 

sense. "The bringing together of these current statements 

of the laws of distribution of wealth shows at a glance that 

they lack the relation to each other which true laws of dis-
13 

tribution must have. They do not correlate and coordinate." 

But if contemporary economic thought lacked the co

herence which George believed essential, it nevertheless 

served as an effective defense of the status quo. Accord

ing to the theory of wages, for example, the worker could 

hope for little in the way of relief. The "fund" from which 

his wages would be drawn was fixed. It was determined by 

the amount of capital set aside by the employer for the pur

poses of paying labor costs. At the same time the number of 

workers who would seek employment was a function of the 

existing labor supply. Thus nothing short of a genuine 

scarcity of labor could have the consequence of raising 

wages. 

The problem with existing economic thought, George 

says, is a methodological one. Though probably an honest 

mistake, traditional economists fail to perceive what 

12. Idem 

13. Idem 
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actually happens in the production and distribution of 

wealth. Living in a capitalist society, George reasons, 

economists have tended erroneously to emphasize capital as 

the primary factor in production. "The great cultivators of 

the science," as George likes to refer to the classical 

economists, observe the capitalist generally renting land 

and hiring labor. Thus they arrive at their conclusions re

garding the primary nature of capital in the productive pro

cess. And from this view the traditional economist infers 

that land is the instrument of capital and labor is its 

agent or tool. 

This is apparent on every page--in the form and 
course of their reasoning, in the character of their 
illustrations, and even in their choice of terms. 
Everywhere capital is the starting point, the capi
talist the central figure. So far does this go that 
both Smith and Ricardo use the term 'natural wages1 
to express the minimum upon which laborers can live; 
whereas, unless injustice is natural, all the 
laborer produces should rather be held as his 
natural wages..."14 

George's point is that what is viewed as "natural" by ortho

dox thinkers is not natural at all. Capitalism as a system 

of production is a social decision. It reflects a communi

ty's decision on the issue of how the economic resources of 

the community should be organized for the purposes of pro

duction. 

Despite the conventional nature of capitalism, how

ever, George continues, the orthodox economic thinkers 

14. Ibid., p. 162-163. 
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insist upon imputing to the economic behavior they observe 

the status of natural laws. Thus in contemporary economic 

thought one encounters a perplexing situation—that which is 

conventional is characterized as natural, while that which 

is natural is ignored. 

What George is assuming here is that there are 

natural laws which manifest themselves in economic affairs. 

They have just not been appropriately perceived and articu

lated—this in spite of the fact that they are demonstrable 

both in logic and practice. They can, in sum, be known. It 

is toward the acquisition of such knowledge that George 

turns in his inquiry into the "origin and natural sequence 

of things." 

Capital, he says, is not the first requisite of 

production. Capital is a human creation. It implies a 

predicate. Something precedes capital. The question is— 

what? 

As a point of departure in developing his response 

to the question, George concerns himself with the nature of 

wealth. Wealth, he says, is the product of the admixture 

of labor with land. It is measurable in terms of the goods 

and services which are produced through the application of 

human energies to nature's fixed resources. Capital, for 

its part, is an ingredient in wealth. It is, therefore, 

one of the products of the mixture of labor with land. 

Specifically it is an accumulated product of labor which is 
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not directly consumed, but rather is used by labor to assist 

it in further production. Its unique characteristic is that 

it increases the power of labor to produce wealth. This for 

three reasons. It enables labor to apply itself in more 

effective ways. It enables labor to avail itself of the 

reproductive forces of nature, "as to obtain corn by sewing 

it, or animals by breeding them." And it makes labor more 

efficient by permitting the division of labor necessary for 
15 

large scale productive undertakings. George's point is 

that capital is "stored-up" labor. And in contrast to the 

traditional economists, he is saying that both labor and 

capital are instruments of production. They are, moreover, 

limitless in their potential for growth and development. 

That is to say, they are limitless if they are applied to 

nature's resources, i.e., land. Land, therefore, is the 

key factor in the productive process. There must be land 

before labor can be exerted, and labor must be exerted be

fore capital can be produced. 

Capital is the result of labor, and is used by labor 
to assist it in further production. Labor is the 
active and initial force, and labor is therefore the 
employer of capital. Labor can be exerted only upon 
land, it is from land that the matter which it trans
mutes into wealth must be drawn. Land therefore is 
the condition precedent, the field and material of 
labor. The natural order is land, labor, capital; 
and, instead of starting from capital as our Initial 
point, we should start from land."l6 (Italics added) 

15. Ibid.. p. 80. 

16. Ibid., p. 167 
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Prom his discussion of how wealth is produce, George 

turns to an inquiry into the manner in which it is dis

tributed. Recall that it was his position that the problem 

of poverty was to be found in the distributive rather than 

the productive process of wealth. At the outset he accepts 

the traditional notions that rent is land's share of the 

wealth; wages, labor's share; and interest that which goes 

to capital. But, he says, the prevailing notion that wages 

are drawn from a fund set aside by capital and fixed by the 

money market is in error. Wages are drawn from the produce 

of labor. This in the sense that there can be no wealth 

until labor has been exerted upon land. Since in the 

"natural order of things" there can be no capital until 

there is wealth, and since labor mixed with land produces 

wealth, therefore labor has a prior claim to capital in its 

share of the wealth. Wages, in short,is the sum which labor 

claims for itself out of the produce of its efforts. In

terest, therefore, is that share of the wealth set aside for 

purposes of future production. -"What we have here, as George 

readily admits, is a dual conception of labor—labor in the 

physical sense and labor in the accumulated sense (capital). 

Consequently, in terms of the share of the wealth which is 

returned to labor, we get a dual notion of wages—the share 

which goes to labor in the physical sense, and the share 

which goes to labor in the accumulated sense (interest). 
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Having thus accounted for wages and interest, George 

turns to the nature of rent. And it is in this connection 

that he makes his most telling blow against conventional 

economic thought. 

"Whereas the potential growth of labor and capital 

is limitless, George says, nature's resources are limited. 

The quantity of available land is fixed. Land, moreover, 

produces nothing of economic value of itself. It is of use 

only as labor and capital are applied to it. Now the share 

of the wealth which goes to land (rent) "is determined by 

the excess of its produce over that which the same applica-
17 

tion can secure from the least productive land in use." 

The value of a quantity of land, in other words, is a 

function of its usefulness in the productive process. And 

it is here that the problem resides, according to George. 

Land, which is natural, fixed, and essential to production, 

is held in the form of private property under existing le

gal practices. Thus the land owner is able to extract rent 

from the community's wealth because he controls the first 

factor of production. And this in the form of a private 

monopoly 1 Rent, in brief, is the price of monopoly control 

of land "arising from the reduction to individual ownership 

of natural elements which human exertion can neither pro

duce nor increase."1® 

17. Ibid., p. 168. 
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The consequences of this situation, he says, are 

obvious. The private ownership of nature's resources gives 

the land owner power to appropriate from the wealth pro

duced whatever amount exceeds the return which would have 

been forthcoming from the application of the same labor and 

capital to the least productive land* 

In algebraic form, the relationship between rent, 

wages and interest is: "As Produce = Rent + "Wages + In-

,19 
terest; therefore, Produce - Rent sr Wages + Interest. 

Thus, according to George, the land owner is at 

once a parasite and a thief. What's more in both capaci

ties, he enjoys all the immunity which the community's legal 

code can guarante. George's point is clear. Here is the 

land owner. He does nothing to produce wealth. He merely 

controls the first factor of production. Hence he is in a 

position to extract the first and biggest share of the com

munity's wealth. Consequently, in practice, the share of 

the wealth which goes to those who produce something does 

not depend upon the produce of labor and capital. They 

have to make do with whatever remains after the monopolist 

land owner has had his cut I 

George is not content simply to reduce the land 

owner to the level of thief and parasite. To these 

characteristics he adds one more. This in the form of the 

19. Ibid., p. 171. 
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adjective "cunning." The land owner, according to George, 

is a cunning parasite and thief. This because the land 

owner knows how to acquire and manipulate property holdings 

so as to maximize his return. The problem is, George says, 

as society grows the share of wealth which goes to the land 

owner in the form of rent increases, while the worker and 

capitalists tend to receive less and less. What happens, 

he explains, is that as population Increases the need for 

goods and services does likewise. Hence the increased value 

of land. As more goods and services are needed, more land 

is needed in production in order to meet the new demand. 

Thus the value of land is increased by society's growth. In 

short, it is the land owner—the one who contributes none of 

his energies toward production—who benefits from society's 
V 

progress. 

And to make matters worse, the cunning land owner 

knows how to further increase rent through land speculation. 

He buys up parcels of land for the sole purpose of withhold

ing them from production. Thus he further increases the 

value of land in production. Obviously, George says, this 

means that capital and labor are applied to existing and 

marginal lands at rents higher than would be required were 

there no speculation. 

The consequences of inflated land values, George 

maintains, are terrible. "That land speculation is the true 

cause of industrial depression is, in the United States, 
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clearly evident." Every period of industrial activity, 

he says, is characterized "by a steady increase in land 

values, and culminates in speculation which carried them in 

great jumps. 

This has been invariably followed by a partial ces
sation of production, and its correlative, a ces
sation of effective demand (dull trade), generally 
accompanied by a commercial crash; and then has 
succeeded a period of comparative stagnation, dur
ing which the equilibrium has been again slowly es
tablished, and the same round has been run again..."21 

Monopoly ownership of land, in sum, results in economic 

fluctuations which culminate in depressions. Hence there 

is poverty and all that is associated with it. 

Before extending our inquiry into the moral conse

quences of the problem, as conceived by George, let me re

capitulate his argument. There are, he says, three factors 

which unite in production—labor, capital, and land. These 

three parties, in turn, divide the produce—the laborer, the 

capitalist, and the land owner. Now, George says, if the 

laborer and capitalist gets no more as production increases, 

it is an obvious inference that the land owner reaps the 

whole gain. "And the facts agree with the inference. Though 

neither wages nor interest anywhere Increase as material 

progress goes on, yet the invariable accompaniment and mark 

20. Ibid.. p. 268. 

21. Idem. 
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of material progress is the increase of rent--the rise of 

land values.1'22 

The physical basis of George's inquiry into the 

economic aspect of his problem is obvious. "What he is 

claiming is that his observations of operations of the 

economy have a tangible physical basis. His theory squares 

with the "facts," as he likes to put it. 

Prom this inquiry, George turns to another aspect of 

the problem—its moral consequences. In this connection, 

as I suggested earlier, he engages in metaphysical Inquiry. 

In it one encounters an openly religious flavor similar to 

Bellamy's argument. As a point of departure he claims 

knowledge of the ultimate Being—God. Thus he asserts "we 

are all here by the equal permission of the Creator." Man 

finds himself on this earth as a function of the fatherhood 

of God. Moreover, in God's eyes there are no distinctions 

among men. All men are brothers equal in the sight of God. 

Such a condition George calls natural .justice. It is 

natural in the sense that it exists in the order of things. 

And it is 3ust in that it is morally binding upon men to ap

proximate an egalitarian relationship in their life on earth. 

Not only is life God-given, George contends; similar

ly, stuffs which sustain life are derived from the supreme 

Being. Consequently, he says, "we are all-here with'an 

22. Ibid., pp. 222-223. 

23. Ibid., p. 339. 
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equal right to the use of all that nature so impartially 

offers." George's point is that the equal rights of men to 

the use of nature's resources are natural and inalienable. 

Such rights are emplanted in every human being as he enters 

the world, and remain there throughout his lifetime. They 

are limited only by the equal rights of others. Thus there 

can be no ownership of anything which does not rest upon 

24 
the natural rights of man. 

Now, he says, in nature there is no such thing as a 

fee simple in land. Nor is there any power on earth which 

can rightfully grant any man the exclusive ownership of a 

parcel of land. In developing this argument, the religious 

fervor in George becomes obvious. 

If all existing men were to unite to grant away 
their equal rights, they could not grant away the 
right of those who follow them. For what are we 
but tenants for a day? Have we made the earth, 
that we should determine the rights of those who 
after us shall tenant it in their turn? The Al
mighty, who created the earth for man and man for 
the earth, has entailed it upon all the generations 
of the children of men by a decree written upon 
the constitution of all things—a decree which no 
human action can bar and no prescription determine. 
Let the parchments be ever so many, or possession 
ever so long, natural Justice can recognize no 
right in one man to the possession and enjoyment of 
land that is not equally the right of all his 
fellows..."25 

George's point is that neither natural .justice nor 

the fact of possession can secure to any individual an 

24. Idem. 

25. Ibid., p. 339. 
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exclusive claim to property. The only rightful basis for 

property derives from the title of producer. "The equal 

right of all men to the use of land Is as clear as their 

equal right to breathe the air—it is a right proclaimed by 

the fact of their existence. For we cannot suppose that some 

men have a right to be in this world and others no right."2^ 

Therefore, he says, private ownership in property is 

a "fundamental wrong" which is manifested in the unequal 

distribution of wealth. Since labor cannot produce without 

the use of land, the denial of the equal right to use land 

is necessarily the denial of labor's right to its own pro

duce. With one man in control of the land upon which others 

must labor, he is in a position to appropriate the produce 

of their labor as tribute. Hence, nature's law is violated. 

"The fundamental law of nature, that her enjoyment shall be 

consequent upon...exertion, is thus violated. The one re

ceives without producing; the others produce without receiv

ing. The one Is unjustly enriched; the others are robbed."2^ 

The moral consequences of the problem to which George 

addresses himself are obvious. There Is no ethical basis 

for poverty. It is inconsistent with the will of God and 

the law of nature. Hence poverty is economically absurd 

and morally wrong. 

26. Ibid.. p. 338. 

27. Ibid., pp. 341-342. ' 
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It is impossible to engage in a serious examination 

of George's writings without being struck by his intellectual 

and moral indignation. Here is a community possessed of the 

stuffs of a full and moral life. Here are conditions out of 

which Utopia can be torn. Despite this great potential, how

ever, this very community is plagued with serious problems— 

economic fluctuations, poverty, inequality and injustice. 

How unnecessary! How ridiculous! How wrong! All this due 

to an inaccurate understanding of the economic and moral 

bases of social life. 

So a question for George concerns the remedy for 

society's present difficulties. Can the poverty which stems 

from unequal distribution of wealth be eliminated? George's 

answer is affirmative. In developing the argument with 

which he supports his position, George successfully escapes 

the methodological difficulty we have encountered in the 

writings of our other inward Utopians, Unlike Bellamy, 

Donnelly and Skinner, George squarely faces the issue of how 

one goes about transforming present society into a better 

order of things. He raises the question of the appropriate 

ends for society to pursue and the means by which such a 

pursuit could be undertaken. 

For George Utopia muBt be a community ordered on the 

principles of natural .justice. Men must live according to 

egalitarian precepts. Since man is already equal in the 

sight of God, and since he enjoys political equality, it 
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remains to free man from the Inequality Implicit In the para

dox of the times. Man must move beyond a condition char

acterized by the simultaneous presence of wealth and want. 

The question is how? What is required to achieve 

this final triumph for natural Justice? 

For George the answer is clear. Let those who pro

duce receive their Just rewards. In practical terms, he 

says, this means that economic inequality which stems from 

monopoly control of land must be removed. But, in addition 

to being Just, any solution to the problem must meet three 

other tests. It must be practical. It must make a positive 

contribution to social life. And it must be consistent with 

other reforms. 

Such a plan, according to George, is to be found in 

a single tax levied upon rent. 

It does not propose either to purchase or to con
fiscate private property in land. The first would 
be unjust; the second, needless. Let the Indivi
dual who now holds it still retain, if they want 
to, possession of what they are pleased to call 
their land. Let them buy and sell, and bequeath 
and devise it. We may safely leave them the 
shell, if we take the kernel. It is not neces
sary to confiscate land; it Is only necessary to 
confiscate rent.28 

George's solution to the problem is fascinating in many sen

ses. Notice, for example, his contention that the purchase 

of private property would be unjust. The idea is that the 

purchase of land would imply the land owner's legitimate 

28. Ibid., p. 405 
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title to property. This, however, is not the case, accord

ing to George. The basis of private property in history is 

usurpation. How the only just title which secures to an 

individual a claim to property is found in the productive 

exertions of human energy. Since usurpation is not a form 

of productive enterprise, it would be unjust to remunerate 

the land owner for that which is not legitimately his. 

A second aspect of his solution worth examining con

cerns his position that confiscation of property is unneces

sary. Why, he asks, incur the social and political hazards 

implicit in confiscation when the same consequences can be 

obtained by simply taxing the material benefits of land 

ownership--rent ? 

And, finally, one other aspect of George's proposal 

sets it apart from those encountered in other inward 

Utopians. Earlier I suggested that there is an obvious ab

sence of humor in American Utopias. Despite the fact that 

Utopia conceivably could be the happiest of places, Utopians 

appear to be the most unhappy of men. To this rule, George 

Is an exception. What a delicious jolce he enjoys at the 

expense of that social parasite, the land owner. If it 

makes the land owner happy to think he owns land, let him be 

happy. Just the same, the rest of mankind will know that he 

really only retains the "shell," not the "kernel." One can 

almost imagine George winking knowingly at his audience as 

he makes his proposal. 
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Beyond these characteristics of his program, how

ever, George asserts that it is practical. It would do what 

is required without "a needless shock to present customs 

and habits of thought."2^ Moreover it would require no new 

machinery to administer. "We already take some rent in 

taxation. We have only to make some changes in our mode of 

taxation to take it all."^° 

It would also be socially beneficial. It would make 

a positive contribution to social life. In the first place 

a single tax on land value would distribute the tax burden 

equally throughout the community. The community simply 

collects that value which it has created. It would not in

terfere with production. It could be levied with certainty, 

and ease. And it would be inexpensive to collect. Fur

thermore, such a tax when paid into the public treasury 

could be spent on beneficial public services—hospitals, 

31 
parks, schools, libraries, roads, and so forth. 

Finally, George is of the opinion that his single 

tax scheme would be in harmony with other social reforms. 

For example, he says, Americans have long yearned for tin-

complicated government. Tet as problems have grown and 

multiplied, governmental power has been required to cope 

with ever increasing social disputes. Under his program, 

29. Ibid., p. 404. 

30. Ibid., p. 405. 

31. Ibid., p. 454. 
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however, government would become more simple. Morality 

would flourish with the cessation of want. And society 

would approach the ideal of Jefferson and the promised land 

32 
of Herbert Spencer. 

George is convinced that his program will lead to 

Utopia. This is the import of his contention that the 

single tax on land value is a "simple yet sovereign remedy" 

which 

will raise wages, increase the earnings of capital, 
extirpate pauperism, abolish poverty, give re
munerative employment to whoever wishes it, afford 
free scope to human powers, lessen crime, elevate 
morals, and taste, and Intelligence, purify govern
ment and carry civilization to yet nobler 
heights..."33 

And what he is propounding here is a doctrine of the essen

tial unity of the universe, society and man—a doctrine with 

manifold significance. 

George's God, for example, is neither whimsical nor 

cruel. He did not create a universe at odds within itself. 

His creation is in fundamental harmony, ordered by a Just 

natural law, and populated by creatures born in equality 

with the capacity to perceive the integrity of God's crea

tion if they will but exercise their rational faculties. 

This conception of universal harmony manifests it

self throughout George's argument. Take, by way of example, 

the relation between labor and capital. The laborer and 

32. ibid., pp. 454-455. 

33. Ibid.. pp. 405-406. 
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capitalists, contrary to the over-simplifications and dis

tortions of traditional thinkers and socialists alike, meet 

in common purpose in the process of social growth. They 

produce something; and, thus, they enrich society and make 

it progress. "What George is driving at is that the greatest 

portion of the community are engaged in a common cause and 

willing to act upon their responsibilities in good faith. 

Yet they are at the mercy of the relative few—the non-pro

ductive land monopolists—who exact tribute from the pro

ductive many in the form of rent. The productive many re

ceive their share of that which they have produced only after 

the non-productive few have claimed the lion's share of the 

wealth. Thus the burden of proof is upon the few who inject 

imbalance, disharmony, and disorder into society. And it is 

a burden which can be sustained neither in terms of natural 

Justice nor economic sense. 

By levying a single tax upon rent, however, that 

which the productive have produced is returned to them. The 

community's wealth is distributed to the community's wealth-

producers. And poverty is abolished since the empoverished 

many are able to enjoy the fruits of the labor in which they 

freely and willingly engage. 'What's more, by taxing away 

rent, the temptation for land speculation is removed. There

fore, more and more land is brought into productive pur

suits and society's progress accelerates. It grows and 

prospers at an ever-increasing rate. 
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A corollary of this view--and without question 

Donnelly's greatest insight into the problems of Utopia— 

is his conception of the unity of movement in time. George's 

argument is bereft of the notion of a catalyctic transfor

mation implicit in the writings of the other American Inward 

Utopians we have examined. For George the better order of 

tomorrow must grow out of present conditions. "It is an 

axiom of statesmanship," he says, "that great changes can best 

be brought about under old forms. We, who would free men, 

should heed the same truth. It is the natural method. 

•What we have here is an essential and exciting truth 

so frequently ignored in Utopian thought. Regardless of the 

intellectual bases of our Utopian proposals, be they meta

physical, physical or historical, there is but one place and 

time from which we can move—the here and now. We cannot 

depart from tomorrow, nor yesterday, only today. So the 

question for George is: What is there in the here and now 

out of which we can forge a better tomorrow? His response 

is "old forms," existing institutions turned to noble pur

poses. Specifically, he proposes that through the democratic 

political process we use the existing powers of government 

to redistribute the wealth. Use democratic means to achieve 

reform ends. 

34. Ibid., p. 405. 
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In advancing this argument, George presents us -with 

the full some methodology for which we have been searching 

throughout this Inquiry. Reduced to its barest essentials 

we have a Utopian proposition which is at least logically 

investigable: "utopla is possible by using the democratic 

process as the means for transforming existing society into 

a better community in which to live." 

The significance of George's proposition has not 

been lost on other recent American Utopians. In his 1934 

campaign, for the governorship of California, Upton Sinclair 

turned to George's format as a device for presenting his 

"End Poverty in California" (EPIC) program. First he 

analyzes his problem, and finds society wanting. Then he 

projects a better order. And, finally, he turns to the demo

cratic political process as a means of moving from the first 

to the second condition. "There are," he says, "some among 

us who preach that the mob cannot be done except by violence 

and class terror. But I assert that there is a peaceful 

n35 
way, an orderly way, a democratic way. 

Even that irascible Kingflsh from Louisiana, Huey 

P. Long, employed George's method of inquiry in setting 

forth his program for action. In My First Days in the White 

House (1935), Long rests the future of his "Share the 

35. Upton Sinclair, I. Governor of California, and 
Hoy T Tfrided Poverty: A true Story of the Future (Los Angeles; 
Published by Upton Sinclair, 1933)» p. 8. 
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Wealth" policies upon the majoritarian doctrine. My First 

Days is a thinly disguised piece of fiction in which Long 

has been elected President of the United States. In the 

process of developing his program, one of the central figures 

in the story questions the wisdom and possible outcome of 

one of Long's decisions. Convinced of the Tightness of his 

decision, Long nevertheless admits that he could be in error. 

In that event, he says, the "people will hold me responsi-

ble, and they may punish me..."^ 

It is probably significant that both Sinclair and 

Long were actively engaged in politics at the time they 

composed their Utopias. Undoubtedly they perceived better 

than most men the enormous possibilities for social improve

ment which are inherent in a democratic political system. 

And it is a tribute to George that he successfully captured 

the significance of this feature of American political life. 

Certainly the fact that his inquiry reflects a con

siderable preoccupation with the means by which Utopia can 

be realized sets it apart from other American Inward 

Utopians. For, as we have seen, in contrast to the problems 

36. Huey P. Long, My First Days in the "White House 
(Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Telegraph Press, 1939)* 
p. 19. Apparently the audacity of Long could not be sup
pressed even in his most serious moments. The decision dis
cussed here concerns the appointment of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt as Secretary of the Navy. According to the story 
line, Long had defeated Roosevelt—the incumbent President— 
in his bid for re-election. Long's thesis in making this 
appointment is that the Navy post is one for which Roosevelt 
has shown some competence. 
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encountered in the writings of Bellamy, Donnelly and 

Skinner, Henry George presents us with a logically investi

gate Utopian proposition. 

So a question worth examining is, why? Is there any

thing in George's inquiry beyond a verbal consideration of 

means which accounts for this distinctive difference? 

The answer to this question, I would argue, is to be 

found at three key doctrinal and substantive points in 

Utopian thought. First there is the issue of the ends to 

which they address themselves. To a man, Bellamy, Donnelly, 

Skinner, and George attempt to project a Utopia which con

forms in one respect or another to democratic ends. They 

take as their over-riding ethical imperative the doctrine 

of equality. Though the emphasis differs from one to 

another, each of these Utopians strive to approximate equali

ty in three key areas of social life—between the sexes, in 

the distribution of the community's wealth, and in the op

portunity to develop the talents and potential of those who 

reside in Utopia. Their common assumption would appear to 

be that only in a society organized consistent with demo

cratic ends can man live the good life. 

The second significant point in their arguments con

cerns the issue of determinism. Unlike George, Bellamy, 

Donnelly, and Skinner are all determinlst thinkers as we 

have seen. For each of these thinkers, some aspect of man's 

external environment acts as a coercive agent which 
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determines his behavior—both in individual and aggregate 

terms. This feature of their inquiry invariably stems from 

their analysis of the problem with which they are initially 

concerned--their analysis of existing society. For Bellamy 

and Donnelly man's behavior is the function of the communi

ty's economic system. For Skinner the determining factor is 

broader based—it is the whole of society as it coheres in 

its separable and conflicting parts. 

How it should be noted that a determinist argument 

does not of necessity dictate a problem for Utopian inquiry. 

Marxism, for example, propounds a doctrine of economic de

terminism at the same time it projects a Utopia in the form 

of a classless society. By the same token, however, there 

is appended to the Marxist argument a conception of pro

gressive movement toward Utopia in the form of dialectical 

materialism. 

The writings of Bellamy, Donnelly and Skinner, on 

the other hand, reveal no similar conceptions of change. 

For each of these Utopians, according to their own analyses, 

society is not progressing in the direction of Utopia. It 

is increasingly moving away from the society in which the 

good life might be lived. Thus if Marx's exhortation for 

the workers of the world to "unite" is superfluous, the pro

jection of utopia by our three American thinkers is a con

tradiction. Either their analyses of the problem is in 

error, or their Utopia is impossible. 
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This paradox, I would contend, is complemented by 

another feature of their inquiry, ind it is a feature which 

brings us to a third key doctrinal point in the thought of 

Bellamy, Donnelly, and Skinner. 

Despite their insistence upon democratic ends, none 

of these three thinkers are willing to submit their pro

posals to the democratic process as a means of effecting 

them. The question is why? One explanation which I have 

suggested throughout this inquiry is found in the character 

of their determinist argument. Like the rest of society the 

democratic process, for each thinker, has been perverted. 

Now Bellamy and Donnelly were contemporaries of Henry George. 

And Skinner's first major piece of scholarship was pub

lished only three years subsequent to the appearance of 

Long's First Days. One might, therefore, reasonably expect 

a coincidence of perception in their various inquiries con

cerning the condition of the democratic process as a means 

for realizing Utopia. Yet no such correspondence exists. 

The reason, I submit, is that Bellamy, Donnelly and 

Skinner are fundamentally elite thinkers. They are pro

pounding doctrines of some form of elite rule. Indeed their 

writings reveal an almost classical formulation of the 

structure of elite thought. Their arguments run as follows. 

There is, they all agree, something which is unalterably 

true. It is true in two senses: (l) it exists and (2) it 

provides standards of human conduct. Society, they continue, 
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if it is to be properly organized, must conform to that 

which is true. Now that which is true, the argument runs, 

can be known; but it can be known only by a relative few. 

Since the good society depends for its virtue upon its cor

respondence with that which is true, and since only a few 

can perceive that 'which is true, therefore the few must 

rule society. 

In short these Utopians, to a man, assume that 

broadly-based rational conduct is impossible, pnly a few— 

for all three, it is an elite possessed of special intel

lectual qualifications—are capable of rational action. 

Since Utopia must by definition be rational, only those 

capable of rational conduct must be permitted to exercise 

authority. 

The by-products of this commitment to elite rule 

have manifold implications for the problems of our Utopian 

thinkers. Earlier I suggested that the absence of the 

doctrine of political equality in Bellamy's writing is ex

plicable in terms of an absence of politics in his Utopia. 

At the same time, however, I stressed that there is present 

in his socialist paradise a conception of authority. A 

command-obedience relationship exists in Bellamy's Utopia. 

This same feature is equally apparent in Donnelly's agrarian 

Utopia, and Skinner's behaviorally-engineered Utopia. What 

I am suggesting is that Bellamy, Donnelly, and Skinner are 

not political thinkers in the strictest sense. 
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Implicit here, of course, Is a distinction between 

the notions of politics and the exercise of authority. The 

assumption is that politics presupposes disagreement. This 

disagreement may involve either the ends to which a communi

ty should address Itself or the means by which the ends 

should be pursued. What is implied is that disagreements 

must be negotiated and agreement discovered as a predicate 

to action. This negotiation may concern either ends or 

means. But for Bellamy, Donnelly, and Skinner, the ends 

according to which society should be ordered are not 

negotiable. They are true in and of themselves. Therefore, 

only those persons who possess the requisite knowledge of 

the true ends of society may be permitted to exercise 

authority. 

Authority in this sense is not a political concept. 

It is an ethical conception of the principles of right 

action. Authority is a function of a special class of 

knowledge. Those who are blessed with this knowledge do 

not make political decisions. Indeed they do not make de

cisions at all in the technical sense of choosing between 

alternatives. This because there are no alternatives among 

which to choose. There is not an alternative strictly 

speaking, because an alternative implies an option. But 

for these Utopians there is no option. There are those 

truths which they know. No others. Hence in exercising 

authority they are merely applying true principles. This 
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is an automatic not a negotiable function. Moreover, their 

claim to exercise authority legitimately is dependent upon 

their special knowledge. That is to say, only those who 

possess knowledge of "true principles", can make a morally 

valid decision. Since, according to their view, the great 

number of people are incapable of knowing that which is 

true, it would be logically inconsistent for either Bellamy, 

Donnelly, or Skinner to accept democratic processes as a 

means of effecting their Utopian proposals. 

For all its pretentions, elite thought is basically 

unimaginative. It is merely one variation or another upon 

the political views of the first major social thinker. 

Moreover, it is relatively simple to construct. All one 

needs to do is postulate an absolute truth which is knowable 

only to a relatively small group of "superior" men and his 

major task as an elite thinker is completed. But when elite 

thought is employed by a Utopian in concert with nonpro

gressive determinist argument, the results are deadly. In 

the case of the three Utopians with whom we have been con

cerned here, the consequences are obvious. Instead of dis

covering how man is capable of improving himself and his 

environment, how existing society can be transformed into a 

better order—all one gets under these circumstances are 

three definitions of equality applied to two foci—what is 

and what ought to be. There is beyond this relationship no 
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logical connection between the Utopians' analyses of exist

ing society and their conception of Utopia. 

In contrast to the difficulties inherent in the in

quiry of these thinkers, however, Henry George and his 

fellow democratic Utopians present a different situation al

together. As we have seen all of the American inward 

Utopians with whom we have "been concerned have contended 

that the proper ends of society must "be democratic in 

character. .But, according to George, the means by which the 

ends are realized must also be democratic. 

What he is advancing here, of course, is a con

ception of democracy as a decision-making process. As Pro

fessor Currin V. Shields has demonstrated, this is a con

ception of democracy very much in the American tradition. 

It coheres in three related doctrines—the doctrines of popu-

37 lar sovereignty, political equality and majority rule. 

Recall now that it is the assumption of our elite 

Utopians that any decision to institute Utopia must be made 

by an intellectual elite if it is to be morally-binding. In 

contrast to this notion, George contends that only the com

munity affected can make a morally binding decision of this 

character. "What he is accepting here, of course, is the 

notion of popular sovereignty. It is the idea that the 

37. Currin V. Shields, Democracy and Catholicism 
in Amfi-jM oa (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1958), pp. 132-133. 
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ultimate ethical touchstone for a community's decisions re

sides with the people in the community itself. The 

theoretical basis of this view is the notion that the people 

a r e  t h e  " u l t i m a t e  r e p o s i t o r y  o f  p o l i t i c a l  p o w e r . R e 

duced to its most basic properties, his proposition is: The 

people, in their sovereign capacity, must sanction a Utopian 

decision if it is to be morally binding upon the community. 

Implicit in this view is the notion that not only 

is authority ultimately located in the people, but it must 

be exercised by the people as well. George's point is that 

each individual in the community is equally competent to 

make a Utopian decision. He is advancing, in other words, 

a conception of political equality. It is the argument that 

in making the decision to pursue Utopia each individual in 

the community should count for one and no more than one. 

For George this is an "association in equality."^ It is, 

of course, in direct contrast to the elite Utopian who con

tends that only a small intellectual group of elite men 

should be permitted to make such a decision. For the elite 

Utopian, in other words, the elite should count for every

thing and the great bulk of the community need not be 

reckoned with. 

To his conception of popular sovereignty and poli

tical equality, George appends a doctrine of majority rule. 

38. George, o£. clt.. p. 11. 
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Indeed his notion of majority rule stands very much in the 

tradition of the Jeffersonian doctrine of continuing ma

jorities. What George is suggesting here is the proposi

tion that in the exercise of political authority, the de

cision of the largest number in the community shall "be con

sidered binding on all. But to this position, he attaches 

a proviso. It is George's view that the decision of the 

majority must be considered binding so long as the character 

of that decision does not permanently preclude its modifi

cation, alteration, or rejection on a subsequent occasion. 

The idea here is that there are some decisions which a com

munity cannot rightfully make through its democratic pro

cess. It would be impossible, for example, to make any de

cision which would permanently impair the democratic process 

itself. Despite the persistent and determined efforts of 

the elite Utopian to approximate democratic ends in their 

Utopias, he failed to live up to the democrat's dream. This 

because his commitment to elite rule precludes the future 

negotiation by the community of the original Utopian de

cision. This is George's point when he says it is impossi

ble for men to grant away the rights of those who follow 

them. "For what are we but tenants for a day? Have we made 

the earth, that we should determine the rights of those who 

after us shall tenant it in their turn?" In a poetic but 

somewhat Jumbled analogy, George develops his position fur

ther saying 
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We arrive and we depart, guests at a "banquet con
tinually spread, spectators and participants in an 
entertainment where there is room for all who come; 
passengers from station to station, on an orb that 
whirls through space—our right to take and possess 
cannot be exclusive; they must be bounded every
where by the equal rights of others.40 

Thus what we get in George is a proposition of this sort: 

Utopia must be pursued with the sanction of the people par

ticipating equally in the decision to institute a better 

order as determined by the vote of a majority. 

As we have seen, Bellamy, Donnelly and Skinner con

sider the democratic process as a means of realizing Utopia 

only to reject it. The basis of this rejection, I have at

tempted to demonstrate, is two-fold. One stems from their 

determinist argument. The other is a function of their 

elitism. 

There is, I would submit, still another explanation. 

It is that they tend to have a basically superficial and 

senseless view, of the practice of democracy in the American 

experience. This problem is eminently clear in the writings 

of Skinner. And it is a corollary of his determinist views. 

Democracy, he says, is absurd because it presupposes that 

men have self-generating wills. It regards man as a free 

agent, whose behavior is the product of spontaneous inner 

changes.41 What he is suggesting, of course, is that 

40. George, o£. clt.. p. 345. 

41. Skinner, Science and Human ^eha-uior (New York: 
The Macmillan Co., 1953), p. 7» See also his discussion of 
democracy, Walden Two, op. cit., pp. 221-228. 
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democratic practices require that there be 210 outside in

fluences exerted upon man if he is to render a democratic 

decision. It is the notion that any influence -which is 

exerted upon the individual in the process of arriving at a 

decision renders that decision non-democratic. Apparently, 

for Skinner, one must lock himself in a closet at the moment 

of birth and ever thereafter remain free from any external 

influences if he aspires to be a democrat. 

Skinner's point is that since man's behavior is 

demonstrably influenced by his environment, it is impossible 

to make democratic decisions. In brief, it is impossible to 

arrive at a Utopia populated with democratic ends via the 

democratic process! 

This view of the democratic process is, of course, 

completely alien to the American experience. The central 

questions which the American democrat poses when confronted 

with a decision-making situation are two: (l) is the de

cision sanctioned by the people acting in equality as de

termined by a vote of the majority?, and (2) will it pre

clude future negotiation? Beyond this the issue of the in

fluences which prompt the democrat to act as he does is an 

open question. Which, of course, is as it should be. The 

great American democrats from Jefferson onward have spent 

their best efforts attempting to Influence their con

temporaries. They have labored without end to persuade 

their fellows of virtue of their views. 
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To this rule, George is no exception. Of course, 

he says, men are influenced by their environment. Moreover, 

some aspects of his environment exert an unhealthy influence 

upon him. "The average American voter has prejudices, 

party feelings, general notions of a certain kind..." and 

at times he appears to give to the "fundamental questions 

of government not much more thought than a street-car horse 

does to the profits of the line. Were this not the case, so 

many hoary abuses could not have survived and so many new 

i.42 ones been added. 

But that man is influenced by his environment does 

not signify that he is irretrievably doomed by his environ

ment. Look around you, George says. Men are dissatisfied. 

"There is a vague-but general feeling of disappointment; an 

Increased bitterness among the working classes; a wide-

H 43 spread feeling of unrest and brooding... These are the 

stuffs out of which reforms are born. As a matter of fact, 

the "civilized world is trembling on the verge of a great 

movement. Either it must be a leap upward, which will open 

the way to advances yet undreamed of, or it must be a plunge 
44 

downward which will carry us back toward barbarism. And 

if we are to "lead upward" it requires that men exert their 

capacity to think, "by taking thought, by consciously 

42. George, OJD. clt.. p. 303. 

43. Ibid., p. 542. 

Ibid., p. 543. 
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adjusting means to ends...by adapting and contriving and ex

perimenting and copying; by effort after effort and trial 

after trial."^ 

George's point is as clear as it is exciting. The 

character of tomorrow is not inevitable. Between the now 

and what follows it stands a vital property—man. The cru

cial catalyst which will determine the future is the human 

creature—an amazing phenomenon with the ability to feel, 

think and act. And while not all men can feel with equal 

sensitivity, think with equal clarity, or act with equal 

vigor, all retain the capacity to perceive these qualities 

in others when they manifest themselves. In sum, the ca

pacity for good or ill coalesce side by side within the 

same community. 

And what Henry George is suggesting here is a theory 

of leadership. Sensitive men, men with vision and energy, 

must share their dreams with the larger community so that 

it might act with them in the pursuit of Utopia. 

Ironically Bellamy, Donnelly, and Skinner have them

selves followed this practice. They have not, in other 

words, acted in harmony with their own arguments. And, by 

this subtle but vital inconsistency, I would contend they 

belie the essential weakness of their own inquiry. Each of 

these thinkers, recall, insists that the scholars and other 

45. Henry George, The Science of Political Economy 
(Hew York: Robert Schalkenbach Foundation, 1939)» p. 15-16. 
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men of vision can do little to alter present conditions. 

This because great visions are impossible in a community 

characterized by chaos and disorder since man's character is 

merely a reproduction of a fundamentally Immoral society. 

Yet each of these men has a vision. Each man conceives of 

a better order, a Utopia wherein they maintain the good life 

can be realized. It may seem trite, but I would argue it is 

an essential question to ask of them: Where were you when 

society was shaping man's Immoral character? 

In search of an answer to this question, I sun re-
46 

minded of another recent Utopia, Mr. Adam. Mr. Adam, the 

story goes, is a mining engineer who was several thousand 

feet underground when an accidental nuclear explosion oc

curred which rendered impotent the world's entire male popu

lation. Mr. Adam, however, was spared this fate since he 

enjoyed the protection of a deep covering of earth. Upon 

returning to the earth's surface, Adam discovers that he 

alone is competent to sustain the human species. 

But, of course, neither Bellamy, Donnelly, nor 

Skinner enjoyed the protection of a mine shaft. Nor were 

they locked in a closet. These Utopians are products of that 

very society which, on their own terms, cannot produce 

Utopians. So the question is: If it can happen to the 

Bellamys, Donnellys, and Skinners, cannot it also happen to 

other men? 

46. P. H. H. Prank, Mr. Adam (New York: J. B. 
Lippencott Co., 1946). 
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Apparently even these men thought so. This despite 

their own conclusions to the contrary. Bellamy spent his 

later years laboring valiantly to realize a reformed society 

as he envisioned it. He organized nationalist societies, 

lectured widely and tirelessly to propogate the truths he 

had discovered. Donnelly even dared engage his dreams in 

that very political process which supposedly couldn't lead 

to Utopia. And Skinner, at this very moment, is busily in

volved with his followers in an attempt to establish his be-

haviorally-engineered Utopia. What's more, he is apparently 

attempting to enlist recruits for his undertaking—re

cruits, drawn from (of all places) that very community for 

which there is no hope I 

My suggestion is that the fact that Bellamy, 

Donnelly and Skinner dared submit their programs to the lar

ger community at least hints at the possibility that George 

is correct in his analysis. Possibly the community is capa

ble of pursuing Utopia. Possibly the democratic process can 

be used to transform existing society into a better place in 

which to live. At any rate its inclusion in his analysis of 

existing society and his conception of a Utopian community, 

offers us one of the few logically investlgable proposi

tions in the literature of American inward Utopians. 



Chapter VII 

Conclusions 

In drawing the present inquiry to a close, one 

question beyond all others demands an answer: What is the 

most fundamental difficulty in Utopian inquiry? The re

sponse should be evident. It is the Utopian's frequent 

failure to consider the means by which utopla can be ef

fected. 

This conclusion is considerably removed from the 

assumptions of those who currently decry the condition of 

Utopia in contemporary social inquiry. It has little to 

do with the intellectual bases of Utopian projections. The 

most carefully conceived ends, whatever their bases—meta

physical, historical, or physical—are insufficient to 

guarantee the Utopian thinker will present us with a solu

tion to our problem. The great bulk of Utopian literature 

leaves unanswered the fundamental question: How can man 

find himself in a somehow better world? 

Earlier I suggested that Professor Bronowski's con

ception of the purpose of scholarship serves as a useful 

test for evaluating the products of a scholar's efforts. 

It is the notion that the scholar (whatever his specialty) 

is engaged in an attempt to create order out of disorder. 

200 
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Social inquiry is no exception. And probably more than any 

other social thinker, the inward Utopian is confronted with 

the greatest challenge. For he at once takes upon himself 

the full responsibility of the social scientist. He must 

demonstrate knowledge of existing problems. He must indi

cate the appropriate social ends which serve as options to 

the present difficulty. And he must reveal the means by 

which the problem can be resolved in favor of the option. 

The latter information is distinctly important. For 

the Utopian's search for order is creative only to the ex

tent there is a unifying conception of means by which the 

problem can be resolved in favor of the ends. Hopefully 

such a creation will permit others to re-trace the original 

scholar's inquiry. And to the extent the first scholar has 

been prudent in his search for order, others will be per

mitted to participate with him in the original creative act 

in the form of re-creation. 

Implied here is a two-fold conception of the social 

scientist. In both the emphasis is upon the social. On 

the one hand, he is preoccupied with a social subject mat

ter. The primary focus of his inquiry is upon man in his 

various relationships. He is interested in man's relation

ship to man, man's relationship to his institutions, man's 

relationship to his God and the universe, and so forth. At 

the same time, however, the social scientist is also a 

social animal. Not only is he preoccupied with social 
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subject matter, he also attempts to share the products of 

his preoccupation—his "findings" as it were—with his 

fellow man. He is offering his observation to others that 

they might also share his experience. 

In both capacities the social observer bears heavy 

responsibilities. They are responsibilities which devolve 

upon him due to the practical interdependence of his two 

roles. What I am suggesting is not in the least complica

ted. While we might speak of the two-fold activity of the 

social scientist in separable terms, we do so only for the 

purposes of analysis. In practice we never come into con

tact with the scholar's observations upon a subject matter 

unless he has chosed to share them with us. He may create 

order out of disorder without end. But the only knowledge 

we are likely to have of this activity depends upon the ob

server's determination to share his experience with us— 

either orally or in written form. 

Thus the activity of the scholar is at once a pri

vate intellectual exercise and a practical activity to be 

shared with others. Hopefully the dual nature of scholarly 

inquiry will benefit all who participate. It should assist 

in the resolution of a problem common to all of the par

ticipants. 

In this connection, the observer is in effect say

ing: I have examined phenomena which are of interest to 

you; these are my observations; I recommend that you look 
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upon the same phenomena in a similar manner; should you act 

upon my recommendation, I believe you will agree with my 

observations. 

Now any attempt to characterize the consequences of 

this undertaking must be formulated in terms of a paradox. 

The results of the exchange between the observer and his 

fellows are mixed. On the one hand, we normally discover a 

wide range of agreement about the character of the subject 

matter examined. By the same token, however, it is rare 

that agreement is ever complete. "Whatever agreement results 

from the mutual examination of similar subject matter is 

always conditional. In practice we normally accept the 

original scholar's recommendations and the observations 

which sustain them with certain reservations. 

The question is, why? The answer, I submit, is 

obvious though frequently overlooked. Every man is en

gaged in a constant process of interpreting that which con

stitutes reality for him. He is attempting to characterize 

some aspect of what is sometimes called his total life ex

perience. Now though we may never know with certainty, 

experience would seem to indicate that men's realities dif

fer. This is simply another way of saying no two men learn 

their culture in precisely the same manner. For a T. S. 

Eliot the biblical story of creation is as true an explana

tion of the real nature of the universe, the world and man 

as could possibly be forthcoming. To his contemporary, 
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Bertrand Russell, it is a silly fiction not worth bother

ing with. 

What we encounter in a situation of this character 

are two men, contemporaries and friends, who are attempting 

to interpret some aspect of that which we call reality. 

And doing so, I might add, in strikingly different terms. 

Now in practice this difference in interpretation may or may 

not matter. The extent to which it does matter depends upon 

the situation in which they find themselves and the in

tensity of their feelings on the issue of creation. 

Basically it is the question: How important is the issue 

of creation? 

In numerous situations it may not be important at 

all. Conceivably Eliot and Russell could take tea together 

and converse at great length without their differing in

terpretations of the source of the universe and those things 

in it effecting an otherwise pleasant social interlude. 

However, should one of the gentlemen raise the issue, as

sert his interpretation of creation in the form of a pro

position which he recommends be accepted by the other, 

difficulty might result. In effect the party may be over. 

A problem may manifest itself and the character of the 

situation changed as a consequence. 

Should this be the case, the question becomes: Can 

the two men reconcile their variant interpretations of that 

part of reality which relates to the issue of creation? It 
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is here that the responsibilities of the scholar become 

most obvious. 

Providing the changed character of the situation is 

comprehended, and providing the participants in the conver

sation wish to resolve the problem, they bear the responsi

bility for demonstrating the basis of their position on the 

issue at hand. Let me suggest, in this connection, that 

the provisos attached to the matter of responsibility here 

are of considerable importance. 

Concerning the first, it is conceivably that the 

changed situation may not be recognized as such. As I 

suggested earlier, a problem is not a problem until it has 

been perceived. Or perhaps the second party to the conver

sation may choose to ignore his friend's recommendation. He 

may simply wish to pretend that the event did not happen. 

Secondly, it is a logical possibility that the two men may 

not wish to resolve the problem. They may not regard it as 

sufficiently important to merit their efforts. Or they may 

regard it as too important to negotiate. Should either of 

these situations prevail, the issue of responsibility is 

senseless. For under these circumstances that which I have 

described as the practical aspect of scholarship is not an 

issue since there is literally no problem to be solved. The 

outward character of the pleasant conversation would appear 

unaltered. The person who raised the issue in the first 

place would be guilty of nothing more than a social 
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indiscretion. And the tea would proceed as though nothing 

has changed. 

But should the issue be joined and the will to re

solve it manifested, the question of responsible scholar

ship becomes paramount. For under these conditions two 

men are recommending, one to the other, their interpretation 

of reality. Each man is in effect contending that his 

understanding of his experience should be accepted by the 

other as a valid characterization of a significant aspect 

of reality. And he, therefore, incurs the responsibility 

for demonstrating why this is the case. In asking others 

to agree with him in his interpretation of reality, he is 

called upon to demonstrate why such an agreement should be 

forthcoming. 

Now attempts at demonstration may take various 

forms. But basically they are three. One may attempt 

to demonstrate that his position is consistent with meta

physical phenomena. He may attempt to demonstrate that it 

is consistent with historical phenomena. Or he may attempt 

to demonstrate that it is consistent with physical phe

nomena. Moreover, any combination of these three classes 

of phenomena may be employed. 

In the hypothetical Eliot-Russell tea party, for 

example, Eliot would probably attempt to demonstrate his 

position on the nature of creation by combining meta

physical, historical, and physical phenomena. His 
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proposition might "be: The earth was created by God in 

times past. In this situation he would be claiming three 

kinds of knowledge. He would be asserting knowledge of 

three classes of phenomena which are external to the propo

sition itself. First he would be asserting knowledge of a 

physical property called the earth; secondly he would be 

claiming knowledge of ultimate reality, God; and, finally, 

he would be claiming knowledge of God's action in the dis

tant past. In effect Eliot would be saying to Russell: 

Examine the phenomena to which my propositions refer and 

you will agree with my interpretation of the nature of 

creation. 

It is possible, of course, that Russell would ac

cept neither (l) Eliot's proposition nor (2) the combination 

of external properties to which it refers. However care

fully Eliot might attempt to demonstrate the basis of his 

position, however cautiously he formulates and re-formu

lates his case, Russell might continue to find it un

acceptable. By the same token, he could conceivably be 

persuaded by Eliot's demonstration. He might find that, 

on the basis of Eliot's careful articulation of his propo

sition and systematic identification of the properties to 

which it refers, agreement is possible. 

But whatever the case, whether agreement or con

tinued disagreement is the consequence of this exchange, 

the essential task of responsible scholarship have been 
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involved. Eliot has treated Russell to a logically in

vestigate proposition. 

Now recall the line of our present inquiry. We are 

searching for an answer to the question: "Why is the wide 

range of agreement we encounter on the nature of reality 

normally conditional? The answer, I submit, inheres in the 

secondary question. It depends upon the response to the 

question: How important is the issue at hand? 

It is merely a description of the human community 

to assert that men hold different aspects of their reality 

in varying degrees of significance. And that which we call 

reality coheres in an infinite number of potential issues 

and combination of issues ranging from the most abstract, 

e.g., the nature of God, to the most concrete, e.g., the 

nature of a particular piece of clay. Issues such as the 

nature of the universe, the nature of nature, the nature 

of man, the nature of society, the nature of government, 

the nature of the family, the nature of the church, the 

economy, the arts, sciences and so forth, all comprise that 

which we call reality. 

And on each of these potential issues a man may 

take his stand. He may assert that the question of God is 

the most significant. Or he may assert that the question 

of man has a primary claim to importance. What happens in 

either case is that a man takes a position on that which 

he considers the most important aspect of reality. He in 
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effect says this: I value this or that aspect of reality 

above all others. It is the most real, hence it is the 

most important of all my reality. Moreover, it is normally 

from that most important aspect of his reality that a man 

infers his ethic. Now the question is, since men hold 

different aspects of their reality in varying degrees of 

significance, does it necessarily follow that productive 

'discourse must collapse? I think not. 

Consider the hypothetical Eliot-Russell tea party 

for a moment. For Eliot the issue of God would unquestion

ably be primary. For Russell the issue of man would hold 

such a status. But both men would likely find they have a 

common conception of the nature of society. Both would 

probably conceive of society as a collection of men pos

sessed of equal dignity who should be treated accordingly. 

To be sure the basis of their positions would differ. For 

Eliot man's essential dignity would undoubtedly stem from 

a notion of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of 

man. For Russell it would be the consequence of his ob

servation that each man is unique in his own rights and 

should, therefore, be treated as such. Nevertheless they 

would have found a point of common agreement about their 

variant interpretations of reality. 

Upon this common agreement they could discourse and 

act. In this sense they would be acting upon a fiction. 

They would act as if they concurred in the nature of reality 
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for the purposes of transacting their business. Moreover 

such a fiction is made possible because they have inferred 

a similar ethic despite the fact they hold different as

pects of reality to be of primary importance. Thus they 

can engage their intellects and energies in a common pur

suit. 

Now this fiction is conditional. It is conditional 

in the sense that it serves as a building-block for greater 

and greater ranges of agreement so long as those agreements 

do not violate that sensitive spot •which both men hold pri

mary. So long as subsequent agreements do not do violence 

to one or the other man's conception of the primacy of God 

or man, the possibility of building an amicable social re

lationship is limitless. 

These are essentially the procedures, of course, 

which hold that which we call a community together. An 

issue of common significance is treated as though it were 

primary. It may or may not be. The fact is, however, mem

bers of the community are willing to act as if it were. 

They will continue to act in this manner so long as the 

issue about which they feel most intensly is not violated 

by an agreement born out of their common fiction. 

Let me make as clear as possible the significance 

of the conditional basis of social life in terms of the 

social observer's activity. I have repeatedly suggested 

that the student of social subject matter is engaged 
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primarily in problem solving activity. At the same time, I 

have argued that problems and their solutions are to be 

found in the culture of a community. By culture I have 

nothing very revolutionary in mind. What I am suggesting 

is that a culture consists in the artifacts—ideas and in

stitutions—which are products of the interpretations of 

reality entertained by the various members of a community, 

and the actions they have undertaken as a consequence of 

their interpretations. In this sense, a culture is a kind 

of summary statement of a community's interpretation of 

reality. 

How in practice we discuss culture in terms of groups 

of subject matter—language, art, science, theology, govern

ment, economics, agriculture, and so forth. Each of these 

concepts is at once a description of, and an attempt to 

control, some form of activity or some class of objects 

which manifest themselves as the many aspects of our reali

ty. They are, in other words, attempts to characterize and 

order the world in which we live. When we speak of govern

ment, for example, we are engaged in an interesting and 

exciting two-fold activity. Were we to say government is a 

form of activity designed to control other forms of activity 

through the use of authoritatively sanctioned power, we 

would be (l) rendering static something which is dynamic, 

(2) for the potential purpose of adjusting or otherwise 

treating with the activity we have described. 
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Now what we describe as a problem situation exists 

when a tension manifests itself between two or more aspects 

of our culture. Of problem situations, moreover, I would 

contend there are essentially three types. There are 

dilemmas, irritations, and problems in the strictest sense 

of the term. 

A dilemma is strictly speaking an insoluble problem. 

It is the function of an absolute tension between two as

pects of our culture which we hold to be of equal Importance. 

One of the most familiar dilemmas, of course, is charac

terized by the "cake and eat it too" proposition. In other 

words, the man who wants to keep his cake intact but at the 

same time wants to eat his cake stands in the presence of 

a dilemma. 

Irritations, of course, are simply problems not 

worth bothering with—minor problems which frustrate us, 

but not enough to warrant serious attention. We want our 

mail delivered on Saturday and such practices are not cur

rently followed. But while we are aggravated by the no-

mail -on- Saturday policy, we are not sufficiently moved to 

do anything about it. 

The third class of problems (that which I have 

described as a problem in the strictest sense of the term) 

are (l) capable of resolution and (2) held to be sufficient

ly troublesome to warrant resolution.' Such problems are 

the result of a tension between some aspect of our culture 
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which we hold primary and another aspect which we regard 

as less important. 

It is on this third type of problem that the social 

scientist normally focuses his attention. His role in this 

connection, as I have already suggested, is three-fold. 

First he must demonstrate the nature of the problem. In 

this capacity, he attempts to call our attention to the 

conflict in our culture "by identifying that aspect which 

is primary and that aspect which is of lesser importance. 

In sum he describes the character of the problem. In terms 

of our Utopian inquiry, this is essentially what we dis

covered in the problem analysis of each of our Utopian 

thinkers. Bellamy, for example, maintained that those col

lective aspects of our culture which we call present society 

are at odds with that aspect of our culture which he pre

sumes to be primary: God's will. 

Secondly he must identify an option to the problem. 

In this connection he has essentially one of two alterna

tives. He may recommend that we alter our primary commit

ment. In other words, he may recommend that we relegate to 

secondary importance that which we currently hold primary. 

Or he may recommend an alteration of those secondary as

pects of our culture which are at odds with that which is 

primary. It is this latter recommendation, of course, which 

we encounter in Inward Utopian inquiry. Each Utopian at

tempts to demonstrate the character of community ordered 
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consistent with, that which they Judge to "be of paramount im

portance to the culture. 

And finally the social scientist must demonstrate 

the means "by which the option they recommend may be effected. 

Now hopefully the observer's inquiry will provide this in

formation. Yet as we have seen all too frequently Utopian 

inquiry does not. Indeed, Bellamy, Donnelly, and Skinner do 

not present us with a means of solving our problem at all. 

Rather they offer only the worse kind of problem—a dilemma. 

They tell us we can have that which we cannot have! In 

this connection we are confronted with one of the great 

ironies of any culture. That which exists in a culture as 

a means of solving problems, social inquiry, itself becomes 

a problem! We are trapped, in short, by our own problem 

solving efforts. 

Wow it is my position that this problem need not 

obtain. As I have attempted to demonstrate, the problems 

of Bellamy, et. al., are the consequence of their determinist 

analysis of present society, plus the elite character of 

their political views. 

Concerning the first problem—their determinism--

let me simply suggest they are wrong. 101116 their gruesome 

characterization of present society (and the determinism 

which accompanies it) might be excellent criticism, it is 

not' very good description. In one of those rare moments 

of truth, to which we are treated now and then, Andrew 
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Hacker recently suggested that much of the scholar's work 

Involves caricaturing.1 Given the interpretative basis of 

the scholarly enterprise, scholarship can be nothing else. 

But a caricature should tell us something. Recently in a 

newspaper, there was printed a caricature of a great nose. 

Beneath the nose there was a caption: "L'etat c'est moi, 

y'all." Now I am moderately familiar with the work of con

temporary political cartoonists and I am aware that there 

are two great noses currently being caricatured. One be

longs to Charles DeGaulle. The other belongs to Lyndon 

Johnson. But so help me, I haven't the vaguest notion which 

of these two gentlemen were being caricatured! Beyond re

calling to my memory that DeGaulle and Johnson have rather 

sizeable noses, the cartoon told me absolutely nothing. 

What I am suggesting is that the interpretations of 

existing society offered by Bellamy, Donnelly, and Skinner 

are caricatures. Moreover, they are caricatures which do 

not reflect the really essential ingredients of the com

munity. As I suggested in the preceding chapter, Bellamy, 

Donnelly, and Skinner are their own worst contradiction. 

If the American community which they portrayed actually 

existed, they couldn't have written their Utopias; nor 

1. Andrew Hacker, "Mathematics and Political 
Science," Mathematics and the Social Sciences (Philadelphia: 
The American Academy of Political and Social Science, 1963), 
p. 75. 
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could they have labored so tirelessly to make them a 

practical reality. 

The problem with their determinism, I suggest, is 

that it does not conform to the interpretative basis of a 

culture. As I have attempted to demonstrate, a culture is 

a kind of summary statement of a community's interpretation 

of reality. It is a human creation. It is determined by 

man. Now that which man makes, he can also alter. My point 

is, of course, that Henry George is correct. The catalyst 

which stands between now and what might be torn out of it 

is man. 

Beyond the determinist argument of Bellamy, Donnelly, 

and Skinner, however, the elite character of their utoplanism 

also presents a serious problem. It is a problem which in

heres in all elite thought to a greater or lesser extent. 

Each of these men, recall, argues that only by instituting 

his conception of the appropriate relationships between the 

various aspects of a culture will the problem which con

fronts the community be resolved. In brief, each is in

sisting that Utopia is possible on his terms and his terms 

alone. 

How the problem is they insist that their terms 

differ. Yet it is an odd problem. What we encounter here 

is a situation of this sort. For Bellamy Utopia is pos

sible only if the community is ordered consistent with that 

which he holds primary: God's will. For Donnelly Utopia 
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is possible only if it is ordered consistent with, that 

which he holds primary: historical precedent. And for 

Skinner it is possible only if ordered consistent with that 

which he holds primary: laws of human psychology. The 

question is: What is the inner-most ingredient of their 

argument? It is, I would contend, essentially this: each 

of these thinkers is telling us what he considers to be 

basic—to be most important and true—in that which consti

tutes reality for him. Moreover they are contending that 

not every one agrees with them on the issue of what is pri

mary in reality. They are admitting nothing more than the 

fact that men hold differing aspects of their reality in 

varying degrees of significance. Thus their argument: 

since everyone holds differing aspects of their reality in 

varying degrees of significance, and since Utopia can be 

ordered only consistent with my position on the issue of 

what is most significant, therefore only those who agree 

with me on this issue can make a Utopian decision. 

So the question is: Do their conclusions neces

sarily follow from their argument? Again I think not. And 

it is for this reason that I have described their problem 

as odd. And, I might add, a bit sad. Despite their dis

agreement concerning that which is primary in reality, all 

three of these Utopians manifest a high degree of ethical 

agreement. Despite the primacy of God's will for Bellamy, 

historical precedent for Donnelly, and human psychology 
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for Skinner, all concur that Utopia should be ordered con

sistent with the egalitarian ethic. In other words, there 

is in their variant interpretation of reality, the basis 

for common action. But in spite of this consensus, their 

elite argument precludes such a possibility. For Skinner 

neither Bellamy nor Donnelly could make a Utopian decision. 

For Bellamy neither Donnelly or Skinner could make a 

Utopian decision. For Donnelly niether Bellamy or Skinner 

could make a Utopian decision. Only those who possess their 

especial view of truth are competent to be Utopians. This 

sad spectacle, I submit, is all too frequently that which 

stands between some of the world's greatest Utopians and 

the practical realizations of their dreams. 

Now in contrast consider Henry George's argument. 

George, no less than his fellow Utopians, held something 

to be primarily significant. He had his truth. He called 

it natural Justice. In his inquiry, moreover, it serves 

the same function as does Bellamy's conception of God's 

plan, Donnelly's conception of a former Golden Age, and 

Skinner's notion of man's social propensities. It is the 

standard upon the basis of which he organizes his solution 

to the problem with which he is concerned. What's more his 

solution—his Utopia—is in the tradition of all American 

inward Utopians. It is an attempt to institute a community 

which coheres in democratic ends. 
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But by including a conception of the democratic 

process as a means of effecting his solution, he has made 

it possible (both in logic and practice) to act upon his 

recommendation. Not only does he present us with a logi

cally investigable proposition, but he has presented a 

practical solution to our problem. This because his solu

tion conforms to the interpretive basis of social action. 

As I have attempted to demonstrate, despite the 

fact that men might hold different aspects of reality in 

varying degrees of importance, frequently they can find a 

source of common agreement on the nature of society. They 

can act upon a fiction that they were in agreement for the 

purposes of discourse and action. George's solution per

mits this essential process. 

George's theory of leadership in a democracy has 

already been examined. But in addition to his leadership 

theory, George's solution also admits the possibility that 

others might not be persuaded by his interpretation of 

natural .justice. At the same time, however, they might 

agree with his solution to social problems. They might, 

in other words, for reasons other than those propounded by 

George, concur in his recommended Utopia. As a consequence 

of George's reliance upon the democratic process to realize 

Utopia, they could act in concert with him for the purposes 

of effecting it. These, I would submit, are essentially 

the practices one observes in a functioning democracy. In 
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this sense, the democrat assumes that (l) he can have a 

measure of influence over his fellows, but (2) failing this, 

he can find a common ground for concerted social action. 

These assumptions, as I have suggested, are "born 

out in the practical operations of a democracy. This is par

ticularly true in the American democratic experience. Those 

things which we call political parties in American democracy 

are bound together by these two assumptions. On the one 

hand, the members of a party evidence attempts to persuade 

one another of the primacy of their views. On the other, 

failing their first effort, they seek a common ground for 

action. In short, despite the differing intellectual base 

of their action, they meet in common cause. 

The conception of democracy which I am here ad

vancing is, I would contend, at once a description of an 

essential characteristic of the democratic process and its 

strongest recommendation. Men perceive their realities in 

continuously different ways. These differing interpreta

tions somehow must be adjusted. The alternative to adjust

ment is anarchy—man against man, groups of men against 

groups of men. The democrat rejects the alternative to ad

justment by attempting to institute means by which peaceful 

adjustment is possible. 

Granted, the democrat's formula for adjustment is 

not the only logical possibility. Assume, for the moment, 

we strip the determinism from the Inquiry of Bellamy, 
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Donnelly and Skinner. Assume, moreover, we could Insert 

into their argument a conception of revolution, led "by a 

small band of like-minded men whose purpose it is to order 

society consistent with their view of appropriate social 

relations. Here at least we would have a logically investi-

gable proposition. It would he a proposition similar to 

that propounded "by Lenin. 

Nevertheless let me suggest it still includes cer

tain basic shortcomings. Admittedly the shortcomings are no 

longer methodological. The problem is no longer a logically 

uninvestigable proposition. (But a problem nevertheless 

obtains). It is essentially a practical problem. The 

American social observer advancing propositions of revolu

tion and elite rule as doctrines for action is unlikely to 

find a very great response. The reason, I submit, is that 

such propositions do not describe anything which the Ameri

can community regards as sufficiently important aspects of 

its reality to warrant the action called for. Jefferson's 

conception of frequent revolution and Madison's conception 

of elite rule to the contrary notwithstanding, Americans 

appear to have committed themselves to the proposition that 

the ends to which the community should address Itself must 

be pursued through peaceful negotiation in the political 

process with each man in the community participating equally. 

Clearly this is a cultural decision. Other com

munity's have not made the same decision at all. But 
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Bellamy, Donnelly, and George were propounding solutions to 

American problems. Therefore, I would suggest, those 

solutions must "be torn from out of the American cultural 

pattern if they are to "be effective. As I have suggested 

earlier, one of the most significant features of George's 

inquiry is the fact that it reflects this feature of the 

American community. He had an uncanny insight into the 

theory and practice of problem solving in American life. 

Implicit in the argument I have been advancing here 

is a conception of the democratic political process as a 

method of problem solving. In this connection, I would ar

gue, there is a close parallel between democracy and scholar

ly inquiry. Both are motivated by the same impulse—the 

search for order. The difference between scholarship and 

democracy rests in the character of the authority they claim 

on behalf of their decisions. The democrat claims politi

cal authority; the scholar claims intellectual authority. 

But even in this distinction, the two conceptions merge. 

To the extent the scholar is a democrat, his credentials are 

joined. His special claim as a scholar is combined with his 

special claim to participate equally with his fellows in the 

political process. By the same token, to the extent the 

democratic process is in order, the democrat is in a posi

tion to claim intellectual credentials. My point is this. 

If the political institutions through which the democrat 

negotiates his differing interpretations of reality 
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facilitate such a procedure, he is in a position to assert 

that the decisions made through the democratic process have 

an intellectual basis. 

Now it is in the interrelationship of scholarship 

and the political process that I "believe we find a clue to 

some of the current anxieties about the character of recent 

American political inquiry. The social scientist generally 

is attempting to discover solutions to cultural problems. 

The political scientist, for his part, is primarily in

terested in that part of a culture called the political pro

cess. These are the ingredients of a fascinating situation. 

The political scientist is attempting to resolve problems 

which manifest themselves in the community's most inclusive 

method of problem solving. In this sense political science 

is essentially problem solving on problem solving! 

"What I am suggesting is that an "excessive pre

occupation with the means by which political decisions are 
41' 

made" is a necessary function of the political scientist. 

We do not wish our problems away. We can speculate on the 

ends of society and man without-end. But when we have 

found our points of common agreement on those goals we 

should pursue, we must be in a position to act. We must be 

permitted to effect our decision. And if the means by which 

we act upon our commonly shared aspirations are insufficient 

to their purpose, are functioning ineffectively, our "efforts 

will have been to no avail. 
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The problem Is especially acute In American politi

cal inquiry. For as Professor James McGregor Burns has 

demonstrated in his Deadlock of Democracy (1963), there Is 

an enormous tension within the American political system. 

The Ideas Americans have come to share about how political 

authority should be exercised, and the Institutions through 

which their decisions are expressed, are geared to different 

purposes. The institutions are products of the late 18th 

Century, and the ideas, which have developed since that time, 

no longer conform to those out of which the institutions 

were born. The institutions were designed to facilitate a 

form of elite rule favored by the Federalists. But today 

the community wishes to negotiate Its differences demo

cratically. This Is a tension, I submit, which requires 

more not less analysis. It is in every respect a bona fide 

intellectual preoccupation for the student of American 

politics, and it would be surprising not to find it re

flected In the literature of contemporary political inquiry. 

I have suggested that much of the scholarly activity 

involves the creation of caricatures. This applies to 

scholarship on scholarship, as well as scholarship on other 

subject matter. My proposition is that many of those who 

define a "crisis" in political inquiry have drawn a carica

ture in many respects similaz* to the nose cartoon mentioned 

a brief space back. They don't really tell us a great deal. 

They confuse utoplanism and speculation about the ends of 
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human existence with metaphysical inquiry. Ends analysis 

and metaphysical analysis, for them are one in the same. 

And therefore they reject any other form of inquiry as anti-

utopian and repugnant to questions of an "ought" character. 

Now it is easy enough to understand why they arrive 

at this conclusion. They are practically forced into it by 

many of their fellow students of politics who maintain that 

metaphysical inquiry is by definition "unscientific" and 

that political inquiry should not concern itself with 

question of values. Recently one such individual took the 

odd position that "when it come to justifying ultimate... 

values, political science has virtually-nothing to con

tribute."2 

As I have attempted to demonstrate this is an es

sentially senseless and fruitless line of argument. The 

very heart of scholarship involves the question of values; 

values predicated upon metaphysical, historical, and physi

cal aspects of a community's reality. Moreover, these are 

issues which will not be begged. Those who contend other

wise are merely presenting us with another caricature which 

does not really say a great deal. 

Thus the irony of ironies. The "crisis" in politi

cal inquiry amounts to little more than two great carica

tures which tell us very little. 

2. Stuart S. Nagel, "Review Article, Jurisprudence: 
The Philosophy and Method of the Law." The American Political 
Science Review. LVII. Mo, 1 (March. 1963). 175. 
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In the meantime the search for Utopia goes on. And 

political science as a field of scholarly inquiry continues 

to contribute to that search. This said, however, let me 

suggest that Utopia is not lilcely to "be torn out of the 

present single-handedly by the political science profession. 

Plato, after all, was not a political scientist. He was a 

philosopher. St. Augustine did not belong to the American 

Political Science Association. He was a cardinal of the 

Roman Catholic Church. St. Thomas More never once lectured 

to a class in American national government or international 

relations. He was an English politician. Henry George 

didn't even possess a bachelor of arts degree let alone a 

Ph.D. He was an impoverished journalist who spent much of 

his lifetime on the razor's edge of financial disaster. 

My point is that Utopia is a community's responsi

bility. Indeed, its greatest responsibility. And a communi

ty consists of many parts of which political science is 

only one. At present, moreover, our community is expanding. 

That which was familiar about our community in the past is 

changing and reaching outward. In this connection it is 

interesting to reflect for a moment upon the character of 

the communities which the great Utopians have attempted to 

institute. Invariably they have tended to be a reflection 

of the typical form of political organization with which 

the Utopian thinker was most familiar. Plato's Republic 

was a city-state. Plato was most familiar with the city-
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state form of political organization. American Utopians, 

by the same token, have generally taken as their basic form 

of organization some variation upon the nation-state theme. 

Their Utopias have tended to be a community of sovereign 

people founded on a territorial basis which was presumably 

self-suff1ci ent. 

Now it is my thesis that the nation-state form of 

organization is in a subtle process of transition. The 

transition is ever so imperceptible. But it is, I believe, 

taking place. Indeed, I would contend the nation-state as 

a characteristic form of political organization is in the 

process of a gradual breakdown. That, in other words, what 

we call the community is no longer a nation of people, but 

a world of people. What I am suggesting is that there is 

emerging a new form of political organization from out of 

which we will attempt to wrest Utopia. Gradually we are 

instituting new methods by which that community called the 

world is attempting to make its decisions. We see it in 

diverse ways and places. We see it in the form of a United 

Nations. A common market. An ecumenical council. In the 

cautious and painful reconciliation of two great nations 

who have spent the better part of a quarter of a century 

regarding one another with bitterness and hostility. 

And the question is: Will this lead to Utopia? 

Possibly not, but we are trying. We are searching for a 

point of common agreement which will serve as a fiction 
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upon the basis of which we, as a world community, can act 

in concert. 

Oscar Wilde is reported to have argued that no map 

of the world is complete unless it contains a place called 

Utopia. As with most truths of lasting significance, 

Wilde's observation comes to us in a very small package. In 

encountering it, one looks vainly for an elaborate meta-

physic or carefully detailed research design as a prelude to 

physical analysis. Nor is there anywhere present a great 

theory of history, conception of evolution, or dialectic. 

Its only claim to glamour rests in the fact that it is a 

simple statement of the human condition. It offers us 

nothing more grandiose than one man's interpretation of 

the nature of man. But this is the case with most truly 

great utterances. They are products of one man's keen eye 

and sensitive insight which tell us about something uni

versal. They describe something which we can expect to 

encounter whenever and wherever we live. 
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